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SUMMARY 

This thesis presents the main results of a study that aimed at uncovering the 

inner workings of Meadows' World3 model, not to criticise the underlying 

assumptions, but to be able to understand and explain precisely why the model 

behaves the way it does, under a variety of assumptions. 

The model's so-called standard-run properties are studied sector by sector, 

and at different levels of detail. Standard-run behaviour appears to be 

mainly determined by the assumptions on capital growth and resource 

availability in the model. The capital and resource submodel impresses its 

behaviour of growth, followed by decline, upon all other sectors. The 

implication is that policies aiming at modification of this behaviour cannot be 

effective unless they affect capital growth and resource usage in the model. 

Population growth in World3 tends to continue until stopped by starvation. 

A5 a result, policies designed to create and maintain acceptable and sustainable 

living conditions in World3 have to include a population policy in addition 

to a resource conservation policy. The policies need not to be as abrupt and 

radical as those advocated by the Meadows team. The main reason for the 

difference is that, as the :Meadows team failed to recognise the more or less 

hierarchical structure of the model, their study of policies had to be 

conducted along a trial-and-error type of approach. 

Model understanding is a crucial, but underdeveloped part of model-based 

systems analysis and policy formulation. Therefore, the World3 excercise was 
reconsidered from a methodological point of view. A proposal for a general 

approach to model understanding is the result. In addition, an extensive list 

of techniques, sone of which have been developed in the context of the World3 
analyses, is given. 

The major methodological conclusion is that, in contrast to current 

practice - in which sensitivity analysis is considered to be about the only 

technique - great flexibility is desirable, and a wide variety of techniques 

may have to be used to properly understand a complicated model. The 

integrated approach presented here offers a general framework for discussion 

and a variety of suggestions and ideas to those confronted with the problem 
of constructing, understanding and exploiting a complicated model. 



C h a p t e r o n e 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1. 1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

In the late sixties, a number of businessmen, scientists, and others who were 

alarmed at what they considered to be rrankind's self-destructive tendencies 

formed an international group that was to become known as the ''Club of Rome", 

according to the location of their first meeting. The subject of concern was 

called the ''World Problematique", or "the Predicarrent of Mankind". The Club 

was looking for a unifying approach for study and communication at the time 

Professor J.W.Forrester attended one of its meetings. Forrester had developed 

a particular method of dynamic modelling and computer siilUllation (called 

"System Dynamics" by himself and his associates), and had applied it already 

to industrial management and urban planning problems /7,8/. He proposed to 

use the System Dynamics method for the study of the world-wide problems the 

Club was worrying about. To demonstrate the utility of his approach he 

quickly designed a diagram "on the back of an envelope". This diagram is said 

to be called ''World1". Within a few weeks, Forrester elaborated the diagram 

and developed a simulation model called "World2". That model describes the 

global developments in the fields of economy, resource availability, 

demography, food production and pollution in a rough and highly aggregated 

manner. 

After a presentation of World2, the Club decided to adopt Forrester's 

method because it seemed to ireet many of the requirements of the approach the 

Club was looking for: a synthesis of many isolated components into a more 

comprehensive picture, and an attempt to analyse the system as a whole rather 

than just its parts. In order to examine Forrester's assumptions and 

conclusions in greater depth and to rethink and refine the components of his 

model, a more extensive study was initiated under the leadership of 

D.L.Meadows, The outcome was a new model, called ''World.3", which, since, the 

publications of "The Limits to Grcwth" in 1972 /15/, has been a subject of 
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intense debate for several years. 

In the rreantirre, Forrester 1 s model had been published in a book called 

"World Dynamics" /9/. The book received world-wide attention, probably more 

because of its far-reaching conclusions and recommendations concerning the 
" future of mankind than because of its scientific contents. Among those who 

got interested in the problematique were a number of systems and control 

engineers in the Netherlands. The staterrents put forward by Forrester were 

intriguing, and, on the assumption that the problems were real problems indeed,a 

clarification of the debate would be relevant to the future of 

mankind. In addition, the rrethod employed was very familiar to systems and 

control engineers who had been working with matheootical models of dynamic 

systems for oony years, and had build up a broad ioothodological knowledge 

and experience in the field. Little of this had been utilised in 
Forrester's and M=adows' stu::lies. Hence, it was strongly felt that a 

significant contribution could be made to the further study and evaluation of 

the models of the Chili of Rorre. An introductory investigation of the World2 

model, conducted at DSM laboratories, reinforced this conviction /11/: the 

rrechanisms basically determining model behaviour were fomd to be far simpler 

than suggested by Forrester 1s presentation, sensitive and insensitive 

model components could be easily identified, and, last but not least, a control 

stu::ly based on the introduction of feedback shewed that stabilisation of model 

behaviour cculd be attained in a far simpler and far more gradual way than 

by the iooasures advocated by Forrester. 

en the basis of these and other considerations, it was decided to start a 

project group (called "Global Dynamics"), which set itself as a goal "to make 

a systems and aontrot-saienae aontribution to the soiution or aiteviation of 

the probtems brought up for disaussion by the Ctub of Rome". The emphasis was 

not on the construction of new models, nor on criticisms of the validity of 

the assumptions oode, but on a sober, objective study of the systems aspects 

of models built by others, and - not surprisingly - on the application of 

control theory to examine the possibilities of influencing model behaviour. 

Further details about the project in general, and its results are to be fomd 

in a series of progress reports /20/. 
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1. 2 MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY 

This thesis the main results of one of the sub-studies made within 

the Global Dynamics project group: a thorough, in-depth analysis of Meadows' 

World3 model. The principal object of the study was to aquire insight into 

inner workings of the model, and to analyse the structure and characteristics 

of the model as a whole. Insight into a model's inner workings is a 

prerequisite for proper interpretation of the results, for an adequate 

def41ction of policy conclusions, and for many other purposes (see also 

Section 3.2). 

Like Forrester, Meadows and his associates had made little effort to get 

the best of their models by performing such an analysis. Their presentation 

heavily depended on the reliability of programs and computers, instead of 

attempting to explain the reasoning behind their conclusions in terms 

comprehensible to all interested. 

In addition, model analyses were considered to be worthwhile by our Project 

Team since they may be extrenely helpful in explaining the results of 

application of optimal control theory, which was one of the other studies 

that were undertaken. 

Finally, we felt that the methods and techniques of handling and analysing 

complicated models as developed and used by systems and control engineers 

might also be helpful to a much wider group of investigators who are using 

modelling and simulation. By elaboration of a specific example we hope to 

illustrate and disseminate the control engineer's approach, and to develop 

and compile an array of techniques. 

1.3 MORE ABOUT THIS THESIS 

This thesis consists of two major parts: Cliapter 2 describes an analysis of 

the World3 model, and Chapter 3 presents a number of general conclusions and 

recomnendations concerning the nethodology of understanding complicated models. 

A more extensive discussion of the material presented in Chapter 2 is to 

be found in a series of other publications on the subject /30,31,32,33/. In 

Chapter 3, the World3 stu:iy is reconsidered from a nethodological point of 

view. First, a number of observations on understanding complicated 

models are made. Subsequently, a general procedure for analysing models is 
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proposed. Numerous tedmiques are briefly described, and illustrated by 

reference to their application in the World3 analysis. 

Chapter 4 presents a few afterthoughts concerning the potential follow-up 

of this research, global modelling, the use of terminology, and the m:idel-based 

policy fonnulation process in general. 

To avoid misinterpretation, it is useful to dwell a moment upon the meaning 

of certain terms used in this thesis. 

I will attempt to use the word 11 (sub)modeZ 11 only to refer to a clearly 

defined and specified set of equations. The word "(sub)sectoru will indicate 

(parts of) those submodels of World3 that are presented as sectors by Meadows 

et al. In other cases, e.g. to indicate generalisations of sets of equations, 

components that have not been in full detail, or parts of the "real" 

wor~d, the word "(sub)system" will be used. 

The term "time constant" specifies the characteristic time of linear or 

linearised first-order systems or models. Other delays will be referred to as 

"Zags". 

In this thesis, "st:t'UCture" will mean the pattern of aZZ relations between 

a set of variables, specified by a list of equations, or a flow diagram. To 

indicate which part of the structure of a model or a system principally determines 

a certain outc01re, the term "operating structure" will be used. An operating 

structure gives only those variables and relations the influence of which 

really matters in a specific context (an example of an operating structure is 

shown in Figure 2. 24 of this thesis). Thus, a model that is structurally 

complicated nay have, mder certain conditions, a very simple operating 

structure. 

The analysis presented in this thesis was, like Meadows' study, mdertaken 

to come to qualitative rather than quantitative conclusions. Since qualitative 

- and subjective - judgerrents rmy play an important part, adjectives like 
11major", "minor", "significant",, "weak",, "desirable", "undesirable",, etc. will 

be used more frequently than in most texts on tedmological subjects. In 

many cases, it is hard to specify a precise, objective criterion rreasuring 

whether a certain influence is significant or not. The judgement often depends 

on the type, and the degree of preciseness, of the conclusions one rmy wish to 

draw, and on the uncertainties inherent to the model. Moreover, in most cases 

it is more important to investigate the effects of an influence in comparison 

with those of other +~1•r.r1m1, and in relation to the overall pattern of 
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behaviour, than to compute its degree of significance in an absolute 

sense. That is why modifications of 20 per cent may be considered important 

in one case, whereas they may be regarded as insignificant in other situations. 
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Chapter two 

AN ANALYSIS OF WORLD3 

2.1 OUTLINE OF THE MODEL 

Since the publication of World3 in "The Limits to Grewth" /1S/ and "Dynamics 

of Growth in a Finite World" /16/, hlll1dreds of articles have been written 

on issues brought up by these reports. Most of the reactions disct::Ssed the 

backgrolll1d philosophy of the approach, questioned the validity of the 

assumptions lll1derlying the model, and disputed the necessity of the 

far-reaching policies advocated by the ~adows team. Few have taken the model 

as it is, and tried to examine its inner workings. Those who did, almost 

exclusively studied one or a few separate aspects of model behaviour without 

exploring hew and why the results cane into being, and without attempting to 

obtain a more general insight into the model's operating structure (see, e.g. 

/14,25,35,36/). This study is precisely about such an exploration of the 

model's inner workings. I will not go into the many criticisms that have 

already been published by others (e.g. /3,37/). Similarly, I will not go 

deeply into the assumptions tmderlying World3.~xtensive argunentation, 
supplied with data and illustrations is given by ~1eadews et al. /16/. Here, 

I will confine myself to the infonnation necessary for proper comprehension 

of the analyses that follow. 

As the presentation and fonnulation of the equations in an 

appropriate fonn is a first, essential part of the analysis of a (sub)model, 

a detailed rratherratical description of each submodel of World3 will not be 
given here, but will inmediately precede the discussion of its analysis. 

Let us new briefly review the mi.in features of World3. According to 

~adows' presentation, "The of Wo:r>Zd3 is to dEtermine whiah of the 

behaviou:r> modEs shown { -- aontinuous g:r>owth, sigmoid app:r>oaah to equiZib:r>iwn, 

ove:r>shoot and osaiZZation, and ove:r>shoot and dEaZine -- ) is most 

aharocte:r>istia of the globe's and mate:r>iaZ outputs unde:r> diffe:r>ent 

aonditions, and to identify the futui:e poUaies that may Zead to a stable 
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rather tha:n an lfflatable behaviour mode" /16/, 
The tine horizon for Meadows' study was taken to be two centuries, starting 

in 1900. The period 1900-1970 is used for a rough test of model validity by 

comparing its behaviour with historical trends. The model is composed of five 

interacting sectors, namely: 

1. Capital, simulating economic growth as influenced by population, food 

supply, etc.; 

2. Nonrenewable resources, representing the availability of physical and 

mineral) required for producing goods and services; 

3. Agriculture, describing the development of total food production over tine 

Llllder the influence of economic, demographic, and enviro:rurental conditions; 

4. Pollution, taking into account those persistent materials produced by 
industry and agriculture that may affect the global ecosystem, and hence 

agricultural productivity and human health. 

5. Population, describing the demographic effects of social, economic and 

enviro:rurental factors that influence human birth and death rates. 

The original equations are presented in the DYNAMJ fonnat. DYNAMO is a 

simulation language that was developed in close connection with "System 

Dynamics". Four different elements are distinguished, namely: 

1. Leveia, i.e. variables the value of which is computed by integration of net 

"growth" rates with respect to time, for example stock variables, 

population, and nonrenewable resources; 

2. De Zaya, representing lags in influences. In World3, the "delays" 

incorporated are linear first- or third- order lags with a static gain 

equal to 1; 

3. Ratea, variables directly affecting the levels, and usually representing a 

stream of physical goods, people, and the 

4. Auxiliary variabZea, including all coupling variables used in intermediate 

calculations. 

The DYNAMO formulation has the form of difference, initial-value and algebraic 

equations, so that the description is essentially time-discrete. In the case 

of World3, however, the discretisation is not flilldamental. In order to be 

correct, the nununerical solution must closely approxim:ite that of the 

corresponding set of continuous differential equations. Hence, World3 m:iy be 

considered a set of coupled, first-order differential equations having the 
general fonn 
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X !!J!.,.t), t
0

) or (2.1) 

t 
X(t) =.!a + f c)dc, .!o• (2.2) 

to 
where X represents the vector of state variables, X the set of initial 

- -0 

conditions (for World3 in 1900), and !J!.,. t) the vector of ftmctions 

expressing the rate of of each state variable as a flmction of the 

values of all state variables and of time.* The total number of state 

variables in the standard version of World3 is 29, 12 of which are "levels", 

the otl1er 17 originating from 5 first-order, and 4 third-order linear lags. 

All differential equations in this thesis will be listed in the state-space 

notation (2.1) because of its comprehensibility and flexibility. Since our 

study primarily concentrates on behaviour as a ftmction of time, coefficients 

equal to unity have regularly been omitted, even if they are necessary for 

obtaining dimensional correctness of equations. 

For our simulations, the model has been implemented in Algol on a 

Burroughs B7700 computer, in a way analogous to the original DYNAMO 

fonnulation. ~fficient accuracy could be obtained by solving the set of 

equations (2.1) using the first-order Euler method, and taking the solution 

interval DT equal to 0.5 years. 

2.2 SUBSYSTEM ANALYSES 

2.2.1 for staruia:r>d-run conditions 

Our investigations started with a study of the. model's so-called standard

nm behaviour. The standard run is initialized in 1900, setting model 

parameters to such values that behaviour between 1900 and 1970 corresponds 

roughly to what is knrun about historical development in that period. The 

simulation is continued till 2100. The resulting.behaviour is sho.vn in Figure 

2.1. After a period of more or less exponential growth of most variables a 

turning point is reached in the first half of the 21st century. Subsequently 

a decline sets in, which is particularly rapid in industrial output and food 

production. As will be explained later, resource scarcity is the main reason 

* X means derivative of X with respect to time: dX/dt. 
A list of symbols is given at the end of this thesis, 
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Figure 2.1: Standard-run behaviour of WorZd3. 

for the decline. As soon as the initial stock of resources has been used up 

for more than about 60%, the production of industrial output starts to fall 

sharply. As a result, the capital stocks and food production also start to 

decline. A decrease in population follows because food shortage and decreasing 

health services lead to a considerable increase in the model's death rate. 

However, under different assWT1ptions about resource availability, other 

reascms (such as an unexpectedly sharp rise in pollution) may cause a decline. 

Such alternative assWT1ptions will be considered afterwards. 

As the model appeared to be too large to be studied as a whole and in full 

detail, we aimed at a decomposition into submodels. Our initial investigations 

revealed that i.m.der standard-nm and similar conditions the capital and 

resource sectors interact strongly with each other, and that their behaviour 

is fairly independent of that of the other three sectors. Therefore, instead 

of rraintaining the original five-sector division, the capital and resource 

sectors were considered as a whole, and the rrxxlel was divided into four sub

models, namely: 

1. Capital and resources, 

2. Agriculture , 

3. Pollution, and 

4. Population. 
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The so-called job subsector, taking into accollllt the possible effects 

of labour scarcity on the amollllt of goods and services produced by the 

capital stocks, was - as ?1eadows et al. did - considered part of the capital 

and resource submodel. However, since the job subsector only influences 

model behaviour under a few, very circumstances (see Sections 2.2.2-2 
and 2.3.2), it will be left out of consideration in the greater part of the 

analyses that folla.11. 

In yet another respect modifications were made in comparison with 

original presentation. In t<badows 1 view, the per capita values of industrial 

output, service output and food production are the coupling variables between 

the sectors. All three per variables are critically determined by ti.Jo 

of the submodels distinguished above. As a result, diagrams showing the 

interactions between the sectors of World3 tend to be unnecessarily 

COfll)licated. Since we preferred to deal with coupling variables related to 

only one submodel, we considered the totaZ values of industrial output, service 

output and food production to be links between the submodels. As a result, the 

pattern of interactions between the submode ls is considerably sifll)lified. In 
addition, since the per capita variables IOPC (Industrial Output Per Capita), 

SOPC (Service Oltput Per and FPC (Food Per Capita) are to be 

considered endogenous in all the submode ls in which they play a part, those 

lag-free feedback loops through them will automatically be taken into 

account in submodel analyses. For exafll)le, by including FPC in the 

agricultural submodel, the feedback loop acting from total food production via 

FPC on the allocation of inputs to agriculture will automatically be taken 
into account. Similarly, if the determination of FPC is also considered part 

of the population submodel, the influence of population size via :FPC on human 

life expectancy will be included in sector analyses. 

Figure 2. 2 shows the pattern of interactions between the 4 submode ls that 

will be distinguished. For the reason mentioned above, the job subsector has 

been left out of consideration. 1he capital and resource submodel affects all 

three other submodels via Industrial Output IO, and the population sector via 

Service Output SO. 1he population sector influences the other model components 

via the size of total Population POP. Agriculture influences the capital 

sector via the Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Agriculture FIOAA, 

the population sector via total Food production F, and the pollution sector 

via the Persistent Pollution Generated by Agricultural Output PPGA0.1 

the persistent pollution sector may directly affect the population and 
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POPULATION 

CAPITAL 

AND 

PPOLX POLLUTION 

Figure 2. 2: Interaations between the foU1' submode ls 
of World3 (influen(Jes related to the 
job subseator have been omitted). 

agricultural sectors via PPOLX, the Persistent Pollution relative to 1970. 

Starting from the standard-run conditions and behaviour, each of the sub

mode ls will now be analysed more deeply. For each submodel, first a brief 

discussion of its equations and of their meaning is given. Subsequently, an 

investigation into standard-run behaviour follcws, and, finally, an attempt is 

made to gain insight into submodel properties under conditions differing from 

those of the standard run. 

2. 2. 2 Capital and resouroes 

2, 2, 2-1 Underlying assumptions 

Three types of production are distinguished in World3, namely industrial 

output IO, service output SO, and agricultural output, represented as food 

production F, which will be examined in Section 2. 2. 3. The production of IO 

and SO largely depends on the size of the stocks of industrial capital IC 

and service capital SC, respectively. Only industrial output IO can be used to 
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enlarge the capital stock, to increase food production or to develop new land. 

'Ihe allocation of IO to these purposes is central in the sector model. 

Historical data display a general trend: as socio-economic development 

proceeds, a larger part of total income is produced as industrial and service 

output, whereas the fraction produced in agriculture (constituting a major part 

of income at low development levels) becomes smaller and smaller. By means of 

appropriate transformation of available data, Meadows and his associates have 

derived tables giving "indicated" values of Service Output Per ca.pi ta SOPC 

(indicated value: ISOPC) and Food Per Capita FPC (indicated value: IFPC) as a 

fLIDction of Industrial Output Per Capita IOPC. 'Ihese tables govern the 

distribution of IO in World3. 

Table 2.1 gives a list of equations of the submode!. Figure 2.3 presents 

the corresponding flow diagram. 'Ihe table fLIDctions indicated by f are shown 

in Figure 2.4 (solid lines). 'Ihe stocks of Industrial Capital (IC) and Service 

Capital (SC) are calculated by integration of the differences between 
investment and depreciation. Industrial Output IO follows from the value of 

IC, divided by the Industrial Capital Output Ratio ICOR, and multiplied by the 

capital Utilisation Fraction CUF and by (I-FCAOR) taking into accoLIDt the 
effects of possible resource scarcity (Equation 11 of Table 2.1). As shown in 

Figure 2.4d, FCAOR (Fraction of Capital Allocated to Obtaining Resources) 

depends on the Nonrenewable Resource Fraction Remaining, NRFR. Service Output 

is derived from SC in a similar way but the capital-output ratio (SCOR) is 

equal to 1, and the direct influence of resource scarcity is absent (Equation 

8 of the table). 
'Ihe total IO is divided into four parts, each allocated to another purpose: 

'Ihe fractions FIOAS (Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Services) and 
FIOAA (Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Agriculture) are computed 

from the quotient of indicated and actual values of SOPC and FPC, respectively. 

A constant fraction FIOAC, equal to 0.43, is allocated to consumption. 'Ihe 

remainder, i.e. I0•(1-FIOAA-FIOAS-FIOAC), or IO•FIOAI (FIOAI means: Fraction 
of Industrial C:Utput Allocated to Industry), is reinvested in industrial 

capital. 

Capital depreciation is modelled as an exponential decay. 'Ihe Average 

Lifetime of Industrial Capital (ALIC) is taken equal to 14 years, whereas that 
of service capital (ALSC) is assLmJed to be 20 years. 

'Ihe total amoLIDt of nonrenewable resources still available in 1970 is taken 
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TABLE 2, I EQUATIONS OF THE CAPITAL AND RESOURCE SUBMODEL 

State equations Initial conditions 

J. IC = FIOAI * IO - IC/ALIC IC(l900) = ICI = 2, JllEIOl l 

2. SC = FIOAS lf IO - SC/ALSC SC(l900) = SCI = I. 44l1El01 l 

3. NR - NRUF lf PCRUM llE POP NR(l900) = NRI = 1. O• 10 12 

Coupling equations 
)f 

4. FIOAI = U - FIOAS 

s. u = J - FIOAC - FIOAA 

6. FI OAS ,. f
64

(IOPC) (Figure 3b) 

7. SOPC = SO I POP 

8. so = SC lli CUF I SCOR 

9. ISO PC = f 61 (IOPC) (Figure 3a) 

10. IOPC = IO / POP 

11. IO = IC * CUF * (1 - FCAOR) / ICOR 

12. FCAOR = (NRFRJ (Figure 3d) 

13. NRFR = NR / NRI 

14. PCRUM = B;/IOPC) (Figure 3c) 

Constants 

ALIC = 14 NRUF = 1 

ALSC = 20 SCOR = 1 

FIOAC = 0.43 CUF = I (unless the job 

ICOR = 3 sub sector is active) 

Input variables 

POP (Population sector) 

FIOAA (Agricultural sector) 

• f.denotes a~table function, the index referring to the equation 
nifmber in / 16/. 
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FIOAS 

IO 
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NRI NRI 

I 

IO 

CUF/ICOR 

POP 

SC 

SCOR 

ALSC 

Flow diagram of capital and resource submodel; 
input variables are underlined. 



FCAOR 1 
(d) f 135 (NRFR) 

--- NRFR 

Tahle-funations; the parts not used during the standard
run aalaulations are indiaated by means of shading; 
broken lines show the linear approximations referred to 
in the text. 
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to be equal to 250 times the presumed use in 1970. 'Ihe initial (1900) value 

NRI is about 10% larger. Nonrenewable Resources NR cannot but decrease in the 

model. 'Ihe usage rate is assumed equal to the size of population POP times 

the resource usage per head detennined by PCRUM, which is a function of IOPC. 

In the job subsector, which is neither included in Table 2. 1 nor in Figure 

2.3, the total labour force (derived from population) is compared to the total 

nunher of available jobs in industry, services and agriculture. In the case of 

labour exess , QJF = 1 , but if the labour force is smaller than the total 

nunher of available jobs, CUF decreases below 1, thus reducing industrial and 

service outputs. 

2.2.2-2 First-round investigations 

In a first-round study, we investigated the impact of the job subsector and 

that of the two exogenous variables POP and FIOAA on the submodel 1s standard

run behaviour. Some sensitivity tests were also made to give us an idea about 

which parts of the submodel really matter. 

In the standard run, CUF differs only slightly from 1 in the first u~o 

years after 1900, and during the last part of the run (2070 - 2100). If QJF is 

set equal to 1 during the whole simulation, behavicur is virtually unaffected. 

Apparently, the World3 job subsector may be ignored for standard-run behaviour. 

'Ihe Population POP influences the submodel in various ways: via the 

resource usage rate, and via the computation of IOPC and SOPC. Since table 

functions, multiplications and divisions play a part, the total effect of 

these influences is not quite clear at first sight. However ,observation of the 

standard-run behaviour teaches us that IOPC remains between 0 and 400 dollars 

per head per year. Consequently, the major parts of all table functions 

depending on IOPC remain unused Figure 2. 4) ! Closer inspection of Figures 

2.4a and 2.4c reveals that, for IOPC < 400, PCRUM and ISOPC are almost 

proportional to IOPC: 

and 

'V 
ISOPC - a61 ~IOPC, 

(see the broken lines in the figures). 

(2. 3) 

(2. 4) 

'Ihe differences introduced in the model outcome by replacenent of the original 
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equations for PCRUM and ISOPC by the approximations (2.3) and (2.4) are hardly 

noticeable. Substitution of (2.3) and (2.4) in the original equations for NR 

(3 of table 2.1) and FIOAS (6 of table 2.1) leads to 

. 
NR = - POP*a152~IOPC = - a152~IO (2.5) 

and 

(2.6) 

1hus, if (2,3) and (2.4) hold, the size of population POP has no direct 

influence at all on the sector! 

This lead us to the hypothesis that, since in the original model PCRUM and 

ISOPC are near to proportional to IOPC, the size of population has no 

very pronounced effect as long as only the nearly linear interval of both 

table functions is used. A series of test calculations has fully confir~ 

this hypothesis: The sector mcxiel was subjected to different constant values 

of POP (2*109 and 4*109), but the behaviour of capital and resources remained 

almost the same /30/)! 
The influence of the variations in FIOAA on submode! behaviour was examined 

by freezing• FIOAA at a constant value from 1900 onwards. Setting FIOAA to 

0.12 (it normilly varies between O. 10 and 0.16) does not substantially change 

the submcxiel's standard-nm behaviour. However, mcxiifications in this constant 

value may have notable effects: a larger value (e.g. 0.16) causes the initial 
capital growth to be faster and the turning point to be reached earlier, 

whereas a lower value has the opposite effect. 

Other sensitivity tests were performed,by mcxiification of the values of 

constants. It turned out that model behaviour is most sensitive to the values 

of those groups of parameters directly affecting industrial output (CUF, ICOR), 

the allocation of output to reinvestments (FIOAC) and industrial capital 

depreciation (ALIC). Variations in other parameters were found to have less 

effect. Changes in the assumptions concerning resource usage or resource 

availability initially affect nothing but NR, and influence the other variables 
only after the initial resources have been used up for more than 40i, and 

FCAOR starts to rise. A typical outcome of one of these sensitivity tests and 

a list of the groups of paraireters of the submcxiel can be found in /30/. 

* Freezing a variable means that its value is kept constant from a certain 

point in time onwards. 
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The preliminary conclusion is that the standard-nm behaviour of the 

capital and resource submode! is virtually autonomous. FIOM is the only 

exogenous variable playing a part, but, since its variations are but small, 

its dynamic influence is only weak. By application of (2.5) and (2.6), the 

submode! 's set of equations and flow diagram may be simplified considerably 

(see /30/, and below). Sensitivity analyses indicate that industrial capital, 

IC, plays a key role in the submodel. 

2.2.2-3 Further analysis 

Since the application of various simple techniques of med.el analysis was 

clearly illustrated with reference to this particular subsystem, part of the 

detailed analysis described in /30/ will be repeated here. If the 

approximations (2.5) and (2.6) are introduced, and 1 is substituted for CUF, 

a fairly simple set of equations remain. Table 2.2 gives a list, in which 

most of the constants have been substituted. 
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TABLE 2.2: SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS OF CAPITAL AND RESOURCE SUBMODEL 
(STANDARD-RUN CONDITIONS) 

State equations 

I. IC = (0.57 - FIOAS - FIOAA)•IO - IC/14 

2. SC = FIOAS•IO - SC/20 

3. NR = - a132* 10 

Coup Zing equations 

4. FIOAS = f 64 (SC/(a61 •IO)} 

5. IO = IC•(I - FCAOR)/3 

6. FCAOR = f 135 (NRFR) = f 135 (NR/NRI) 

Constants 

a132 = 0.0053 NRI = 1•10
12 

a61 = 1.67 

Input variahZe 

FIOAA (Agricultural sector) 



1he third-order set of differential equations lends itself to analytic 

treatment, in various ways. Let us first consider the third equation of the 

table; from 

(2. 7) 

it follows by integration 

t 
NR(1900) - NR(t) = a132* J IO(T)dT , 

1900 
(2.8) 

Since NR(t) ~ 0 for any value of t, it follows that if t tends to infinity 

J IO(t)dt ~ NR(1900)Ja 132 • 
1900 

(2.9) 

1his means that, for standard-run and similar simulations, the area under 

the curve for industrial output as a function of time is not larger than 

NR(1900) divided by a
132

, which explains what was already suggested by the 

results of the sensitivity tests: all changes evoking an earlier and faster 

growth of capital ultimately lead to a more sudden and faster drop, setting 

in at an earlier moment, Conversely, if the initial growth is moderated, 

growth persists for a longer period, and the subsequent decline is more 

gradual. 1his fundamental model characteri>;ti r i >; a direct consequence of two 

assumptions, namely (i) a fixed amount of nonrenewable resources is required 

for each unit of industrial output (implicit in the original formulation of 

NR, and the proportionality of PCRUM to IOPC), and (ii) the total amount of 

resources is limited. It explains many phenomena in the model, which have 

often been regarded as being counter-intuitive or predictive of doom. 

Further simplification may be obtained by linear approximation of the 

FIOAS table function according to 

FIOAS = a
64

*SOPC/IOPC + b64 , (2. 10) 

with a64 = - O. 13 and b64 0.24 (see broken line in Figure 2.4b). By 

substitution of (2.4) for ISOPC, it follows that 

(2. 11) 

Substitution of (2. 11), of SC= SO (see Equation 8 of Table 2.1) and of 

equation 5 of Table 2.2 into the state equations 1 to 3 of the same table 
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yields: 

IC= {(0.57 - FIOAA - b64 )•((1 - FCAOR)/3) - 1/14}•IC - (a64/a61 )•SC (2.12) 

SC= (b64*(1 - FCAOR)/3)•IC + (a64;a61 - 1/20)•SC (2.13) 

NR - (anl'(1 - FCAOR)/3)*IC • (2. 14) 

The State equations (2. 12) and (2. 13) for IC and SC can be written in the form 

I ~ I · '1. • I :~ I 
(2. 15) 

A11 anc:l Azl are functions of FIOAA and R:AOR, and A12 and Az2 are constants. 

The solution of (2. 15) for constant FIOM and FCAOR can be found by 

computation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrix For all possible 

values of FIOM and FCAOR (i.e., 0 .:;:_ FIOM :5_ 0.4 and 0.05 .::_ FCAOR .5.. 1), two 

cases can be discerned; either matrix ;thas two negative eigenvalues, or 

a positive and a negative one. A sufficient condition for the latter situation, 

which follows directly from the eigenvalue equation det I~ - 1'*;;[1 0, is 

(2. 16) 

F.quation (2. 16) gives a relation between the variables FIOAA and FCAOR, that 

divides the FIOM-R:AOR plane into two parts, viz., an area where growth 

occurs· and an area of decline (Figure 2.5). Because FCAOR is directly coupled 

to the value of NRFR (see the lower scale), no growth is possible at all once 

FCAOR has gone beyond the value 0.5. The standard-run trajectory of FIOAA and 

FCAOR has also been sketched (solid line), which shows clearly that growth 

turns to decline around 2025 owing to the fast rise of FCAOR. 

Following the approximation of the R:AOR table function in Figure 2. 4d 

(broken), two cases may be distinguished: 

R:AOR = 0.05 for NRFR > 0.5 

R:AOR = 1 + a135•NRFR, a135 = - 1.90 for NRFR < 0.5 (2. 17) 

Let us first consider NRFR ;::_ 0.5. Then, it may be seen innnediately that the 

the value of NR has no influence at all on capital growth! The only variable 

influencing the IC and SC submodel is FIOM. If FIOAA is taken constant, all 
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0 o.s 1.0 
FCAOR 

1 o.s 0.4 o.3 0.2 0.1 0 

NRFR 

Fiaure 2.5: Gro~th (shaded area) and decline of capital as a 
function of FIOAA and FCAOR. The standard-run 
trajeato!'Y has also been sketched (solid line). 

coefficients of (2.25) are constant in time, and the solution for IC and 

SC may be easily derived by colfq)utation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of matrix 'Ihe result can be written as 

(2. 18) 

where ¢ and ~ are constants to be calculated from the initial values of IC 
and SC. Filling in FIOM = 0.12 (an appropriate value during the growth 
phase of the standard-nm.), a

64 
= - 0.20, b

64 
= 0.30 (an exact representation 

of f 64 as long as SOPC < ISOPC, which is valid in the growth phase) and 

a
61 

1.67 gives 

"1 0.032 
"2 = - 0.23 

.!:'..1 (1, 0.47)' 

.!'.:2 (1,-1.69) (2. 19) 

'Ihus, under these assumptions, industrial and service capital tend to grow 
exponentially at a rate of approximately 3.2% per year. The "positive eigen
vector y1 tells us that the ratio IC:SC will tend to 1:0.47, or, approximately, 
2 :3. These results correspond closely to the behaviour observed in the World3 
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standard run as long as NRFR _:. O. 5. 

However, according to (2.14), NR will decrease at a rate increasing 

exponentially if IC grows exponentially. As soon as NRFR decreases below O. 5, 

FCAOR rises above 0.05. 1hen, substitution of (2.17) in (2.12), (2.13) and 

(2. 14) a set of equations of the form 

a*IC*NR + B*IC + y*SC 

st o*IC*NR + E*IC 

NR (;*IC*NR, 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2. 22) 

where a to ~ are constant for constant FIOAA and as long as all approximations 

of the table functions are valid. After the year 2000 in the standard run, the 

Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Industry FIOAI appears to be more 

or less constant and equal to 0. 32 (FIOAI\ is about 0. 15, and FIOAS decreases 

slightly below O. 10 as soon as decline sets in). If FIOAI = 0.32, (2.20) and 

(2.22) may be simplified to 

IC p*IC~NRFR + q*IC 

NR r~IC*NRFR, 

with 

p - a135*FIOAI/ICOR 0.20 

q = - 1/ALIC 0.071 

r = a135*a132/ICOR = - 0.034 • 

(2. 23) 

(2. 24) 

(2. 26) 

(2. 27) 

(2. 28) 

Particularly equation (2. 23) is revealing. It shows that, under these 

assumptions, relative capital growth in World3 is fully determined by the 

fraction of resources rem:i.ining (NRFR). For the relative growth rate of 

capital, it follows directly that 

IC/IC 'p*NRFR + q = 0.20*NRFR - 0.071 (2.29) 

Similarly, (2.24) leads to 

NRJNR r*IC/NRI - O. 034llEIC/NRI, (2. 30) 

which illustrates that the relative rate of decrease of NR is exclusively 

determined by IC. 

1he of IC and NRFR can also be nicely illustrated in the 
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0 I 
- q/p 

o.s 1.0 

----NRFR 

Figure 2. 6: The IC-NRFR state with analytiaaUy (solid) 
and numer'iaally derived (broken) phase trajeatory; 
shading indiaates dealine of IC. 

IC-NRFR state plane. As shown in Figure 2.6, it can be divided into two 
parts: as long as NRFR > - q/p, IC will rise, whereas IC will decline if 
NRFR < - q/p (shaded area). NRFR cannot but decrease. In this particular case, 
an analytical expression for the phase-plane trajectories can be derived as 

follows: 1he quotient of (2.23) and (2.24) yields: 

IC/NRFR = {p/r + (q/r)~(l/NRFR)}~NRI. (2.31) 

Hence, starting from a point (IC ,NRFR ) in the (IC, NRFR) space, the 
0 0 

trajectory followed obeys 

dIC/dNRFR = {p/r + q/r*(1/NRFR)}*NRI, (2. 32) 

or, by integration 

IC(t) - IC
0 

= (NRI*p/r)*(NRFR(t) - NRFR
0

) 

+ (NRI*q/r)*Zn(NRFR(t) - NRFR J. 
0 

(2.33) 
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Substitution of (2.26) for p, (2.27) for q and (2.28) for r eventually leads 
to 

FIOAI*(NRFR(t) - NRFR ) 
0 

- ICDR/(ALIC~a135)*ln(NRFR(t)/NRFR0). {2. 34) 

Application of the same technique to the corresponding equations for IC and 

NR (see Table 2.2) for NRFR.::. 0.5 and constant FIOAI yields the relation 

(a 132/NRI)*(IC(t) - ICI) = {ICOR/(ALIC*0.95) - FIOAI}~(NRFR - 1). {2.35) 

Figure 2.6 shavs the trajectory according to (2.34) and (2.35) for 

FIOAI = 0.32, IGOR= 3, ALIC 14, - 1.90 and the standard initial 
conditions in 1900 (solid line). The standard-rtm trajectory (broken) differs 
only slightly from the analytically derived solution. This confinns that the 

simplifications introduced in the derivation of (2.34) and (2.35) (constant 
FIOAI, CUF = 1 and approximation of FCAOR according to (2. 17)) do not 

essentially affect the submodel's behaviour mode. 
It may be conclu:l.ed that IC will inevitably tend to zero in the long nm, 

tmless essential changes, such as infinite initial resources, no resource 

usage at all, or no influence of resotrrce scarcity on capital productivity, 
are introduced in the submodel. Otherwise, IC will tend to zero even before 

all resources are exhausted! 

Expressions (2.34) and (2.35) also show that not the value of IC, but that 
of (a132/NRI)~IC is important in the phase plane. Doubling the 1900 values of 
IC and NR (= NRI), for example, will not affect the curve relating IC and NRFR 
at all if IC is expressed in terms of NRI/a132! Similarly, modification of 
IGOR and ALIC will not affect the phase trajectory as long as the value of the 

quotient IGOR/ALIC remains unchanged. Behaviour as a function of the time-scale 
however, may be different under such modifications. 

The same technique, applied to the complete submodel (2.20) to (2.22) leads 

to expressions in which (SC(t) - SC ) appears as an extra linear term. 
0 

Otherwise, the results are similar to those mentioned above (see /30/). 

The interaction between IC and SC (considered here for constant FIOM and 
FCAOR only) has also been investigated in greater detail. The conclusion was 

that the SC-subsector may be regarded as a first-order single-input (IO), 
single-output (FIOAS) transfer system acting as a stabilising feedback loop 

on the IC subsector. Refonnulation of the equations revealed that the value 
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of FIOAS does not depend on IO, but on the relative growth rate IO/IO. 

Further details can be found in /30/. 

2.2.2-4 Non-standa:l'd properties 

Various simplifications have been introduced so far, that may not be valid 

under other than standard-run conditions. Let us now briefly review the 

influences not considered above. 

_!p.fl!::e!!_C~ ;?_f _ t!::_e .J _£b _s~bseE_t_£r..:. 
The conditions under which CUF decreases below 1 will be considered in 

greater detail in Section 2,3,2. It should be noted that CUF acts as a very 

sensitive parameter on capital growth: if CUF decreases, capital growth may 

be seriously reduced • 

.f.n_il~,!!;C~ .£f Jl.£P~l..<::ti_O!!_ _£n _r!:_S..£U£C~ .!:!,S!:;g~. 

Only if the per capita resource usage rate is proportional to IOPC will 

population exert no direct influence at all on the resource usage rate. The 
PCRlM table consists of 8 linear sections, each obeying 

PCRUM a132~IOPC + b1z2· (2. 36) 

Hence, it follows for NR: 

NR - POP~PCRUM (2.37) 

From the original function (Figure 2.4c), it follows directly that 

bl32 = 0 a132 = 0.004, 
a

132
.:;: 0.009, 

:::. o.os, 
b 132 ;;;:. - 0.9 

> 1. 4 

for 0 .::_ IOPC < 200, 
for 200 < IOPC < 600, 

for IOPC > 600, (2. 38) 

Hence, a grm•th in population,IO being equal, reduces resource usage if 

200 < IOPC < 600. However, as can be seen from the table function, the effect 

is only weak. But if IOPC rises above 800, a132 will gradually decrease and 

become equal to zero for IOPC > 1400 in which case resource usage is fully 

determined by POP ,independently of IO • 

.!_n_:p~e!!;c~ _£f Jl.£P!;!l~ti_o!! _£n _a.!l;?_C~ti_o~ E_f _IQ. 
If ISOPC is proportional to IOPC,the impact of the size of population on 

FIOAS is zero. However, for fairly large values (> 600), and particularly 
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for low values of IOPC (< 100), an approximation of t 61 according to 

ISOPC = a61*IOPC + b61 , with b61 > 0 (2. 39) 

is more appropriate. Substitution of (2.39) in SOPC/ISOPC, the argument of 

the FIO.AS table, leads to 

SOPC/ISOPC (SO/POP)/(a61*IO/POP + b61 ) 

SO/(ae1*IO + be1*POP) (2. 40) 

Hence, since b61 > O, the value of SOPC/ISOPC will, IO and SO being equal, 

decline for rising POP, so that FIO.AS will be larger than if ISOPC were fully 

proportional to IOPC. The effect can be particularly striking for IOPC < 200. 

Then, a61 = 1.3, and b61= 40. As a result, for IOPC < 30, the second term of 

(a61 ~IO + b61*POP) becomes dominant. For IOPC < 10, and SOPC = 2*IOPC, FIO.AS 

will be larger than 0.22 so that, - even for normal FIOAA values (FIOAA::;:_ 0.12) 

and full resource availability (FCAOR = 0.05) - capital will decline rather 

than grow. 

Influence of FIOAA. 

In the greater part of the analyses discussed above, FIOAA has been assumed 

constant. However, FIOAA affects the sector in a sensitive way, and, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.5, a rise in FIOAA may even lead to capital decline. 

The variations in FIOAA during the second part of the standard run do not 

notably affect submodel outcome because behaviour in this period is 

principally determined by resource scarcity acting on capital growth via FCAOR. 

2.2.2-5 ConclUBions 

Under standard-nin and similar conditions, the capital and resource submodel 

behaves fairly autonomously, displaying more or less exponential grow~ 

turning into decline as soon as more than about 60% of the initial amount of 

resources has been used. Of the external influences, that of FIOAA is fairly 

weak, whereas that of population is virtually nil. Since the total amount of 

resources is limited and because for IOPC < 600 resource usage is more or less 

proportional to industrial output, the total amount of industrial output that 

can be produced over time is limited so that capital and output are bound to 

go down in the long run. As a result, changes that enforce growth in the model 

will result in an earlier and more abrupt decline, whereas, if growth is 
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moderated, it will persist longer, and the subsequent decline will be more 

gradual. Service capital is close-coupled to industrial capital. 

Under different conditions,the influence of FIOAA may be more pronollllced. 

Moreover, at low or high IOPC values (IOPC < 50 or> 800), the size of 

population also affects the submodel via the allocation of industrial output 

to service capital and/ or via resource usage. In the case of labour scarcity, 

the job subsector may also have considerable influence. 

2.2.3 Agri.culture 

2,2.3-1 Outline of the sector model 

The World3 agricultural sector describes the global production of food in 

response to industrial output, population size, and persistent pollution. The 

sector's set of equations, listed in Table 2.3, can be divided into three 

subsets: 
1. the submodel describing land areas used for different purposes, 

2. the land fertility submodel, and 

3. the set of equations describing the allocation of inputs, land yield and 

total food production. 

2.7 shows their interrelations. 

PPOLX 

IO 

POP 

LAND 
FERTI

LITY 

PPG AO 

F 

Figure 2.7: Initial decomposition of World3 agricultural 
submodel. 
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TABLE 2.3: EQUATIONS OF AGRICULTURAL MODEL; CONSTANTS HAVE BEEN SUBSTITUTED 

"' State equations Initial conditions 

]. AL = LDR - LRUI -LER AL(l900) = 
2. PAL = - LDR PAL(l900) 

3. UIL = LRUI UIL( 1900) = 
4. LFERT = (600-LFERT)/LFRT - LFERTll!LFDR LFERT(J900) = 
s. Al (CAI - AI)/2 AI(l 900) = 

6. PPR (FR - PFR)/2 PFR( 1900) = 

Coupling equations (constants have been substituted) 

7. LDR = FIALD •TAI / DCPH 

8. DCPH = f 97 (PAL/PALT) = f 97(PAL/3.2•109) 

9. LRUI = MAX{(POP•f117(IO/POP) - UIL)/10, 0} 

10. LER =AL / ALL =AL / (6000•f114 (LY/600)) 

II. LFRT = f 125 (FALM) 

12. LFDR = f 122 (PPOLX) 

13. FIALD = f 108(MPLD/MPAI) 

14. MPLD =LY/ (DCPH•0.7) 

0.9•109 

2.3•109 

8.2•106 

600 

5•109 

I 

IS. LY = LFERT * LYMC * LYMAP = LFERT * f 102 (AIPH) * f 106 (IO) 

Submodel 

I 

I 

l 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

16. AIPH = AI * (l-FALM) / AL 3 

17. FALM = f 126 (PFR) 3 

18. MPAI = 2 * LY * MLYMC / DCPH = 2 * LY * f 111 (AIPH) / f 102 (AIPH) 3 

19. TAI FIOAA * IO 

20. FIOAA = f 94 (FPC/IFPC) 

21. FPC = F /POP 

22. F = LY * AL * 0.63 

23. IFPC = f9o(IOPC) = f9o(IO/POP) 

24. FR = FPC / 230 

25. CAI = TAI * (I - FIALD) 

Exogonous inputs 

IO (Capital and Resource submodel) 

POP (Population submodel) 

PPOLX (Persistent Pollution submodel) 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

* The state notation for AI and PFR is equivalent to the original formulation 
in which the DYNAMO function SMOOTH was used. 
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Ad 1. Three types of land use are distinguished, viz. Arable Land AL, 

Potentially Arable Land P.A.L, and Urban-Industrial Land UIL. The Land Develop

ment Rate LDR is equal to the amooot of inputs allocated to land development 

(FIALD*TAI) divided by the Development Costs Per Hectare DCPH, a fooction of 

PAL (see equations 7 and 8 of Table 2. 3). The Land Removal for 

Urban-Industrial use LRUI is a fllllction of IO, POP, and UIL (Equation 9). 

Land erosion is modelled as an exponential decay mechanism, the Average Life 

of Land ALL being a function of Land Yield LY. 

Ad 2.Land Fertility LFERT represents the land yield without the use of any 

modern agricultural inputs such as fertiliser and pesticides. LFERT is a state 

variable in World3. The Land Fertility Degradation Rate LFDR is equal to LFERT 

itself multiplied by a fllllction of PPOLX, whereas the land fertility 

regeneration depends on LFERT and on the Fraction of inputs Allocated to Land 

Maintenance FAIM (see Equations 4, 11 and 12 of Table 2. 3). 

Ad 3, The allocation and food production part is the key part of the 

agricultural sector model. It interacts with the two other submodels, and 

influences the capital and resource submodel through FIOAA (Fraction of 

Industrial Output Allocated to Agriculture), the population sector through F 

(Food), and the persistent pollution sector through PPGAO (Persistent 

Pollution Generated by Agricultural Output). A flow scheme of the equations of 

this submodel is given in Figure 2.8. 'Ihe figure shows that FIOAA is computed 

as a fooction of the quotient of Food Per Capita FPC and Indicated Food Per 

Capita IFPC (a function of IOPC). Total Agricultural Inputs TAI (equal to 

FIOAA~IO) are assumed to be used for three different purposes, namely: 

1. to develop new land, 

2. to maintain land fertility, and 

3, to increase the land yield (by means of fertiliser, pesticides, 
machinery etc.) • 

The Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Land Development FIALD is computed 

from the quotient of the Marginal Productivity of Land Development MPLD and 

the Marginal Productivity of Agricultural Inputs MPAI. The original DYNAM'.J 

flow diagram /16/, and the original formulation of the equations (Table 2.3, 

equations 13, 14 and 18) suggest that FIALD depends, via MPLD and MPAI, on 
Land Yield LY. But, as may be seen inmediately from substitution of Equations 

14 and 18 into Equation 13 of Table 2.3, FIALD is not a fooction of LY, but 

of AIPH (Agricultural Inputs Per Hectare) and DCPH (Development Costs Per 
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Hectare) only! This result has been used in the design of Figure 2.8, where 

FIALD is shown to be a function of AIPH and OCPH. 

The part of TAI remaining after allocations to land development, 

TAI~(1 - FIALD), is called CAI (Current Agricultural Inputs). Agricultural 

Inputs AI follow from CAI after a linear lag with gain equal to 1 • A 

fraction FAL\1 of AI is assumed to be used for land maintenance (influence of 

FAlM on the land fertility submodel). The remainder, i.e. AI*(1 - FALM), is 

used to increase land yield via AIPH (equal to AI*(1 - FAlM)/AL). 

Total Food production F is the product of five variables: Land Fertility 

LFERT, the Land Yield Multiplier from Capital LYl'-i: (a function of AIPH), the 

Land Yield Multiplier from Air Pollution LYl'-1AP (a function of IO), Arable Land 

AL, and a constant factor 0.63 to take harvesting and processing losses into 

account. 

The upper part of Figure 2. 8 shows that FAlM is computed as a function of 

the Perceived Food Ratio PFR. PFR follows from the Food Ratio FR (equal to 

FPC divided by the subsistence value SFPC = 230) by a first-order, 2-year 
lag with static gain 1. 
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0 
19 0 19 0 2000 2050 2100 

scale LFERT 
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Figw:>e 2. 9: Standard-PUn behaviour of iand fertiiity LFERT, 
the of industriai output aiioaated to 

FIOAA, arable fond AL, food produation 
poiiution reiative to 1970 PPOLX. 
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2. 2. 3-2 First exploration of standard-run behaviour. 

The DYNAMO flow diagram of the sector presented in /16/ displays many 

intertwined loops, particularly in the allocation decision part. As a result, 

this sector at first looks more complicated than any of the other submodels 

As i,llustrated by Figure 2.8, redesign of the diagram makes it easier to 

comprehend. In addition, explorations into the standard-run behaviour (shown 

in Figure 2.9) revealed that various simplifications may be introduced, because 

many of the sector's equations ·do not essentially contribute to the standard 

outcome. By sensitivity analyses, analytical substitutions, observation of the 

behaviour of variables, freezing variables etc., we obtained the following 

results: 
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- By freezing PPOLX at various different values, we found that the influence of 

persistent pollution on the sector's standard-run behaviour is but weak 

as long as PPOLX < 10. 

- Freezing POP from 1970 onwards leaves food production F largely unaffected, 

but the behaviour of FIOAA is quite different from that of the standard 

run (see Figure 2. 10, curve b). 

1.0 
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0 
19 0 19 0 2000 2050 2100 

scale FIOAA : 0 - 0.20 
time (years) 

scale F : 0 - 5•Jo 12 

Figure 2.10: Behaviour of FIOAA and F 
a. in a standard run, 
b. if the influence of POP on the agricul

tural sector is frozen from 19?0 onwards 
c. if the influence of IO on the agricultur~l 

sector is frozen from 19?0 onwards. 



- On the contrary, freezing IO from 1970 onwards hardly affects FIOA~, 

whereas F behaves contrarily to the standard run. 

- Allocations to land maintenance vary between 4 and 7 per cent of 

agricultural inputs. The effects of FALlvl at 0.06 are hardly 

perceptible in a standard-run simulation. 

- Similarly, FIALD (nonnally varying between 0.003 and 0.26) at 

0.19 does not cause any standard-run results to be substantially 

different from those obtained with the complete model. 

- The values of the Land Erosion Rate LER and of the Land Removal for 
Urban-Industrial use LRUI are very small compared with those of the 

Land Development Rate LDR. The decrease in AL owing to LER and LRUI 
2.1 0 0 

during the whole simulation ( f (LER - LRUI)*dt) is only about 10 per 
190 0 

cent of the 2100 value of AL. Omission of the two influences by setting 

LER = LRIJI = 0 hardly affects the standard-run outcone for F and FIOAA, 

but allows considerable simplification of the sector's equations (see 

next section). 

- The influence of air pollution on food production, acting via LYMAP, is 

ni 1 because LYMAP equals 1 as long as IO does not exceed ten times its 

1970 value, which is the case in the standard run. 

- Land varies between 600 and about 400. Freezing LFERT at 570 

only slightly affects the overall outcome (the modifications are mainly 

restricted to the period 2020 - 2070). 

A preliminary conclusion is that, for standard-run conditions, the World3 

agricultural submodel may be simplified considerably. The dynamic influences 

acting along all the broken lines in Figure 2.8 may be omitted without 

introducing any substantial differences in the behaviour of the submodel 's 

output variables • .Apparently, only the equations representing the allocation 

of total inputs to agriculture, land areas, land yield and food production 

play an essential part in the standard run. 

2. 2. 3-3 A more detaiZed investigation 

Let us now consider the three subsectors mentioned above more closely. The 

focus will primarly be on standard-run conditions. 

Land areas. 

In the original three equations 
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AL = LDR - LER - LRUI , 

PAL = - LDR, and . 
UIL LRUI, 

(2.41) 

(2. 42) 
(2.43) 

1he Land Erosion Rate LER and the Land Removal for Urban-Industrial use LRUI 

may be ignored for standard-nm conditions. Hence, because UIL has no other 

influence than that acting via LRUI, this set of equations can be reduced to 

AL = LDR = - PAL, (2.44) 

reducing AL and PAL to dependent state variables. By integration of (2.44) 

from time 1900 to time = t, it follows that 

PAL(t) = PALT - AL(t), (2.45) 

where PALT is the Potentially Arable Land Total, equal to the sum of the 1900 

values of PAL and AL. LDR is calculated from 

LDR FIALD*TAI/DCPH. (2. 46) 

DCPH (Development Costs Per Hectare) depend on PAL according to the table 

function t 91 that is closely approximated by 

(2. 4 7) 

with a
91 

and b91 positive and constant. Now, OCPH can be expressed as a 
function of AL by elimination of PAL from (2.47) using (2.45). With (2.44) 

and (2.46), it then follows that 

(2.48) 

Analytical integration of (2.48) eventually leads to an expression of the 

fonn 
t 

AL(t) = p*Zn{q* f FIALI}.l(TAidT + r}, 
19 0 0 

(2.49) 

with p, q and r constant /32/ for further details about this derivation). 
(2.49) Illustrates the consequences of the assumptions made in World3 in a 
highly condensed fonn. It may be regarded as a dynamic function expressing AL 

as a function of total investments in land development. 2.11 represents 
the effects of (2.49). Owing to the logarithmic function (resulting from the 
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AL (ha)) 
2.0 

l.5 

1.0 

0 2 3 4 5 
----TOTAL INVESTMENTS 

IN LAND DEVELOPMENT (in 1013$) 

Diminishing retu:r>ns on investments in Zand development 
according to Equation (2.49) 

increase in development costs according to (2.47)), the marginal effect of 
investments in land development decreases sharply as less land remains to be 

developed. 

l:,~d_f.~_r!_il.i!Y.:.. 

Land fertility LFERT is described by the equation 

LFERT = (ILF - LFERT)/LFRT. - LFERTll!LFDR. (2.50) 

ILF is the Inherent Land (equal to 600), LFRT the Land Fertility 

Regeneration Time (a function of the Fraction of inputs Allocated to Land 

Maintenance (Rl\.LM), and LFDR is the Land Fertility Degeneration Rate, a 
function of PPOLX. Equation (2. 50) can be rewritten as follows: 

LFERT = - LFERT*{(1 + LFRT~LFDR)/LFRT} + ILF/LFRT. (2.51) 

Hence, for constant FALM and PPOLX, LFERT will tend to the steady-state value 

LFERTst = ILF/(1 + LFDRll!LFRT), (2. 52) 

with a lag tirre 

TLFERT = LFRT/(1 + LFDR~LFRT). (2. 53) 
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From (2.S2) it follows that LFERT will always be lower than or equal to ILF, 

and that the larger LFDR and LFRT are, the lower LFERT is bound to be. LFERT 

will tend to be low at high pollution levels and at low levels of food per 

capita (large LFRT). If PPOLX = O, LFDR is also nil, and LFERT is equal to 

ILF for any value of LFRT. In a standard run, PPOLX rises above 10 around 2040 

only, and this explains why LH3RT remains about 600, except for a relatively 

short period around 2040 (see Figure 2.9). 

Equation (2. 53) shows that also the lag in the land fertility subsector 

depends on LFDR and LFR'f. For any value of PPOLX larger than 10, LDFR will be 

larger than 0.10 so that, LFRT never being larger than 20, TLFERT will be less 
than 6.7 years. Only for lower values of PPOLX and high values of LFRT 

(implying lru food per capita) can 'LFERT be considerably more than 5 years 
(its maximum value is 20 years for LFDR O). 

During a standard-run simulation, remains below 5 years. Since the 

input variables FAlM and PPOLX change so slowly that LH3RT closely follows its 

equilibrium value (2.52), we may hypothesize that the lag in the land fertility 
submodel is only of minor importance, and that the differential equation 

(2.50) may be replaced by the algebraic relation (2.52) as long as standard

run and similar conditions apply. Indeed, use of (2,52) instead of (2.50) 

produces results hardly differing from the original standard-nm. outcome. 

~l:_os_ay}~~ ~~ fo~ Y!.°i~tJ:.o.!!· 
On the basis of the insight gained so far we may now get a clearer picture of 

the equations determining allocations and food production. As illustrated by 

Figure 2.8, the dynamic influence of part of the equations of this subsector 
(influences indicated by broken lines) is relativily weak in comparison with 

that of the remaining part (drawn). Food production F is primarily determined 
by Agricultural Inputs AI, and by AL, while AL, according to (2.49), mainly 

depends on TAI since freezing FIALD in a standard run leaves overall behaviour 

largely unaffected. If all influences indicated by broken lines in Figure 2.8 

are neglected, the allocation and food production equations contain but one 

dynamic ele~nt, viz. the linear first-order lag (gain= 1, ti~ constant 
2 years) between CAI and AI. Since the input variables to this subsector 

change so slowly that AI follows CAI very closely, we may hypothesize that 

the allocation and food-production part of the agricultural sector acts more 

or less algebraically (i.e. almost instantaneously). However, omission of the 
CAI + AI lag results in a set of implicit algebraic equations. 1he hypothesis 
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therefore had to be tested by solving that set iteratively for each time step 

of the standard run. 1he results turned out to be virtually identical to those 

of the original standard run. 

Let us now consider the sector as a whole, starting from the conclusions 

about each of its subsectors. Under standard-run conditions, 

- the lag in the land subsector is smaller than 5 years, 

- the lags between FR and and between CAI and AI have a time constant 

of 2 years, 

and 
- significant changes in the sector's input variables IO, POP and PPOLX, 

and in AL, take place over periods of 20 years or more. 

'Therefore the hypothesis is put forward that, illlder these circumstances, the 

whole agricultural except for the land areas subsector, acts m::ire or 

less algebraically. 1his hypothesis was tested in two ways: Firstly, starting 

from an equilibrium, the o:Piginal, complete set of eqations was subjected to 

step-wise in one or more inputs. As illustrated in /32/, the new 

equilibrium values are closely approached within 5 years. Secondly, the sets 

.of implicit equations resulting after omission of all three 

were solved iteratively during each time step of the standard nm. Only minor 

changes in outcome could be perceived (the curve for land fertility was 

Slightly U...LJC..LC.LCH 

We may conclude that the only dynamic element relevant to the sector's 

standard-nm behaviour is the integration of LDR in calculating AL and PAL. 

Hence, the whole agricultural sector essentially acts as a combination of a 

memoryless part and an intregator as illustrated in Figure 2.12; the sector's 

output variables PPGAO, FIOAA, and F (and hence also the land development 

rate LDR) may be considered as algebraic functions of POP, IO, PPOLX and AL 

(PAL may be eliminated using (2.45)), but AL follows by integration of LDR. 

Two approaches have been followed in the further examination of the overall 

sector's basic properties. First, the algebraic part of the model was 

linearised and solved analytically for a number of combinations of input 

values occuring during a standard run. Secondly, the set of nonlinear 

simultaneous algebraic equations was solved numerically for a wider range of 

input values. 1his will be discussed in the next Section. 

Solution of the simultaneous equations by total linearisation for the 1970 

standard-run conditions revealed 
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- that the changes in LDR are almost exclusively detennined by IO and AL, 

- that F mainly depends on AL and IO and is fairly insensitive to POP, and 

- that FIOAA is influenced by IO, POP and AL. 

Since, in the .linearised version, AL becomes a linear dynamic function of 

POP, IO and PPOLX, all influences acting through AL may be regarded as 

lagged effects of POP, IO and PPOLX. The direct influence of IO on FIOAA, and 

that via AL more or less neutralise each other, which e:xplains the weakness 

of the influence of IO on FIOAA noted earlier (Figure 2. 9). PPGAO is 

proportional to AI*(l - PALM). Hence, the variations in PPGAO primarily depend 

on those in IO. 

2.2.3-4 Equilibrium analysis 

The sector's input-output behaviour for aonstant inputs and constant AL was 

further investigated. The original set of equations was used except far the 

coupling of PAL to AL according to (2.45) and for the equations of the land 

areas subsector because AL was exogenous. Hence• the set of equations 

investigated is the sane as the one portrayed as the quasi-algebraic system 

in Figure 2.12. Also LDR was computed as a function of POP, IO, PPOLX and AL. 

To reduce computation tine, the steady state e:xpression (2.52) was substituted 

for LFERT, and AI and PFR were set equal to CAI and FR before starting 
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iterative calculations. The ranges over which the inputs were varied are as 

follows: 

POP between 0 and 1010 , 

IO between 0 and 10 times its 1970 value, 

PPOLX between 0 and 30, 

Al between 0 and 3*109• 

Values of PPOLX larger than 30 were not considered since LFDR remains constant 

above PPOLX 30. 

Figure 2. 13 presents a few typical outco:rres • Each graph shews the steady

state values of F, FIOAA, PPGA.O and LDR as a function of one of the inputs, the 

other inputs having the following constant values: 

POP = 5*109, 

IO = 1*10 12 (1970 value: 0.78*10
12

), 

PPOLX 10, 

AL = 2*109 (in 1970: 1.4*109). 

Many of the results are no longer surprising and confirm our earlier findings, 

such as the rise in FIOAA as a function of POP (A), the influence of IO on F, 

FIOAA, PPGAO and LDR for IO < 4*10 12 (B), the decrease in F and the rise in 

FIOM as a function of persistent pollution (C), and the strong impact of the 

value of AL on LDR, F and FIOM (D) • Hcwever, some of the results deserve closer 

attention: Quite surprisingly, graph A shows that food production F tends to 

decrease if POP becomes larger than 4*109 , all other inputs having the 

constant values given above. The effect is more pronounced if PPOLX is larger, 

and IO and/ or AL are lower. According to graph B, F and PPGA.O are more or less 

independent of IO if IO> 4*10 12 • The strong sensitivity of F to PPOLX in the 

range 10 < PPOLX < 20 (graph C) cannot be explained directly from the table 

function LFDR (the only influence of PPOLX on the agricultural sector). 

Finally, the extre:rrely low values of F and the correspondingly high values of 

FIOM for AL < 1lld09 (D) require further examination because IO is assumed to 

be a little larger than in 1970. 

Upon closer inspection it appears that the low value of F for low areas of 

arable land (D) is primarly caused by the fact that in a situation with lcw 

AL and relatively high invest:rrents in agriculture (TAI = FIOM*IO) a large part 

of investments is diverted to land development at the expense of inputs per 

ha. Consequently, the actual value of land yield is relatively low. For larger 

values of AL, FIALD is smaller and land yield larger, which explains why F rises 
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even more than proportionally to AL for 1*109 
< AL < 2*109 This mechanism 

also causes the insensitivity ofF and PPGAO to IO for IO > 4*10 12 (B): as 

more investments become available, a larger part of them will be diverted to 

land development. 

The remarkable behaviour of F as a function of POP, and the pronounced 

sensitivity of F to PPOLX are caused by a particular interaction that was 

found to be not irq:>ortant at all under standard-run conditions: The gain 

around the feedback loop describing the influence of land fertility on its 

~~ rate of change (via food production F, food per capita FPC and allocations 

to land maintenance FALM: see the upper part of Figure 2.8) may be 

particularly strong for certain value combinations of LFERT, PPOLX, LY, AL 

and POP. The mechanism may be explained as follows: Suppose, for example, a 

small increase in population; then FR will also decrease somewhat. As a result, 

a smaller part of agricultural inputs will be diverted to land maintenance so 

.that - if PPOLX is significantly larger than zero - land fertility LFERT will 

also tend to decline. But food production and hence also food per capita will 

then further decrease, and so on, until a new equilibrium is attained. As 

shaifn in Figure 2. 13A, allocation of more inputs to agriculture does not 

compensate for the decrease in LFERT. 

Similarly, a small rise in pollution causes land fertility to decline 

somewhat, which decline reinforces itself through the same mechanism. As a 

result, food production can be extremely sensitive to PPOLX. A more detailed 

analysis of the upper part of Figure 2.8 is to be found in /32/. It appears 

that, for a specific range of values of PPOLX, LY, ALand POP, LFERT and F 

may be in equilibrium at two different values. Because the gain around the 

feedback loop LFERT + F + FPC + FR + FALM + LFERT may be larger than + 1, 

and the lag in the loop is relatively small (2 years), transitions from one 

equilibrium to another may take place very rapidly. As a result, a sudden and 

unexpected fall or rise in food production may be caused by a minor change in 

one of the variables affecting the feedback loop. For PPOLX > 15, Food Per 

Capita FPC will tend to be either fairly high ( > 2.5 times the subsistence 

value SFPC, or low ( < SFPC)- More details can be found in /32/. 

The conclusions of these analyses are twofold: First, certain parts of the 

agricultural sector model that are irrelevant under standard-run conditions -

notably the land fertility subsystem- may exert considerable influence under 

other conditions. Second, it was illustrated that the study of (sub)model 
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equilibria may be a useful tool for the study of complicated models. Although 

equilibrium analysis ignores the dynamic aspects of model behaviour, it may 

yield a wealth of information on its long-term tendencies, and it may lead to 

the discovery of unexpected system properties, even unexpected dynamic ones! 

Another application of the method will be discussed in Sector 2.3.4. 

2.2.3-5 Non-standard conditions 

Part of the sector's non-standard properties have already been discussed. in 

relation to the equilibrium analyses. Let us now briefly review the 

simplifications introduced earlier, and attempt to evaluate their validity 

for other than standard-run conditions. 
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- As noted above, pollution may exert considerable influence on the sector 

if PPOLX > 10, but,as LFDR is constant for PPOLX ~ 30, variations in PPOLX 

above that value no longer affect land fertility and food production. 

- \Vhile the dynamic influence of FALM is negligible under standard-run 

conditions, it may be significant for PPOLX > 10, since FALM is part of 

the feedback loop that may cause a rather sudden rise or decline in LFERT, 

as described in the preceding section. However, if PFR > 2.5, FALM is 

constant so that it has no dynamic influence at all. 

- FIALD is important to sector behaviour only if it rises to at least 0.30. 

That may happen only in situations with high inputs to agriculture, and 

low AL. In that case, a large part of total agricultural inputs are 

diverted to land development at the expense of inputs per hectare until 

AL has attained higher values (see preceding section). 

- The significance of land erosion is determined by the value of the 

Average Land Life ALL, which is calculated fron1 the ratio between the 

actual Land Yield LY and the Inherent Land Fertility ILF. Only when LY is 

larger than 8 times ILF, will arable land erode at more than 1% per year. 

This will occur under conditions of very intensive use of land (high AIPH) 

and low pollution (high LFERT) only. As - in World3 - intensive use 

of land leads to high pollution generation, such a situation seems quite 

unlikely. 

- The area of land required for urban-industrial use depends on population 

POP and industrial output IO. From a study of Urban-Industrial Land 

Required (UILR) as a function of IO and POP, we found that UILR exceeds 5 

per cent of the value of AL in the year 2100 only if IO rises to levels 

higher than about 4 times its 1970 value. 



The influence of air pollution on F, acting via LYMAP, is active only 

when IO exceeds ten times its 19 70 value. As IO rises from 1 0 to 30 times 

its 1970 value, LYMAP decreases from 1 to 0.4, so that F may be reduced 

considerably. However, IO may rise above 10 times its 1970 value only if 

essential changes are made in the capital and resource submodel (see also 

Section 2.3.2). 

- While the lags between PFR and FR, and between AI and CAl are constant 

and equal to 2 years, the lag time in the land fertility subsector may 

exceed 10 years if FPC decreases below the subsistence value, and PPOLX 

remains relatively low. However , if PPOLX is low, LFERT will not decrease 

considerably below 600, so that the overall effect of the land fertility 

subsector is but weak. Under standard-run conditions, PFR, AI and LFERT do 

not interact so as to influence behaviour in a significant way, but, as 

discovered by equilibrium analysis, LFERT and PFR may play an essential 

part if PPOLX > 10. Therefore, extreme caution ought to be excercised: 

Stable first-order systems with small lags that interact with each other 

may form a system with dynamic characteristics that are totally different 

from those of its individual components! Therefore, the dynamics of the 

combined allocation,food production and land fertility submodels were 

re-examined for a wide variety of conditions using phase-plane analysis 

and total linearisation. From the total linearisation, it appeared that, 

if PPOLX > 10, the submodel may display large inertia, or start to grow or 

decline of its own account. The reason is that LFERT and PFR are part of 

a feedback loop of which the gain may be larger than+ 1. Apparently, if 

LFERT, AIPH, ALand POP have certain values (see/32/),this instablility 

is only weakly counteracted by the negative loops acting on F via FIOAA 

and LY, and via FALM and LY, respectively. 

Our conclusion is that both the steady-state and the dynamic properties of 

the World3 agricultural submodel may be totally different from those prevailing 

under standard-run conditions as soon as PPOLX rises above 10. 

2 . 2 . 3-6 Surm1ary 

For standard-run conditions, the agricultural sector may be simplified 

considerably. Only part of the sector's set of equations is active. This part 

may be reduced to three relations, only one of which is dynamic: 

AL = F (IO,AL), (2. 54) 
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F G(IO,AL), 

FIOAA = H(POP,IO,AL). 

(2. 55) 

(2.56) 

Basically, for standard-run and similar conditions the sector acts as a stable 

first-order , double-input (POP and IO), double-output (F and FIOAA) system. 

The influence of pollution is only weak. As illustrated by (2.54), Food 

production F is primarly determined by IO and AL, Al being a dynamic function 

of IO. FIOAA depends on AL and.on the two inputs IO and POP, but, since the 

influences of IO and AL more or less neutralise each other, its behaviour is 

mainly determined by POP. 

Under other conditions - notably for high pollution ratios - , however, 

the submodel's operating structure may be totally different. The equations 

describing land fertility and land maintenance may play a crucial part, and 

introduce s ignificant inertia, or even instability in the submodel's behaviour. 

The influence of persistent pollution may also be considerable for 

PPOLX > 10. 

2, 2. 4 Persistent pollution 

2. 2.4- 1 Description of the suhmodel 

The persistent pollution submude l in World3 purports to describe the 

gener ation, appearance, presence and assimilation of those pollutants that may 

be transported all over the world and that may be harmful to the global 

biosphere for some significant time after their generation (for example 

mercury, DDT). In the model a single index of pollution (called PPOLX) is used 

t o represent the aggregate effects of the many different pollutants that may 

be generated . PPOLX may influence human life expectancy (population sector), 

land fertility (agricultural sector), and the pollution assimilation rate . 

A list of sector equations is given in Table 2. 4; Figure 2.14 shows the 

corresponding flow diagram. TWo sources of persistent pollution are 

distinguished in World3: PPGIO, the Persistent. Pollution Generated by 

Industrial Output, is proportional to resource usage POP*PCRUM, and hence -

for standard-run conditions - more or l ess proportional to IO (see Section 

2.2. 2-2). PPGAO is proportional to agricultural inputs not allocated to land 

maintenance, i.e. AI*(1 - F~, see Equation 8 of Table 2.4. The constants in 

Equations 7 and 8 of Table 2.4 have been chosen in such a way that, in 1970, 

each of the two sources of pollution produces about half the total persistent 

pollution generation in 1970. PPOLX, used as an index of the level of 
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TABLE 2.4: EQUATIONS OF THE PERSISTENT POLLUTION SUBMODEL 

State equations Initial oonditions 
. 

2.5•107 
I. PPOL = PPAPR - PPASR PPOL( 1900) = 
2. . * PPAPR = DELAY3(PPGR.20) PPASR(l 900) • PPGR(1900) 

Coupling equations 

3. PPASR = PPOL/(I ,4itAHL) 

4. AHL = l.5•f145 (PPOLX) 

5. PPOLX = PPOL/PPOL70 = PPOL/(l,36•108) 

6. PPGR = PPGIO + PPGAO 

7. PPGIO = 0.02.i!POP!!!PCRUM = O. 02•POP•f 132 (IO/POP) 

8. PPGAO = O.OOl•AH(l - FALM) 

Exogenous variables 

IO (Capital and resource submodel) 

POP (Population submodel) 

PPGAO (Agricultural submodel; see Equation 8 above) 

PPOLI 
PPG IO 

PPOL 

PPG AO 

PPOL 

Figure 2.14: Flow diagram of the Worl3 persistent pollution submodel. 

It 
DELAY3 represents a linear third-order lag with static gain one, 
and - in this case - three time contants of each 20/3 years. 
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persistent pollution, is measured in pollution units relative to 1970. The 

assimilation of pollution is represented as an exponential decay mechanism. 

The average lifetime depends on the pollution level: the more pollution in 

the biosphere, the larger the average lifetime. The yearly assimilation of 

pollution has a maximum value set to 25 times the assumed pollution 

assimilation in 1970, i.e. per year 11.9 times the amount of pollution 

present in the biosphere in 1970. 

2.2.4-2 Analysis 

The effect of the third-order lag between PPGR and PP.APR is to retard the 

response of PP.APR, and hence also that of PPOL, by roughly 20 years, and to 

smooth out short-term variations in PPGR. Further attention was focussed on 

the assimilation part of the sector model. Like in Forrester's model (see 

/9, 21/, the average lifetime of pollution AHL depends in a virtually linear 

way on PPOLX. As a result, ppasr, the persistent pollution assimilation rate 

relative to total pollution in 1970 can be written as 

(2.57) 

with ,... except for PPOLX .::_ 1 and PPOLX ~ 1001, where AHL is constant -

a145 = 0.084, and b145 = 2.016. Taking ppapr (the persistent pollution 

appearance rate relative to 1970 pollution) into account, PPOLX obeys the 

following differential equation: 

PPOLX = ppapr - ppasr = ppapr - PPOLX/(a145*PPOLX + b145 ). (2. 58) 

From this expression, the general trends of behaviour of PPOLX as a function 

of ppapr can be derived easily: by substitution of PPOLX = O in (2.58), the 

steady-state value of PPOLX as a function of ppapr follows directly: 

(2.59) 

The equilibrium value of PPOLX as a function of ppapr, taking a145 = 0.084 

and b145 = 2.016, is shown in Figure 2.15. For all ppapr ~ 11.9, 

pollution will tend to grow to infinity. The explanation is that according to 

the model's assumptions, the pollution assimilation rate per year cannot be 

larger than 11.9 times the amount of pollution in 1970. But also for lower 

values of ppapr PPOLX may rise to disproportionally high values. The highly 

nonlinear behaviour of the sector is a direct consequence of the assumption 
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Steady-state value of persistent pollution 
index PPOLX as a funotion of persistent pollution 
appearanoe relative to PPOL?O. The broken line sh01iis 
the steady-state PPOLX values if the pollution 
assimilation time would remain equal to its value 
at PPOLX=O. 

that the average lifetime becomes higher as pollution increases. If the life

time were constant, a145 would be zero, so that according to (2.59), PPOLX
8

t 

would rise only proportionally to ppapr (broken line in Figure 2.15). 

From a linearisation of (2.58) in the vicinity of the actual value of 

PPOLX, it follows that the characteristic lag-time of the first-order model 
ppapr + PPOLX depends on PPOLX: 

TPPOL = (b145 + a145~PPOLX) 2/b145' (2.60) 

It follows that the dynamics inherent in the subsystem are relatively fast as 

long as the pollution level is low (TPPOL < 5 years if PPOLX < 12), but that 
the sector may contain significant inertia for larger values of PPOLX 

(TPPOL >so years for PPOLX = 100!). 

During the standard-rllll simulation, PPOLX does not exceed the value of 12. 

Hence, the lag-time TPPOL is less than 5 years. As, tmder standard-run 
conditions, the variations in PPGR take place relatively slowly, and because 

the 20-year lag between PPGR and PP.APR is much larger than TPPOL' we 
hypothesized that the original differential equation for PPOL may be replaced 

by the algebraic relation (2.59) without introducing major changes in 

behaviour. This hypothesis was fully confinned by the results of a test 
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calcula ti.on. 
Figure 2.15, too, permits the behaviour of pollution under different 

circumstances to be easily traced: the steady-state curve divides the 

PPOLX-ppapr plane into two parts: an area with inareasing pollution (below 

the curve, and for ppapr ~ 11.9), and one with deareasing pollution. 

2.2.4-3 Conatusions 
It will be clear by now why PPOLX displays growth and decline in the 

standard run: as long as PPOLX remains below 12, its behaviour largely follows 

that of PPGR, which, in turn, is closely coupled to IO (PPGIO is virtually 

proportional to IO, while PPGAO, proportional to AI* ( 1 - FALM) , is also 

mainly detennined by IO). 
But if in an alternative simulation pollution generation is allowed to grow 

further, the average lifetime of pollution will increase, and pollution will 

rise as long as the system is at the right-hand sight of the equilibrium curve 

in Fill:Ure 2.15, where ppapr is larger than ppasr. Moreover, the inertia of the 

sector will increasE with the level of pollution. Under such non-standard 

conditions the pollution submodel may exert considerable influence on the 

agricultural and population submodels. 

2. 2. 5 Poputation 

2.2.5-1 Outline of the seator modet 

1he function of the population submodel in World3 is to calculate the total 

population size and to represent the demographic changes in response to the 

changing conditions of economic development, food production and persistent 
pollution. 1hree different sector models have been constructed by Meadows et 

al., the difference being in the way in which age distribution is taken into 

account. In a model without age distribution, the total Population size POP 

is calculated directly from the Total Fertility TF and the Life Expectancy LE 

according to 

dPOP/dt = B - D = 0.21*POP*TF/30 - POP/LE, (2. 61) 

where Band Dare the Birth and the Death rate, respectively, 0.21 is the 

fraction of fertile women, and 30 is the mean reproductive lifetime. 1he two 

other versions take the population's age structure explicity into account, 

and distinguish four and fifteen age groups, respectively. In these models, 
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mortality functions, and, in the case of 15 age groups, age

.,.,~,~·,_·~ fertility functions are used to compute the evolution of the age 

distribution from the values of TF and lli. As the Meadows 1 team did, we used 

the model with 4 age groups for most of our simulations. 

An outline of the basic structure of the sector model is shown in Figure 

2. 16. Three subsystems may be dinstinguished: subsystem I represents the 

derivation of the values of TF and LE from the per capita values of IO, SO, 

and F, from PPOLX, and from POP itself. To enable a proper comparison between 

the models with and without age distribution, the derivation of POP from the 

values of TF and LE has been separated into two : first, the Relative 
Growth of total Population, RGP, defined as the rate of growth of population 

per 1000 people per year, is computed from TF and LE. Subsequently, POP follows 

from 

:: (POP/TOOO)*RGP, (2. 62) 

which, since in a model without age distribution 

RGP = 1000*(0.21*TF/30 - 1/LE), (2.63) 

is equivalent to (2.61). In a model with age distribution, RGP follows 

in a rather different way from the values of TF and LE (see Section 2.2.5-4). 

The feedback of total population POP to the inputs of subsystem I completes 

the overall scheme. 

A list of equations of the population submodel without age distribution is 

given in Table 2.5. The way in which LE and TF depend on the input variables 

of subsystem I is identical for the sector models with and without age 

distribution. Figure 2. 17 shows a flow scheme of the World3 equations for 

subsystem I. Life expectancy LE is equal to the product of a normal value 

(28 , and four other factors, namely 

(a) the Lifetime Multiplier From Crowding LMC, on IOPC and POP 
according to Equation 9 of Table 2.5; 

(b) the Lifetime Multiplier from Health Services L.MiS, a lagged function of 

SOPC the effects of health care into account; 

(c) the Lifetime ~fultiplier from Food LMF, a function of FPC. LMF decreases 

sharply if FPC declines below its subsistence level SFPC (equal to 230 kg. 

crop-equivalent per head per year), and rises only 

FPC > SFPC; 

with FPC if 
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Figm:e 2.16: Outline of the florld3 population submodel without age distribution. 



TABLE 2,5·: EQUATIONS OF THE WORLD3 POPULATION SUBMODEL WITHOUT AGE 
DISTRIBUTION 

State equations InitiaZ oonditions 
. 

POP111RGP/IOOO = I ,6111109 I. POP = B - D = POP(l900) = POPI 

2. EHSPC = (HSAPC - EHSPC)/20 EHSPC ( 1900) = HSAPC(l900) 

3. A IO PC = (IOPC - AIOPC)/3 AIOPC (1900) = IOPC (I 900) . 
= DELAY3(IOPC ,20) 111 DIOPC(1900) = IOPC(l900) 4. DIOPC . 

DELAY3(FCAPC,20)* FCFPC(1900) = FCAPC( 1900) 5. FCFPC = . 
DELAY3(LE,20)

111 
6. PLE = PLE(l 900) = LE( 1900) 

CoupZing equations ( oons tan ts have been substituted) 

CaZouZation of the death rote 

7. D = POP/LE 

8. LE = 28•LMHS•LMF•LMP111LMC 

= 28111f25 (EHSPC)•f20 (FPC/230)•f29 (PPOLX)111LMC 

9. LMC = I - CMHFPU = I - f 27 (IOPC)111f26 (POP) 

JO. IOPC = IO/POP 

I I. HSAPC = f 2iSOPC) 

12. SOPC = SO/POP 

13. FPC = F/POP 

CaZouZation of the biPth rote 

14. B = 0.21111POP*TF/30 

15. TF = MIN{MTF, MTF*(I - FCE) + DTF111FCE} 

16. MTF = J2111f3iLE) 

17. FCE = f 4iFCFPC) 

18. FCAPC = SOPC111f 48(MTF/DTF - I) 

19. DTF = DCFS111CMPLE = DCFS•f36 (PLE) 

20. DCFS = 4•FRSN111SFSN = 4*f41 (FIE)*f 39(DIOPC) 

2 I. FIE = (IOPC - AIOPC)/AIOPC 

Supplementary equation 

22. RGP = (POP/POP)•IOOO (B - D)/POP•IOOO 

Exogenous va:t'iabZes 

IO (Capital and resource submodel) 

so (Capital and resource submode!) 

F (Agricultural submodel) 

PPOLX (Persistent pollution submodel) 

*See footnote on page 47. 
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(d) the Lifetime Multiplier from Pollution lMP. Tilis function of PPOLX is 
considerably lower than 1 for high values of PPOLX only, and otheiwise 

about equal to 1 • 
'Ille Total Fertility TF represents the average total number of children 

boni. per fertile woman over her entire reproductive lifetime. According to 
Equation 15 of Table 2.5, TF is calculated from the Desired Total Fertility 

DTF, the Maximum Total Fertility MfF (a flll1ction of LE), and from the 
Fertility Control Effectiveness FCE. FCE is determined by the Fertility 
Control Allocations Per Capita FCAPC via a third-order lag (20 years) and via 

a nonlinear function f 45 • FCAPC is calculated from the ~laximum Total 
Fertility MfF, from the Desired Total Fertility DTF, and from SOPC (see 

Equation 18 of the table). DTF represents the average of the desired total 

number of births per woman. In World3, DTF is equal to the product of the 
Desired Completed Family Size DCFS and of a flll1ction of the delayed (third

order, 20 years) life e:xpectancy, compensating for the probability of child 
mortality. DCFS is the product of the Social Family Size Nonn SFSN, of a 

function of the Family Income E:xpectation FIE, and of a constant factor equal 
to 4 children per family. SFSN takes into account the tendency to desire a 

smaller family as income is higher. Via a lag (third-order, 20 years), SFSN is 
a function of Industrial Output Per Capita IOPC. 'Ille effect of FIE is to 
augment DCFS as income perspectives are good, and - conversely - to diminish 
DCFS if IOPC declines. FIE, which serves as an index for the average growth of 

income per head, is calculated by comparison of the actual and a delayed (first
order, 3 years) value of IOPC (see Equation 21 of Table 2.5). 

2.2.5-2 First explorations of standard-ru:n behaviour 

In a standard-nm simulation, population displays a pattern of growth and 
decline similar to that of capital, food production, etc., but the turning 
point occurs about 15 years later (see Figure 2.18)· The behaviour of the 
sector in the first part of the run is characterised by decreasing Crude Birth 
and Death Rates CBR and CDR, and a fairly high rate of population growth. The 
decline in the second part is incited by a rather sharp rise in CDR, while the 

decline of CBR persists for some time before a rather slow increase sets in. 
To e:xplore which of the many relations essentially determine this behaviour, 
various simulations were made, in which changes were introduced in the set of 

equations, in the initial conditions, or in the variables exogenous to the 
sector. Our results were in broad agreement with those obtained by Meadows 
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scale CBR 0 - 50 scale F 0 - 5•10:; 
scale CDR 0 - 5010 scale IO 0 - 5•10 
scale POP 0 - 10 scale PPOLX 0 - 25 

Figure 2.18: Standard-run behaviour of World3 population 
submode l and input variab lea. 

in /16/, and others /35,36/. Let us briefly review our main findings: 

- Pollution has virtually no influence at all on the population's standard

run behaviour. Since PPOLX remains lower than 12, the Lifetime Multiplier 

from Persistent Pollution J.lvo:> deviates less than 2% from unity. 

- Freezing IO and SO or F from 1970 onwards also reduces the rate of 

population growth and decline. 
- Freezing all four input variables from 1970 on fully eliminates decline, 

as is shown in Figure 2. 19. Tentatively, three conclusions may be drawn: 

(a) decline is not determined endogenously, but irrpressed upon the sector 
model by the inputs IO, SO and F; 

(b) the conditions under which population "naturally" tends to equilibrium 

are characterised by starvation, (FPC is near the subsistence level 

SFPC in the final situation) and 

(c) the sector model contains considerable inertia. 

- The results of changing the initial (1900) values of total Population POP 

point to an asynnnetry: the effects of a drastic augmentation of POPI (up to 

8 times its nonnal value) vanish quickly, so that the behaviour after 1940 
is hardly affected. But if POPI is reduced with respect to its nonnal 
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b: 4 simplifications: tITF = 8.S, CMPLE = 1.30, SFSN = l .06, 

LMP = 1. 
c: simplifications (b), and in addition FCE = 0.92 and LMC = 0.96. 
d: all lags omitted. 

Figure 2.20: Standard-run behaviour of POP if various 
simplifications are introduced. 
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value, POP remains considerably lower than in the standard run during the 

whole sinulation (see /31/ for an illustration). An explanation of this 

asymnetry will be given below. 
MTF, CMPLE and SFSN shoivs that their influence on Total Fertility 

TF is but small. An illustration is given in Figure 2.20, curve b. 

- By application of the same technique, we found that the influences of FCE 
on TF and of the Lifetime Multiplier from Crowding LMC on LE are fairly 

weak too (Figure 2.20, curve 

FIE seriously affects tl1e behaviour of TF. 

, freezing the influence of SOPC and/or FPC on the population 

sector causes LE to behave quite differently. 

- The effect of omitting the first-order 3-year lag computing AIOPC is 

pronounced. It causes the initial growth of population to be weaker, and 

the subsequent decline to be more moderate. 

- The result of omitting the other lags is similar, but weaker, except for 
the lag in EHSPC, the omission of which has the opposite effect. The 

combined effect of omitting all linear lags is significant, as is 

illustrated in Figure 2.20, curved. 

Our conclusion is that the behaviour of the fertility in the standard run 

is primarly determined by the Income Expectation and only to a 

lesser degree by the other variables. Life expectancy is mainly affected by 

SOPC and FPC, crowding having only a small influence, and pollution none at 

all. The weaker influences in the standard run have been indicated by broken 

lines in Figure 2.17. Decline is impressed upon the sector model by the 

input variables IO and SO from tl1e capital and resource submode!, and by F 

from the agricultural submode!. 

2.2,5-3 A moPe general investigation 

As shown above, many of the influences acting in the population sector model 
are rather weak under standard-run conditions. However, all 

influences indicated by broken lines in Figure 2.17 significantly affects the 
population growth rate in the standard run, particularly between 1925 and 

2000 2. 20, curve c). Therefore, and because under slightly different 
conditions the weaker influences may become more important, we decided to 

take into account as many of the influences and nonlinearities as possible 

in a more general investigation into the submodel's properties. 

We started from the observation that, in the context of the overall model, 
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the sector model acts as a four-inputs, single-output system. Following a 

connnon control-engineering approach, the system was subjected to stepwise 

changes in one or more of the inputs. In a first exploration, we found that 

the sector model responds fairly quickly to input changes causing decline, 

but that the reaction to changes causing growth is much slower. The 

population's steady-state value appears to be primarily determined by the 

value of F. 

Subsequently, we investigated the equilibrilnll values of POP (to be called 

POPE) in a more systematic way. The computation of POPE as a function of the 

input variables IO, SO, F and PPOLX involves finding those value(s) of POP that 

make RGP = O, given the input values. The following results were obtained: 

- POPE is primarily determined by the size of food production F. 

- The influence of SO and IO on the population equilibrium value is but 

small, see /31/. 

- Persistent pollution plays a part only if PPOLX is larger than about 40. 
- Figure 2.21 shows the variations of POPE in the standard run of the model 

without age distribution. Each value of POPE is equal to the equilibrilnll 

value that POP would ultimately reach if the values of the inputs (IO, 

SO, F and PPOLX) were frozen from the corresponding point in time onwards. 

The PCPE curve shows that - if the model's economic variables and food 
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Figure 2.21 Standard - run behaviour of POP and POPE 
(no age distribution) 
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production were stabilised before 2020 - the population would grow and 

ultimately become about twice as as at the moment of stabilisation. 

In the period of economic decline, the potential for population growth 

falls rapidly. After 2060 POPE becomes lower than POP, indicating that the 

population will continue to decline beyond 2100. 

For a more thorough study of the dynamic characteristics of the sector 

model, the attention was focussed on subsystems I and II that compute the 

value of RGP as a function of the inputs to subsystem I. Except for models 

with age distribution (that have been considered separately, see Section 

2.2.5-4), subsystem II obeys a single algebraic equation (2.63). 1he steady
state and dynamic properties of subsystem I were studied separately. 

For a model without age distribution, with constant inputs to subsystem I, 

RGP can be calculated as an algebraic function of PPOLX, IOPC, SOPC and FPC, 

ignoring the weak variations in LMC owing to changes in the value of the 

Fraction of Population Urban FPU (a function of POP, see Equation 9 of Table 

2. 5). 1his value of RGP we called RGP (steady-state output of subsystem I). 
st 

Under a wide range of circumstances, the ratio IO/SO is fairly constant 

and about equal to 2/3 (see Section 2.2.2-3). Moreover, under more or less 

normal conditions (PPOLX < 40), the influence of PPOLX may be fully ignored, 

and the influence of the population via FPU is fairly weak. Hence, the number 
of independent variable inputs to subsystem I may be reduced to two, namely 

FPC and SOPC. Therefore, RGP was studied as an algebraic function of FPC 
st 

and SOPC, assigning fixed values to PPOLX (zero) and the Fraction of 

Population Urban FPU (0.4, reflecting a population size of 4*109), and taking 

IOPC = 2/3*SOPC. 
Figure 2. 22 shows RGP as a function of FPC and SOPC, as a set of curves 

st 
for constant RGP in the FPC-SOPC plane. Jhe FPC-SOPC plane is divided into 

st 
two parts: for all combinations of values of FPC and SOPC below the curve for 
RGP · = 0 (solid line), population will decline, whereas it will grow for all 

st 
values above this curve, The most surprising feature of the zero-growth curve 

is that it covers a relatively narrow range of FPC values: if FPC is lower 

than about 180 kg. grain-equivalent per head and per year, population growth 

is negative, irrespective of SOPC, whereas growth is positive for all FPC 

values larger than about 400, again irrespective of SOPC. 1he curve shows 

also that in the World3 population model without age distribution, population 
will, under m:ire or less nonnal conditions, only be stable for fairly low values 

of FPC Section 2.2.5-4 for a discussion of equilibria in a model with age 
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distribution). This explains why the value of POPE is so sensitive to F: if F 
is given, POP will inevitably rise or decline until FPC has attained a value 
around the subsistence value SFPC (= 220 vegetable-equivalent kg. per head and 

per year), and hence, in a first approximation, the value of POPE might be 
calculated as F/220. 

At very low levels of material welfare and health care, equilibrium can 

only be sustained at somewhat higher values of FPC, mainly owing to a slight 

reduction. of life expectancy by the effects of If the effects of 
crowding are eliminated by setting FPU equal to zero, the zero-growth curve 
remains below FPC 300 for all values of SOPC considered. Enhancing crowding 

effects by assuming FPU = O. 8 (i.e. th.e value of FPU for POP .:::.. 16*109) causes 
the value of FPC necessary for equilibrium to become as high as· 600 at low 

SOPC. 

The results shown in Figure 2.22 also provide an explanation of the 
asyrrnnetry in the model's dynamics noted earlier: if POP is larger than its 
equilibrium value (for which RGP = 0) the decline tends to be fast; on the 

st 
other hand, the growth is weak if POP is lower than POPE. The decline is so 
rapid because the life expectancy is considerably reduced by food shortages. 
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In a situation of ample food, population growth tends to be weak because birth 
and death rates are rather low (except for ample food combined with low IOPC 

and SOPC). This is shown more explicitly in Figure 2.23, where the relative 

growth rate of population for constant FPC and SOPC has been plotted against 

FPC, with m = FPC/SOPC (or F/SO) as parameter. The curves have been obtained 

directly from the table underlying Figure 2.22. In a standard n.m F/SO varies 

between 0.65 and 4. We may now fonnulate more precise conclusions about the 

causes of population growth in World3. Let us represent the curves of Figure 
2. 23 by a set of functions r : m 

RGP t = r (FPCJ. (2.64) s m 

If the lags in subsystem I are neglected, we may substitute RGP RGP. With 
st 

(2.62), it then follows that 

1000~dPOP/dt = POP*r (FPCJ. (2.65) m 

Linearisation of (2.65) in the vicinity of (POP
0

, F
0

) yields 
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with 

am 1ooo~{dPOP/dt} 0 , 

bm rm(FPC
0

) - FPC0*{dr~dFPC}0 , and 
FPC = F /POP • 

0 0 0 

(2.67) 

(2. 68) 

(2.69) 

From (2.66) it follows that the net feedback of POP to its own rate of growth 

is positive if b > 0, and negative if b < 0. Equation (2.68) teaches us that m m 
b > 0 if the tangent to a curve RGP t = r (FPC) in the RGP t-FPC plane m s m s 
intersects the line FPC = 0 at an RGP value larger than zero, and that 

st 
bm < 0 if the reverse is the case. From Figure 2.23 it follows that, if 
m < 4, b is positive if FPC exceeds a certain value (between 500 form 4, 

- m 
and about 250 form= 0.25). Hence, for these values of FPC and m, the 

tendency of population to grow exponentially may be accounted for by an 

inherent instability of the sector model. At lower FPC values (those for which 

bm < 0), the sector model acts as a stable nonlinear lag. 

A more general analysis may be performed along similar lines, starting 

from 

RGP
8

t = R(FPC, SOPC) (2. 70) 

instead of (2,64). In that case a and b in (2.66) are independent of m, and m m 
expression (2.68) is replaced by 

b = R(FPC
0

, SOPC
0

) - FPC
0
*{3R/aFPC}

0 

- SOPC *{aR/aSOPC} • 
0 0 

(2. 71) 

As may be seen in Figure 2.22 aR/aSOPC is negative at large SOPC values, while 

aR/aFPC is positive, but small for most FPC values. It may be concluded that 

b is positive for any value combination for which SOPC > 1000 and FPC > 500. 

We must notice that various simplifying assumptions have been made in the 

preceding discussion. Notably, the lags in subsystem I have been fully ignored. 

Tiierefore, a closer investigation was made into their effects. Tiie influence 

of the lag in AIOPC (used to compute the Family Income Expectation FIE, see 

Figure 2.16) is to enlarge fertility and hence to stimulate growth if IOPC is 

rising, and to counteract growth or enforce decline if IOPC is falling. Because 

SOPC and FPC tend to behave similarly to IOPC, this effect is reinforced by 

the lags in DIOPC, PLE and FCFPC, and counteracted by the lag in EHSPC. 
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Analytical investigation by linearisation of part of the equations of 

subsystem I revealed that under standard-run conditions AIOPC augments the 

relative growth of population by roughly 0.2% for each per cent growth of 

IOPC. Since the net effect of the other lags appeared to be about half as 

strong, the hypothesis was formulated that the combined effect of all lags is 

to augment the relative growth of population by about 0.4% per per cent 

relative growth of the per capita variables. As demonstrated in /31/, this 

hypothesis was confirmed by a comparison of the growth figures computed with 

and with out lags. 

If IO', SO and F are constant, the re la ti ve growth rate of the per capita 

variables equals - RGP. Hence, as a result of the lags in subsystem I, RGP 

would be about 0.4;.RGP smaller than RGP : 
st 

(2. 72) 

from which it follows that 

RGP "' O. 7*RGP • 
= st 

(2. 73) 

This means that our conclusions about the sector's inherent stability at 

constant IO, SO and F, and low PPOLX are not affected. 

Recapitulating, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

- The equilibrium value to which population will incline depends primarily on 

food production F, equilibrium mainly being achieved by a high death rate 

owing to starvation. 

- If food is amply available, and income is high, population growth tends to 

be exponential owing to positive feedback within the sector model, but, as 

soon as food becomes scarce, feedback becomes negative. 

- Population can grow in the World3 standard run mainly because food 

production rises quickly between 1900 and 2000. 

- The subsequent decline is impressed upon the sector by the input variables 

IO, SO and F. 

- The effect of the lags in subsystem I depends on the relative growth rate 

of IOPC, SOPC and FPC. Their overall influence is to stimulate growth if 

income is rising, and to counteract growth in the reverse case. 

- Growth of income has two effects: on the one hand, a high growth rate of 

income stimulates the growth of population, but, on the other, birth rates 

tend to be lower, and hence population growth tends to be slower at high 
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income levels. 

2.2.5-4 Age distribution 

A detailed investigation into the differences between the model with four age 

groups, and the model without age distribution is described in /31/. Only the 

main results will be given here. The study was based on the observation that 

subsystem I (see Figure 2. 16) is identical for both models, and that subsystem 

III can be made identical by defining a new variable RGP4 as 1000 times the 

relative growth rate of the total population in the case of four age groups. 

Then, the comparison may be confined to subsystem II, i.e. to the behaviour 

of RGP and RGP4 as a function of TF and LE. In a model without age 

distribution, RGP is a simple and algebraic function of TF and LE (2.63), but 

in a model with age distribution, subsystem II is described by the set of 

equations 

Pl a ii"Pl + a 12*P2, 
PZ a21*Pl + a22*P2, 
P3 a32*P2 + a

33
*P3, 

P4 a43*P3 + a44*P4, 

in short: 

with 

RGP4 lOOO*(Pl + PZ + P3 + P4)/(Pl + P2 + P3 + P4). 

(2.74) 
(2. 75) 

(2. 76) 
(2. 77) 

(2.78) 

(2. 79) 

Pl, P2, P3 and P4 represent the number of people in each of the four age 

groups respectively. The coefficient a12 (accounting for the births entering 

in the first age group Pl) is a function of TF, while the values of all other 

coefficients in (2.74) to (2.77) depend on LE. At constant TF and LE, the 

ultimate relative growth rate of total population RGP4 follows directly from 

the largest eigenvalue of matrix 4,, while the corresponding eigenvector shows 

the ultimate age distribution. The differences between the largest 

eigenvalue of 4, and the others give information about the dynamics of sub

system II, that were also studied numerically by observation of the behaviour 

of RGP4 in response to stepwise changes in TF and/or LE. 

The following conclusions were arrived at (see also /31/): 
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- At constant TF and LE, the differences between RGP4 and RGP are small, 

except if TF is low. For if TF < 2. 5, RGP4 may be up to 5 lower than RGP, 

for the saioo values of TF and LE. Hence, population growth in the model 

with age distribution may be up to 0.5% per year lower if TF < 2.5. At low 

TF and high LE, RGP is rather low (see Figure 2.22), and RGP4 may even be 

negative. Hence, in addition to the equilibrium enforced by starvation, 

a second equilibrium at high food and output per capita values is possible 

if the age distribution is taken into account! Test calculations have 

confinned that, in the model with four age groups, population can be in 

equilibrium at high per capita values (FPC > 1000, IOPC > 1400), crowding 

being the cause of stabilisation. 

- Dynamically, RGP4 reacts more slowly to changes in TF than RGP does, the 

extra lag being in the order of 25 years. But to a step change in LE, RGP4 

displays overshoot. Apparently, the introduction of age structure retards 

the effects of changes in TF, whereas the reactions to variations in LE 

are accelerated. 

2.2.5-5 AltePnative conditions 

A few extreme conditions have not yet been considered above. Notably, the 

behaviour of the sector model for high pollution values, and for extreme per 

capita values of IO and SO deserves closer attention. 

If PPOLX increases above 40 , its influence on life expectancy may become 

considerable: 1MP decreases from 1 for PPOLX = 0 to 0.2 for PPOLX = 100, 

which means that , for PPOLX = 100, LE cannot be larger than 17 years , 

irrespective of the values of all other lifetime multipliers! The pattel!l 

of growth and decline that was shown for nonnal conditions in Figure 2.22 

may therefore be replaced by a radically different one for high pollution 

ratios. For instance, if pollution reduces RGP by 2.5 (which means that the 

relative growth of population is reduced by 0.25% per year), the RGP
8

t 2.5 

curve in the original figure is replaced by a zero-growth curve. Hence, in 

that case, population equilibrium is possible at almost any value of FPC and 

SOPC. 

For a wide variety of high FPC and SOPC values RGP is low. This indicates 

that even minor changes in the structure (such as the introduction of age 

distribution!) or in the values of the parameters of the model may create an 

additional equilibrium curve at high income. 

At low SOPC and IOPC, the birth rate will tend to be high. As 
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maximum fertility will not be much higher than desired fertility (life 

expectancy, and hence also MfF cannot attain high values at low SOPC), the 

influence of Fertility Control Effectiveness FCE on the birth rate will - like 

under nonnal conditions - not be large. At fow IOPC and high POP values, 

crowding effects may come into play, and may also affect equilibrium 

properties by reducing life expectancy. This effect has already been noted 
in Section 2.2.5-4. 

2.2.5-6 Summary 

Under standard-run conditions, the influence of food and services on the death 

rate, and of family income expectation on the birth rate primarily detennine 

the behaviour of POP. The influence of pollution is virtually nil. In the 

first part of the standard run, growth can occur because food production is 

rising. Initi~lly, growth is •accelerated by the rise in income, but afterwards, 

when income is higher (IOPC > 200), the birth rate is reduced somewhat as a 

result of a decrease in the desired family size. In the second part of the run 

(after 2025), the model's population is forced to decline by the variables IO 
and SO from the capital and resource submodel, and F from the agricultural 

submodel. 

As long as food is amply available, the net feedback of World3 population 

to its own rate of growth is positive, explaining a tendency towards 

exponential growth. However, as soon as food becomes scarce, feedback becomes 

negative, and population tends towards an equilibrilDil sizeprirnarilydetennined 

by food production, the equilibrium being achieved mainly by a rise in the 

death rate owing to starvation. 

Population growth at high income and low pollution is only weak. As a 

result, fairly small modifications in the submode! (such as the introduction 

of an age distribution, or a slight reduction of the desired completed family 

size), or in the exogenous conditions (a slight rise in pollution), may create 

possibilities for population equilibria that may be rather more attractive 
than those characterised by starvation. A more general investigation into the 

equilibria of the submode! consisting of the agricultural, pollution and 

population sector models will be discussed in Section 2.3.4. 
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2,3 STUDY OF THE MODEL AS A WHOLE 

Let us now turn to the working of the model as a whole. Various approaches 

will be followed, each yielding another kind of insight. From the interplay 

of the submode ls, standard-run behaviour is easily understood. Starting from 
the non-standard properties of the submodels, a general view of the overall 

model's non-standard properties is also constructed relatively easily. 

Subsequently, other methods of analysis will be used to examine the model 

as a whole. '.Ihe results of total linearisation of the full set of equations 

for standard-run conditions confirm our earlier findings, and illustrate the 

potential utility of the method. Equilibrium analysis reveals that the 

maximum sustainable size of population in World3 is much lower than may be 

expected from M:ladows original assumptions, even if it is assuned that 

industrial and service output can be maintained at high levels. 

2, 3, 1 Standard-run aonditions - Interplay of submode Zs 

Figure 2.24 shows the main interactions between the four submodels of World3 
under standard-run conditions. '.Ihe capital and resource submodel behaves 

largely autonomously, it being only slightly influenced by the variations in 
the Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Agriculture, FIOAA. '.Ihe 

behaviour of the agricultural model is primarily detennined by Industrial 

Output IO, and,more weakly, by Population POP. Population is forced to grow 
and decline by the inputs IO and SO, and by the Food production F. Similarly, 

the behaviour of the persistent pollution is largely determined by the inputs 

IO and PPGAO, the Persistent Pollution Generated by Agricultural Output. 
In short, the behaviour of growth and decline embedded in the capital and 

resource model is impressed on aZZ other sectors, directly (via IO and SO) 

and/or indirectly (via the agricultural sector which transforms the growth 

and decline of IO into growth and decline of F and of PPGAO) • '.Ihe retroaction 

taking place via POP and FIOAA is weak (broken lines in the figure). If these 

slight influences are neglected, Figure 2.24 reveals a three-level hierarchy: 

the capital and resource submodel behaves autonomously and occupies a 

dominant position. '.Ihe agricultural model occupies the intermediate level, 

whereas the third level contains the population and persistent pollution 

models the behaviour of which is influenced by both the capital and resource 
ioodel and the agricultural model. 

By way of test, various state or other variables were frozen from a 
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CAPITAL 

AND 

RESOURCES 

IO 
IO,SO 

AGRICULTURE 

POPULATION POLLUTION 

-"'-------Major interaotions between the four World3 
suhmodeZs for standard-run and similar oondi
tions. If the weaker infZuenoes (broken) are 
negleoted, the is fully hierarohioaZ. 

certain time onwards. Figure 2.25 shows a typical result: from 1970 onwards, 

industrial output IO and service output SO were frozen to simulate the effects 

of the elimination of further growth and decline of capital. As a result, the 
agricultural, population and pollution models come to rest instead of 

displaying growth and decline*. Freezing population (see also /30/) or 

pollution from 1970 on hardly affects the growth-and-decline mode of behaviour 

of the capital and agricultural models. Freezing Food Production F in 1970 
substantially affects the behaviour of population, but leaves the capital and 

pollution variables virtually l.ll'lchanged. These results fully confinn the 

hierarchy shown in Figure 2. 24. 

*In the very long run, i.e. in thousands of years, continuing land erosion 
will cause arable land, and hence also food, population and capital to 
decline slowly to zero, 
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Fig'UX'e 2. 25: WorldJ behaviour if industrial and serviae out;put 
are frozen from 1970 0111.Uards. 
(note the different time scale!) 

2.J.2 Non-standard conditions 

Various parts which are dormant during a standard-nm simulation may sub

stantially influence model behaviour under different candi tions, where 

normally active influences may become less important. We will now briefly 

review - in no particular order of importance - the various circumstances 

that may be of interest. 

2.J.2-1 Active job suhmodel 

Through the Capital Utilization Fraction CUF, the job submodel may increase 

the capital/output ratio in the case of labour shortage (global labour excess 

has no influence at all in the model). In World3, labour shortage may occur 

under two types of cira.unstances: 

1. !&~LS.&!!9!-H!:!:Q-L1!m!:!§_E~Ltl~~!fil:!LNEtl 
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The number of jobs per hectare increases from 0.5 to 2.0 as AIPH de

creases from 6 to 2 or less. As a result, depending on the area of 

Arable Land AL, the size of population and the number of jobs in other 



sectors, the total number of jobs may exceed the total labour force (computed 

from Population POP). 

2. !e!~_£!:!E!!~1LE2!!~1~!!2~-!~!!~ 
If industrial and servicei capital are high and population is low, the 

total numbers of jobs in services and industry may also be so large as to 

cause a labour shortage. CUF will be lower than 1 owing to this effect if 

the industrial-capital/population ratio is larger than about 4500, corres

ponding to values of Industrial Output Per Capita, IOPC, of about 1400 or 

more (assuming full resoi.rrce availability). 

2. 3. 2-2 High values of Industrial Output IO 

At high IO values, various influences may becOire important: 

- Unless population is relatively low, high IO values will cause a high 

generation of pollution, and hence lead to high values of PPOLX. 

- Values of IO of more than about 4 tines the 1970-value may, except in the 

case of low population, cause a considerable loss of arable land to urban

industrial use. 

- If IO is larger than 10 tines its 1970-value, the model 1 s land yield LY 

is reduced by air pollution (influence via LYMAP). 

- Unless the area of .Arable Land AL is small, high industrial output may 

cause high agricultural inputs and hence a high land yield. But if LY is 

high, land erosion is accelerated (if LY is more than 8 tines the inherent 

land fertility, the average life of land decreases below 100 years 

according to the model). 

All these consequences of high IO values directly or indirectly affect the 

calculated Food production F. However, particularly if F is low, the dearease 

in F owing to high pollution will be much larger than that caused by the 

other three influences nentioned .. above. But the influences via land removal 

for urban-industrial use, air pollution and land erosion are of little im

portance compared with that via the persistent pollution PPOLX, particularly 

if food per capita is low (see below). Moreover, a decrease in LY (by a 

decrease in LYMAP or as a result of a decrease in LFERT owing to high PPOLX) 

will increase the average life of land, and hence slow down the land erosion 

in World3. 
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2.J.2-J High vaZUBs of pe~sistent poZZution 

As discussed in Section 2.2.4, the model enables the persistent pollution 
to rise suddenly to llllexpectedly high values. High PRJLX values may have 

two types of direct effects, viz.: 
1. Pollution levels larger than 10 times the 1970-value (PPOLX>10) con

siderably affect land fertility, particularly if food per capita is low. 
As a result, food production may be considerably reduced. Also the dynamic 
properties of the agricultural sector may be totally different (see 

Section 2. 2. 3-5). Since LFDR is constant if PPOLX>30, changes in PPOLX 
above 30 no longer affect food production. 

2. If PPOLX>40, the Lifetioo .M.tltiplier from Pollution, I.MP, is lower than 
0.9, and decreases further to 0.2 for PPOLX~100. Consequently, a population 

decline nBY be brought into being, or enhanced. 

2.J.2-4 High vaZUBs of IOPC and SOPC 

At high values of IOPC and SOPC (more than about 1000 $ per head per year) , 
various influences may work out differently*. In the capital and resource 
submodel, resource usage is no longer more or less proportional to IO. At 

high IOPC the population size may have a considerable influence on resource 
usage and pollution generation (see Section 2.2.2-4). 

In the population submodel, crowding effects slightly reduce life ex

pectancy at high IOPC, partirularly if population is large. As the 
birth rates are low at high income values, crowding then provides an alter
nati ve possibility of natural equilibrium in the population model. 

2~3~2-5 Low values of IOPC and SOPC 

At low output per capita values, other influences may play an important part. 
<Ming to the shape of the ISOPC table, capital growth may be significantly 

reduced or even stopped if IOPC is less than about 10 $ per person per year 
(see Section 2.2.2-4)**. Also, if POP is large, crowding effects may have a 

considerable influence on the death rates in the population sector. 

* Note that in World3, IOPC=IOOO, which does not include service and agricul-
tural output, means an average Gross World PrOduct per capita GWPpc of 
about 2200 $per head per year, i.e. about the present GNPpc level in 
Western Europe. · 

** IOPC=IO corresponds to a GWP c of about JOO ~ per head per year, or about 
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2, J, 2-6 ConaZusions and iZZustration 

Under non-standard conditions, all interactions between the submodels shown 

in Figure 2.2 may becone active. As a result, the model's operating structure 

seems to be more complicated than that derived mder nonnal conditions. However, 

sore of the phenonena virtually exclude each other (e.g. high IO and low 

per capita values), whereas others usually appear more or less together 

(high IO and high pollution). Therefore, in each specific case, like in 

the standard nm, only a few, relatively simple mechanisms play a dominating 

part. This is illustrated when various non-standard nechanisms are activated 

by setting FCAOR to 0.5 (this means: infinite resource availability at low 

cost). 

I • 0 

0.5 

scale LFERT 
scale EOP. 
scale FIOAA 

0 600 
0 - 1010 
0 - 0.40 

I \ 
\ ....... F:?.~ ..... .... . 

IO 

POP 

__ __,.,. time (years) 
scale FPC o -2so93 scale IO 0 - 10 
scale PPOLX 0 - 200 

Figure 2. 26: WorZdJ behaviour under the asswrrption of 
infinite resourae avaiZabiZity at Zow aosts. 
(note the different saaZe vaZues!J 
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Figure 2.26 shows the results if such a sinulation is continued till the 

year 2400. To avoid misinterpretation, it should be emphasized that this 

and similar sinulations were not perfo:nred to study the (in)validity of 

model assumptions, or to explore what might happen in the long-term future. 

O.lr aim was simply to test our insight into the model's inner workings 

under non-standard conditions, to explore and illustrate non-standard 

nechanisms, and to show that explanation of completely different behavioural 

modes may be easy once a thorough understanding of all model interactions 

has been acquired. 

As shc:Mn in Figure 2.26, after a few violent oscillations and pollution 

outbreaks, a sort of equilibrium is established a few decades after 2200 

with population at about the 1900 size, IOPC, SOPC (not shown) and FPC 

at extreirely high values and PPOLX "' 5. Let us follow behaviour through 

tine to explain what happens. If, unrestrained by resource scarcity, the 

exponential growth of capital and output continues, a rapid rise in 

pollution follows around 2050, PPOLX having a peak value of abbut 110. 

CMing to the rise in PPOLX above 30, land fertility falls rapidly to about 

1/6 of its initial value long before pollution has reached its highest 

level. Food production F and food per capita FPC fall along with LFERT 

and FIOAA rises to more than 0.30. As FPC is low and pollution high and 

still rising, population is reduced rapidly from nearly 9*109 in 2050 to 

less than 3.i.109 in 2100. As a result FPC rises again, further reinforced 

by a rise in land fertility owing to larger investnents in land maintenance 

(depending on FPC). Capital declines sonewhat between 2050 and 2100, as 

shown by IO (influence of FIOAA>0.25), but afterwards it starts to grow 

again as FIOM declines as the result of rising FPC. The decline in FIOAA 

and IO before 2100 reduces the inputs to agriculture and therefore pollution 

generation by agricultural output. As a result PPOLX declines between 2100 

and about 2140. In the neantirne capital is growing rapidly and. hence IOPC, 

SOPC and FPC clinb to high values. Pollution being sornewhat lower between 

2100 and 2150, population grows slightly. But as, at high IOPC values, 

PPGIO is increased considerably by population growth, and as both 

PPGIO and PPGA.O increase with IO, a new pollution peak (max. value about 

250) follows, causing a new decline of population to less than 1!1!109 in 

2210. In the meantirne, from about 2100 on, PPOLX is larger than 30 and 

FPC is high, so that land fertility rerrains constant at 300 (its fixed 

value for any PPOLX~30 and FPC~575). Also, labou1 shortage has been in

creasing quickly as the result of the fast growth in the capital/population 
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ratio. As a consequence, capital growth is stopped around 2170. The decline 

in population, caused by the second pollution peak, and the subsequent 

decline in agricultural investnents reduces pollution generation, PPOLX 

falling rapidly to below 10 shortly afterwards. Now, population gradually 

tends to an equilibriillll value of about 1.2*109 , at FPC > 2000 and re

latively low pollution. Population has reached an equilibriillll at high wel

fare and, since labour shortage prevents capital growth, it seems as if 

the model is in perfect rest. But land erosion goes an, and if the sinu

lation is continued for a few thousands of years, gradual decline will 

follow. 

In a model without age disaggregation in the population sector, how

ever, the decline of POP caused by the first pollution outbreak is so 

extreme, that the resulting labour scarcity forces capital and 

output to become almost zero. No capital growth is possible thereafter, 

and POP attains an equilibrium at about 2.5*109 people at a low value of 

FPC. 

Many similar investigations have been made into other types of non

-standard behaviour, particularly those obtained by coubining FCAOR=O. OS 

with the elimination of the 20-year lag in the pollution sector in which 

limit cycles were observed. The basic mechanism causing these oscillations 

will be discussed in Section 2.3.S. 

2.3.$ Analysis by means of total linearisation 

Linearisation of a model around certain operating conditions is a common 

practice in systems and control engineering. The linear approximation 

obtained lends itself much better to further analysis, because linear systems 

theory may be applied directly. Similarly, it has been shown that 

linearisation can be a powerful tool for the analysis of systems not 

operating in the vicinity of some stable point of operation (see, for 

example, /4/ and /24/. But, whereas linear approximations of low-dimensional 

mode!s can be derived by analytical linearisation of all relations between 

the state variables, computers will have to be used if models of the size 

of World3 (29 state variables) and larger are to be tackled. To evaluate the 

utility of the method as a systematic technique for analysis of large m:>dels, we 

decided to develop such a computer nnplementation. 

Let us first briefly recall the principles of the technique. It starts 
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from the original set of equations 

r = !fb t). c2.80) 

If!.. is not explicitly time-dependent (i.e. a!)at Q), we may derive from 

(2.80) a linear model of the fonn 

. . 
x = x + - -T 

with 

(X -

A .. = {aF .(X)/'dx. = X , 
1J ~ J -T 

(2. 81) 

(2.82) 

by first-order Taylor-series approximation of in the vicinity of a state 

!r occurring at time T during a simulation of the original nonlinear model. 

Unless nonlinearities play a dominant part, the behaviour and the operating 

structure of the linear model (2.81) are similar to those of the original 

model in the vicinity of Kr· The fundamental properties of (2.81) may be 
studied by means of various techniques of linear systems theory, such as 

model reduction and eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis. Yet, for identifying 

the most influential links in a linear model the following more direct and 

transparant method is proposed. From (2.82) it follows that each element Aij 
of is a measure of the total sensitivity of the rate of change of the 

state variable x. to small changes in x .. Hence the actual effect of all 
~ J 

lag-free influences of x. acting upon x. during a time interval 8t, 
J ~ 

represented by Bij' can be evaluated by multiplication of Aij by 8xj' the 
change actually taking place in x . during 8 t: 

J 

(2. 83) 

As a result, the effects of different dimensions and magnitudes of the 

elements of 8X are eliminated. Comparison of all elements of the ith row of 

the matrix fl reveals which of the state variables predominantly affect the 
rate of change of x .. Further automatic analysis is simple if a binary matrix 

~ 

£ is derived from fl, taking Cij = 1 if Bij is regarded as a significant 
influence, and otherwise C .. = O. C corresponds to a diagraph showing· the 

1J - -
strongest relations between the state variables. By means of simple algorithms 

(see /2/ or /26/) the binary matrix £ may be transformed into block-triangular 
fonn. From the reordered matrix, the hierarchy of the state variables of a 

model operating in the vicinity of !r can be derived directly. 
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For application to World3, the above-mentioned procedures have been 

implemented as follows: given a state vector _KT' the elements of t!, are 
computed from the original equations by means of a difference approximation 

of (2.82) using perturbations in each state of 5% with respect to Ir' its 
value at T. The time interval ~t for which the elements of Jl are calculated 

according to (2.82) is chosen as the time duriDg which the behaviour of the 

linear model , obtained by solution of (2.81) taking as the initial 

state, does not significantly deviate from that of the original model for 
t > T (qualitatively the same behaviour, and not than about 10% 

differences in the deviations of the state variables from their value at 
t = T). 

The 1970 situation in the World3 standard run was chosen as a starting 
point to evaluate the utility of the procedure. For the sake of simplicity, 
we reduced the total number of state variables from 29 to 21 by replacing 

each third-order linear by an equivalent first-order lagged state variable. 
This simplification does not affect the basic standard-run behaviour of the 

model. As the resulting linear model behaves very similarly to the 
original one for more than 30 years, Jl was calculated using the changes in the 

state variables between 1970 and 2000 in the original model. Then, £',,was 
deduced by comparing the value of all elements of each row of Jl to the element 
in the same row with the largest absolute value. Quite arbitrarily, if 
I B .. I < O. 2*max. I B .. I , then C. . = O, otherwise C. . 1 • 

1J J 1J lJ lJ 
The resulting r;,, matrix is represented in Figure 2.27. The pattern of 

interactions closely corresponds to our previous insights: the capital variables 
(IC, SC and AI) play a dominant part in this phase and their growth influences 

all other model parts directly and/or indirectly. The strong interaction between 
AI (Agricultural Inputs) and IC (Industrial Capital) is not surprising. Freezing 
AI, for example, would significantly affect capital growth via FIOAA. A 

simplified linear model in which only the links shown in Figure 2.27 are 

preserved, also agrees quite closely with the full linear model (and henc~ also 
to the original model) for about 30 years. 

The 1970 state inthe standard run was also taken as a starting point Jor 
further tests. The elements of t!, were computed using other than 5% changes in 

the state variables. No significant modifications in the properties of the 

linearised model were found for smaller changes. Larger perturbations, however, 

yielded models that behave differently (particularly, the growth in 
population was lower, and that in AL larger). Also, different criteria for the 
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deduction of the binary matrix fl. from g were examined. For the 1970 state ot 

the standard nm, the criterion "Cij = 1 if Bij is larger than 20% of the 
maximum element in the ith row of lr' turned out to be the m:ist practical one. 

Computation of the eigenvalues of ! revealed that the linearised model 
contained one dominant tenn (eigenvalue+ 0.027), two non-negative, but very 
small eigenvalues (in the order of 10-3 and 10-4), and a variety of eigen-

values with negative real parts in the range of - 0.05 to - 0.98. We also 

computed the eigenvalues of the submatrices of ! representing the interactions 
between IC, SC and AI, and those between all state variables belonging to the 
population sector, respectively. It was found that the IC, SC, AI submatrix 
contains an eigenvalue which is very close to the dominant growth term of the 

total matrix, and that the population submatrix contains one very small 
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positive eigenvalue. These findings fully confinn our previous findings that 

the capital variables play a leading part, and that feedback within the 
population submodel may be slightly positive in the period around 1970. 

Similar analyses have been perfonned for other situations occurring in the 

model, standard as well as non-standard. Generally, the results obtained were 
in agreement with what was already lalown about the model and, where full 

understanding had not yet been gained, they were extremely helpful in directing 
further research (see /18/ for further details). 

From a methodological point of view, a few additional remarks should be 

made. The major problems encountered when using the method were 
(1) to ascertain the similarity between the original and the linearised model, 
(2) to choose an appropriate time period nt, and 

(3) to find a practical criterion to distinguish between relevant and 
negligible elements of 

Comparison between the behaviour of the original and any linearised model 
is simple. Making sure that the inner workings of two models is similar, 
however, may be much more difficult since it requires a thorough analysis of 
both. 

The time period nt may best be chosen as the longest time during which 
the behaviour of the two models is virtually identical (see above). nt may 
depend on the particular state considered, and on the purpose of the analysis. 

We also explored, under various conditions, a number of different rules of 

deriving a binary matrix !J,. from g (e.g. comparison of each element of fi with 
the swn of all elements in the same row). Our conclusion was that no general 

rule of thumb can be given. If, e.g. two large elements of a row of g more or 
less compensate each other, or if one large tenn is compensated by the total 
effect of a number of smaller ones, relatively small terms may play an 

important part, so that comparison of B .. with LB .. may be a better criterion 
lJ j lJ 

than comparison with max. IB. ·I· But, as mentioned above, under the 1970 
J lJ 

standard-run conditions, the latter criterion yielded the best results. 

Much depends on the type of conclusions one may wish to draw, on the degree of 
simplification desired, on the model, and on the particular state considered. 

In summary, we found that total linearisation is a promising tool for model 

analysis, since, even for large models, a wealth of ordered infonnation about 
the model 1 s operating structure can be obtained in almost no time at almost 
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no cost. Tile need for performing numerous linearisations if a highly nonlinear 
model has to be investigated can be easily met. Caution should be exercised, 
however, since the validity of a linear model is restricted. Linearisation 

may mask cnicial nonlinearities (consider, for example, the linearisation 
of the function F = x*y for (x,y) = (0,0)t), and influential elements may be 
deleted by a systematic model simplification such as the one, discussed above. 

Any result obtained by means of linearisation or any other method of 
simplification ought to be treated as a hypothesis that still has to be 
tested by comparison with the original, non-linear model. Even then, extreme 
caution ought to be exercised: the original model may display the same 

properties as the linearised one, but for different reasons! 

2.3.4 EquiZibrium anaZysis 

So far only equilibrium solutions of individual submodels have been studied. 

However, the results for the submodels do not directly show what overall model 
equilibria are. For example, the stable value of population can be derived 

given constant values of F, IO, SO, and PPOLX. But what will be the 
equilibrium value of F consistent with the equilibrium population?, and what 
level of pollution will be arrived at given certain constant F and POP 
combinations? An investigation of overall model equilibria may give answers 

to these questions, and considerably improve our understanding of general 
model properties. 

In addition, the maximum sustainable values of population, food production, 
etc., (the "carrying capacity of the globe") are presented as being basic 
issues in the "Limits to Growth" study. However, nowhere in the Meadows' 
reports has an attempt been made to indicate precisely where these overall 
"limits'' are: only in individual cases (food production, pollution absorption, 
total amount of resources) have maximum values been given explicitly. 

Yet another reason for investigating overall model equilibria is that, 
according to the Meadows team, a policy may be required guiding the model to 
an equilibrium. But no study was made of the equilibria already embedded in 
the model, and of the ways in which these could be improved. 

We therefore explored the possible equilibrium state(s) of the overall 

model. Irrespective of the behaviour of the other submodels, the capital and 
resource submodel contains but one sustainable steady state, namely at zero 
values of capital (see Section 2.2.2). Hence, pollution will ultimately also 

tend to zero in the original World3 model. Owing to continuing land erosion, 
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arable land, and therefore food production and population, will decay 

approximately exponentially to zero. The conclusion is that, strictly speaking, 

the "carrying capacity" of the World3 model is given by zero values of the 

most important economic, demographic and agricultural variables. But in view 

of the time horizon considered, land erosion may be neglected. Then, food 

production and population attain equilibria at values.depending on the 

available area of arable land. 

With a view to the possible design of policies resulting in non-zero 

sustainable values of IO and SO, it might be interesting to explore the 

possible equilibrium state(s) of the combined population, pollution and 

agricultural submodels at constant values of IO and SO. Since it is the basic 

reason for decline in the World3 model, under normal conditions the effect of 

resource scarcity has to be excluded or at least de-activated in such an 

analysis. The results may also throw a new light on the overall model's non

standard properties. Therefore, we turned to the question: "if industrial and 

service output are stabilised in the model, what will then be the equilibrium 

values to which the variables of the other submodels will tend?" 

Numerical investigation made by freezing IO and SO at numerous values and 

simulating the model until it fully comes to rest (as shown in Figure 2.26), 

would require a fairly large amount of computer time. Therefore, we computed 
the steady-state solution of the interacting population, pollution and 

agricultural submodels directly by numerical solution of the set of algebraic 

equations expressing the equilibrium conditions for the three submodels. For 

simplicity, and because otherwise non-zero equilibria are impossible, Arable 

Land AL and Potentially Arable Land PAL were assigned fixed values (AL= 3•109, 

and PAL= 0.1•109), assuming that almost all available land has been developed, 

and that land erosion and land removal for urban-industrial use can be 

neglected. In addition, the population sector model without age distribution 

was used, and service output was taken equal to 3/biIO. As a result IO 

remained the only exogenous variable affecting the three submodels. 

Steady-state solutions were computed for IO values between O and 5•109 

(about 7 times the 1970 IO). Unexpected difficulties, however, were encountered 

in the solution of the set of algebraic equations for IO values between 
2.4•10 12 and 3.5•1012 • Numerical investigation by freezing IO at intervals of 
0.1•10 12 revealed that both the modified and the original model allowed of no 

equilibrium for IO= 3.0•1012 , 3.1•1012 and 3.4•1012 , but displayed sustained 
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oscillations instead. These limit cycles can be explained by the extreme 

sensitivity of food production and land fertility to variations in the size 

of population POP under the prevailing conditions (FPC less than 500, and PPOLX 

larger than 30, see also Section 2.2.3). Broadly speaking, at a certain size 

of population, say POP1, food production tends to an equilibrium value F1 that 

allows a population growth to POP2 > POP1. However, as POP grows towards POP2, 

FPC decreases, resulting in diminishing investments in land maintenance and 

hence land fertility falls sharply. Thus food production tends to a new value 

F2, considerably lower than F1. But then, population growth turns into a 

decline. Subsequently, if POP1 is approached again, FPC and land fertility 

will start to rise again, so that F rises again to F1, and a new cycle follows. 
The oscillation period is in the order of 130 years. Further details about this 

mechanism may be found in /32/. 
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the equilibriwn values of population, land fertility and a few other variables 

as a function of constant IO. The curves reveal a nwnber of interesting, and 

partly unexpected model properties. For IO values below 1*1012 (1970 value of 

IO is 7.8*10 11 ), equilibriwn is as expected: as IO increases, more food is 

produced, and population increases with F since the equilibriwn FPC is more or 

less constant and equal to the subsistence value. However, if IO is larger 

than 1*1012 , persistent pollution - increasing more than proportionally with 

IO - causes land fertility to decrease significantly below its inherent value. 

As a result, food production - and the equilibrium size of population - fall 

sharply as IO increases above 1.7*1012 . Owing to the difference between 

indicated and actual food per capita, FIOAA has a value above 0.20 for IO 
12 12 . between 2*10 and 3*10 . Hence, capital would be automatically stabilised 

under these conditions, even if ample resources were available in this range 

at low cost. As IO rises from 2*1012 to 3*1012 , the equilibrium value of PPOLX 

rises from 15 to about SO. Changes in PPOLX above 30 no longer affect land 
fertility (see Section 2.2.3-5), but as soon as PPOLX becomes larger than 

about 40, it starts to affect life expectancy. Therefore, the equilibriwn 

values of FPC rise as IO enters the second part of the range (2 - 3*1012). 

The equilibrium population size remains more or less constant. Because FPC 

still rises, the equilibrium value of LFERT also increases, to a maximum 

value of 300 at IO> 3.8*1012 and PPOLX > 30. If IO is increased further, 

above 4*1012 , the values of IOPC, SOPC and FPC are high, and the stabilisation 

of population is mainly caused by pollution. Since, as a result of the high 

per capita values of IO, SO and F, the birth rates are fairly low under these 

circumstances, the equilibrium life expectancy is relatively high (about 60 

years) in comparison with its value at the starvation equilibria. For even 

larger IO-values, no significant changes occur, since the output values of 

most table functions depending on IOPC, SOPC and FPC are constant above 

IOPC = 1600, SOPC = 2000 and FPC = 1150, respectively. 

The two major conclusions of this analysis are: 

(1) The maximwn equilibr-ium ("sustainable") population size in Wor-ld3 is about 

12,000 million, even if no resource scarcity at all would occur in the 
model, and 

(2) none of the equilibr-ium solutions seem to be ver-y attr-active, either 
because of starvation, or because of high pollution. 

The latter conclusion confirms what we learned from the analysis of the 
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population sector. The fonner throws a new and rather interesting light upon 
one of the so-called "limits" introduced and discussed at length by Meadows 

et al. Whereas the absolute maximum set to food production (ALmax*LYmax) 
might prompt the obvious (but simplistic) conclusion that the "carrying 
capacity of World3" would be as high as 80,000 millions of people at the 
subsistence level, the aatuaZ maximum of the model lies at about only 1/7th 

of this figure, owing to the interaction between pollution and land fertility. 

Let us now turn to another application of equilibrium analysis: once the 

algorithm for computing model equilibria has been implemented, the effect of 
model modifications on the results can be calculated easily. In particular, we 
studied what changes would have to be introduced to obtain less "unpleasant" 

global equilibrium conditions. As was to be expected, reduction of pollution 
generation was found to increase the equilibrium size of population, but, at 
low pollution levels, equilibria are still characterised by starvation, 
whereas,if pollution is high in spite of the reduction in pollution generation, 
equilibrium conditions are similar to those found above for IO> 3.5*1012 

(Figure 2.28). Clearly, model components detennining human fertility, and/or 
life expectancy have to be modified if we want to create a possibility for 
substantially different equilibrium conditions in the model.Figure 2.29 
shows one of the results. In order to stabilise population before the onset of 
starvation, the model's Desired Completed Family Size Nonnal DCFSN (nonnal 
value: 4) is reduced in accordance with the availability of food per capita 

as shown in Figure 2.30. If FPC is larger than three times SFPC (Subsistence 
Food Per Capita), nothing is changed, but DCFSN is reduced from 4 to smaller 
values if SFPC < FPC < 3*SFPC and to 1 if FPC .::_ SFPC. As is to be expected on 
the basis of model insight, this assumption turns out to be highly effective: 
the FPC values are substantially larger at equilibrium. As a result, the 

influence of the pollution on the land fertility is much less pronounced than 
in Figure 2.28, and no oscillations were found for any value of IO. Figure 
2.29 shows that, except for IO values less than 0.4*1012 , the reduction of 
DCFSN (from 4 to about J,2 onZy) is sufficient to obtain a substantial 
improvement in the equilibrium conditions. Since the pollution level is the 
stabilising variable if IO> 3,5;:1012 , the corresponding parts of Figures 
2.28 and 2.29 are virtually identical. 
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These results illustrate the usefulness of equilibrium analysis as a tech

nique of studying complicated dynamic models. Computation of (sub)model 

equilibria may not only yield information on (sub)model behaviour, but, as 

will be illustrated in the section that follows, the results may also be 

helpful in the design of policies that aim at guiding a model to equilibrium. 

2.4 Policies derived from the model 

2.4.1 Introduction 

One of the main purposes of World3 was "to identify the future policies that 

may lead to a stable rather than an unstable behaviour mode". The Meadows 

team explored the possibilities of stabilising model behaviour mainly along 

a trial-and-error type of approach. Each time, the direct causes of decline 

(resource scarcity, pollution, food scarcity) were identified, and eliminated 

or postponed in a subsequent simulation to test the effectiveness of such a 

policy. From the failure of numerous attempts to prevent decline before 2100, 

the conclusion was reached that no satisfactory behaviour can be obtained 

unless economic and demographic growth are stopped by force (by enlarging 

consumption, e.g.), and a large number of additional changes are made in 

resource usage, pollution generation, land yield, land maintenance, capital 

lifetimes,etc. In the mean time, others /25, 35/ have shown that by proper 

manipulation of a number of sensitive parameters model behaviour can be 

affected substantially without introducing such radical changes. However, 

these studies were merely mathematical in nature, and the proposed changes 

in parameters cannot be considered policy measures. Let us therefore explore 

what kind of policies our approach, based on understanding the mechanisms 

underlying model behaviour, leads to. 

The control engineer's approach is to identify means of influencing the 

system ("control variables"), and to express system performance in a criterion 

value. Then, dynamic optimisation theory may be applied, or - in more 

complicated cases where stabilisation is the principal objective - feedback 
is used. However, in the case of World3 a corranonly accepted criterion 

expressing model performance in a number does not exist. Moreover, we lack 

a clearly defined set of control variables. In addition, the mathematical and 

computational problems involved in an application of sophisticated techniques 

like dynamic optimisation to a model as large and complicated as World3 are 

hard to overcome at the present state of the art (Progress Reports V6 and V7 
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/20/ give an indication of the problems encountered in an application to 

World3). 
For these and other reasons, our investigation of policies was of a more 

qualitative nature. Clearly, standard-run behaviour is undesirable. 1herefore, 

the goal we set ourselves was to identify the characteristics of simple 
policies that 
(1) may lead to a smooth type of behaviour that persists for more than 100 

years, and 

(2) allow acceptable living conditions for population (i.e. food per capita 

and income levels that are, preferably, larger than in 1970, and not too 
much pollution, all according to the model}. 

2.4.2 Generai oonsiderations 

If technology could eliminate all undesirable side effects of continued 

capital growth (such as resource scarcity, excessive amounts of pollution) and 
sustain a growth in industrial and service output and food production faster 
than the growth of population, there would be no compelling reasons in World3 
why capital and/or population should be deliberately stabilised (see, e.g., 
/19/),for population would "automatically" stabilise at high income in the 

long run. But, in our policy investigation, we attempt to attain the goal 
specified above in such a way as to deviate as little as possible from the 
original World3 standard-run assumptions. 

The primary reason for the decline in the standard run is resource 
scarcity, ensuing as a consequence of a rapid use of resources, in particular 
between 2000 and 2050. In World3, under standard-run conditions, the growth 

of resource usage can be restrained basically in two ways, namely 
(1) by moderation of the growth of industrial output and 

(2) by reduction of the amount of resources used per unit of industrial 
production. 

An obvious policy is to allocate part of the industrial output to resource 
conservation (used, e.g. for recycling and more efficient use). If the cost 
of such a policy are accounted for by allocating a fraction of industrial 

output to resource conservation, the reinvestments in industrial capital (in 
World3 equal to the remainder of industrial output after all other allocations 

have been made) will be reduced. Then, capital growth is moderated 
automatically. As a side effect, the growth in pollution generation is also 
reduced. Such a policy will be specified in greater detail below. 
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But, even if industrial and service output did not decline, population 
would ultimately reach an equilibrium characterized by starvation or by a 

high pollution level. A temporary solution would be the introduction of new 

yield-enhancing technologies in agriculture, but then population growth in 

World3 would simply continue until food scarcity occurred again unless the 

growth in food production would remain higher than that in population. 

Therefore, if we aim at achieving acceptable living conditions according to 

the model, we will have to introduce a second policy that will prevent 
population to grow until the onset of starvation. 

Our conclusion is that a policy required to achieve sustainable and 

acceptable living conditions in World3 may be relatively simple, provided it 

succeeds in 

(1) preventing decline in capital and output as a consequence of resource 

scarcity, and 

(2) preventing population to grow until the onset of starvation. 

To illustrate the effectiveness of such a simple two-pronged policy, and 

to show that it may be easily designed if we start from the insight 

previously gained, we shall elaborate a specific example below. 

2.4.J A resource-conservation and birth-control policy. 

We start from the presupposition that the global pollution will - in any case 

- reach a size of at least 6,000 millions. If we assume that the birth rate 

can be reduced by about 20% with respect to its standard-lLIIl values, we may 

base our design on Figure 2.29 which shows that acceptable equilibrium 

conditions for 6*109 people may be maintained provided IO'.':'.. 2*lo12 (dotted, 
vertical line). But to ensure sustaining such an IO value for at least a 

century, the exploitation of resources must be considerably reduced. Capital 

decline sets in when roughly half of the total initial resources NRI has been 

used up. Thus, starting from about 80% of NRI left in 2000, only a further 

30% of NRI may be reduced during the next century to postpone decline lllltil 

after 2100. We learn from Figure 2.29 that, at IO= 2*1012 , the equilibrium 

IOPC will equal about 300, and hence resource usage is more or less 
proportional to IO (see Section 2.2.2). At the 1970 value of IO, the total 

amount of resources is - by definition - used up in 250 years. Hence, if at 

2.5 times the 1970 IO value not more than 30% of NRI may be used in a century, 

the net resource usage per unit of industrial production has to be reduced 

by at least a factor of (100/250)*2.5*0.3 = 0.3. If stablilisation of output 
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is accepted, about 14% of IO is available to cover the cost of this reduction 

(for,according to the model assumptions,22% of IO is required to offset 

industrial capital depreciation, consumption is fixed at 43% of IO, about 9% 

of IO is required to maintain service capital and output at a constant level 

and, finally, Figure 2.29 shows that under the conditions aimed at, 

FIOAA;;;, 0.12 i.e., about 12% of IO is allocated to agriculture). Let us 

further assume that the net effect of allocation of a fraction FIOARC 

(Fraction of Industrial Output Allocated to Resource Conservation) of IO is 

exponential with decreasing marginal returns according to 

NR d d = NR .. 
1
*exp{ - e*(FIOARC*IO/NR .. 1)}, re uce origina origina (2.84) 

where e is a measure of the effectivity of resource-conserving allocations. 
Since NR is more or less proportional to IO if IOPC ;;;, 300, (2 .. 34) may be 

simplified to 

NR d d = NR .. 
1
*exp{ - E*FIOARC}. re uce origina (2.85) 

According to (2.85), NR is reduced by 30% or less of its original value 

at FIOARC = 0.14, if E.::.. 8.6, in other words, the additional allocation of one 

per cent of the total IO to resource conservation has to reduce the resource 

usage rate by at least 8.6%. 

Starting from these findings, we performed a number of simulations to test 

the effectiveness of a combined resource and population policy in the original 

model, containing a population sector with 4 age groups and no simplifications 

in the agricultural sector. 

Figure 2.31 shows one of the results, obtained by a gradual introduction 

of the combined policy between 1975 and 2000, the resource conservation 

policy according to (2.85) with, arbitrarily, E = 10, and 

FIOARC = 0 if t ~ 1975, 
0.044*(t - 1975) if 1975 < t < 2000, 

0.11 if t.::.. 2000, (2.86) 

FIOAI = 1 - FIOAA - FIOAC - FIOAS - FIOARC, (2. 87) 

and the population policy according to 
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DCFSN = 4.0 if t .:.. 1975, 

4.0 - 0.028*(t - 1975) if 1975 < t < 2000, 

3.3 if t > 2000. (2.88) 

As the arable land area is 2.4*109 instead of 3.0x109 ha (ass assumed in 

Figure 2.29), food per capita FPC is smaller and FIOAA is somewhat larger than 

expected from our equilibrium investigations. As a result, the growth of IO is 

almost stopped at IO~ 1.5*1012 and the size of population remains slightly 
below 6,000 millions. 

2.2.4 Further a~.aZyses and oonoZusions 

Various other simulations have been performed, testing slightly different 

model and policy assumptions. The general trends were folffid to be as expected. 
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A larger amount of available resources, or a higher effectiveness of inputs 

allocated to resource conservation (higher value of E) provide possibilities 

for further growth of output in the model, for a longer period of more or less 
constant per capita output, and/or for allocation of part of the industrial 
output to other goals, for instance reduction of pollution generation. 

Conversely, if inputs allocated to resource conservation are assumed to be 

less effective, or if the resource policy is implemented at a later point in 
time, then decline will set in earlier, unless additional measures are taken 
in the model (e.g. a reduction of consumption so as to leave a larger part of 

IO available for other goals). Similarly, if the population policy is delayed 
till after 2000, a slight decline in POP becomes inevitable unless an 
additional policy succeeds in sustaining IO at more than 3.0*1012 (i.e. higher 
than its standard-run peak value and about twice as large as in Figure 2.31), 
and keeping PPOLX below 10. 

These results nicely illustrate the trade-offs in the model between the 
assumptions on resource availability, on the severity of policies, on the 
degree of technical progress, and on the time of implementation. More 
pessimistic assumptions in one of these respects make it more difficult, but 

not impossible to design a policy that leads to more attractive model 
behaviour than in the standard run. 

To model policies in a more realistic way, various lags should have been 
built in. However, in view of the tentativeness of the original model, we 
have only explored what kind of changes are indispensible for less undesirable 
behaviour, and what possibilities for a more attractive behaviour are provided 

by the model. 
It may be concluded that a simple policy based on reallocation of part of 

the industrial production to resource conservation suffices to postpone 
decline in World3 until after 2100. If, in addition, freedom from starvation 
for the World3 population is aimed at, a slight decrease of the birth rate 
compared to the standard run is a prerequisite. 

2.5 CONCLUSIONS 

2.5.1 Model beha:viour and properties 

The World3 model's standard-run assumptions were claimed to reflect the 

general values and policies that guided the world system from 1900 to 1970 
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/16/. According to our findings, World3 displays the following properties in 

this phase: 

- The capital and resource submodel behaves virtually autonomously. Only a 

few of its equations essentially determine capital growth: those describing 

the production and allocation of industrial output, and capital 

depreciation. The influence of the service submodel is only slight. 

- Population growth is characterised by birth and death rates. 

Growth is primarily determined by the rise in industrial and service output, 
and in food production. 

- The development of the agricultural model variables (arable land, food 

production) is almost exclusively determined by the industrial output, and 

virtually independent of the population size. As in the capital submodel, 

only part of the equations significantly affect the behaviour. 

- Consequently, capital growth affects population growth both directly and 

via food production, but no significant influence acts in the reverse 

direction. 

Viewed in a broader perspective, the model further exhibits the following 

characteristics: 

- Industrial and service capital and output inevitably tend to zero in the 

long nm, because the amount of nonrenewable resources is limited, and 

because an almost fixed amount of resources is required fo~ each unit of 

industrial output. 

- Once industrial and service output have declined to zero, the maximum 

sustainable size of population is about 3,000 millions (if land erosion 
is ignored). Consequently, decline of the population is inevitable if it 

is larger than 3,000 millions. 

- The persistent pollution assimilation rate is limited. As a result,at high 

industrial output and/or agricultural inputs, the total amount of pollution 

may rise quickly and attain extremely high levels, enforcing a rapid 

decline in food production and population in the model. 

- Population will attain a "natural" equilibrium in the model only at low 

values of food per capita (around the subsistence level) or at high levels 

of pollution, unless high income per capita (about the present U.S. level) 

can be attained and maintained (on a global scale!). 

- The theoretically assumed maximum food production cannot be reached at all 

because high agricultural investment causes a high pollution that reduces 
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considerably reduces land fertility. 
- As a result of the low sustainable maximum food production, the maximum 

sustainable size of population (12*109) is much lower than would be 
expected from the theoretically assumed maximum food production 
(about 80*109), even if no resource scarcity would occur .in the model. 

The main conclusions about the basic mechanisms underlying World3 arrived 

at by the Meadows team may be characterised by the following quotations 

(/16/, page 510): 
11
-- the basic dynamic properties that lead to the unstable overshoot 

mode ---. These basic properties are: 

1. Relatively rapid physical growth. 

2. Physical limits to that growth. 

3. Possible erosion of those limits by overuse or misuse. 

4. Delays in the feedhack signals that limit growth. 11 

and 
"The oombination of these four basic properties causes the World3 system to 

grow beyond its sustainable carrying capacity and to erode that carrying 

oapacity before the delayed feedhaok mechanisms that stop growth can take 

effect. 11 

It will be clear now, that vaguely worded texts like these are not to 
the point. Only zero output and, in the very long run, zero food and 
population are sustainable in World3, for ultimate decline is inevitable 
because one of the physical "limits", i.e. the amount of available resources, 
cannot but decrease. Except for the effects of land erosion and land removal 
for urban-industrial use, any change in the other physical "limits" 

determining the model's "carrying capacity" (pollution assimilation, land 
fertility etc.) is fully reversible in the model. 

In the light of there being only a sustainable output level at zero, the 
use of the term "overshoot" is misleading. Similarly, the general explanation 
of the decline in.World3 by "erosion of the global carrying capacity owing to 

overshoot" is erroneous. 

2.5.2 Policy oonclusions 

From our investigations, it follows that the behaviour of World3 becomes more 

gradual if capital decline is postponed by reallocating part of the industrial 
output to resource conservation. If, in addition, model population growth is 
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moderated (e.g. by slightly reducing the desired completed family size), 

output and food per capita values display growth proceeding till beyond 2100. 

If the resource conserving policy is assumed to be so successful as to enable 

IO to become about twice as large as in 1970, a third policy reducing the 

generation of persistent pollution would also be desirable in World3. 

The essence of the policy conclusions advocated by the Meadows team can 

be characterised by the following quotations (/16/, page 562): 

"1. Short-term policies designed to mask the initial signals of inpending 

Zimits and to promote further growth wiZZ not be effective in the Zang 

run." 

"2. ---- so Zang as growth is stiZZ emphasif3ed and feedback delays persist, 

resource conservation wiZZ not in itself prevent overshoot. 

3. SociaZ vaZue changes that reduce the forces causing growth, institutional 

innovations that rise the rate of technoZogicaZ or sociaZ adaptation, and 

Zang-term forecasting methods that shorten feedback delays may be very 

effective in reducing system instability. 

4. A judicious combination of policies designed to prevent the erosion of 

resources, foresee the effects of approaching Zimits, and bring a 

deliberate end to material and demographic growth can circumvent the 

overshoot mode altogether and Zead to a sustainable equilibrium." 

Similar criticism may be excercised as in the case of Meadows' explanation 

of model behaviour cited in the preceding section. Meadows' policy conclusions 

are so general and vaguely worded that one can hardly disagree if the 

assumptions underlying World3 are accepted. Since we do not aim at judging 

Meadows' policy recorrunendations with respect to relevance to real-world policy, 

we shall concentrate on the specific policies that his team designed for 

World3 and their relation to our own conclusions. 

Whereas, in /16/, the Meadows team emphasises the necessity of stringent 

and irrunediate measures in a variety of ways, our analyses show that qnly two 

changes have to be introduced to lead behaviour into a more desirable channel. 
Moreover, these changes are fairly slight and may be introduced gradually 

(see Figure 2.31!). Clearly, WorZd3 itself permits conditions that were not 

perceived by the Meadows team! 

This result can be explained from the method of model and policy analysis 

employed by Meadows and his associates. Instead of a thorough investigation 

of the fundamental causes of decline and/or starvation, and of the 
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possibilities already embedded in the model, /16/ describes a trial-and-error 
kind of "policy analysis", consisting of successive attempts to eliminate or 
postpone the various :immediate causes of decline as they become evident one 
after the other: resource scarcity, pollution generation, food scarcity. 
Clearly, Meadows' approach is more like fighting symptoms than like 
identifying and eliminating the fundamental causes of the undesired behaviour. 
From the failure of these and other attempts to prevent decline before 2100, 
Meadows et al. finally conclude that no satisfactory conditions can be 
achieved unless economic and demographic growth are stopped by force (e.g. 
by enla:t'ging consumption(!)), and unless a large number of additional 
changes are made in resource usage, pollution generation, land yield, land 
maintenance, capital lifetimes, etcetera. 

Before concluding this chapter, let us re-emphasise that our aim was not 

to pass judgement upon the various policy measures advocated by the Meadows 
team, but to demonstrate the utility and necessity of model understanding for 
policy synthesis, and to show that better results can be obtained in a much 
simpler and more natural way. 
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C h a p t e r t h r e e 

METHODOLOGICAL EVALUATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

As described in Chapter 2, our conclusions about the inner working of World3, 
and about the kind of policies required to improve model behaviour are - in 
part and by nature - different from those derived by the Meadows team. But, 
by now, World3 has already fulfilled its main purpose, and the focus of 
public attention has shifted towards a succeeding generation of global and 
regional models. Therefore, although important in the light of the issues 
under consideration, the practical implications of our conclusions about 
World3 are but limited. 

The conclusions concerning the methodological aspects of the study seem 
to be rather more important in the long nm. Let us, before addressing more 
general questions, repeat some of the specific lessons drawn for World3. 

First of all, each specific mode of behaviour of World3 is primarily 
detennined by only a fraction of all the assumptions and equations. But 
as the model builders have apparently failed to recognise this fact 
before considering further details of the equations, they must have spent 
needless amounts of time and energy on the formulation and quantification 
of equations that - in fact - do not matter at all as far as overall behaviour 
and conclusions are concerned. The job submodel, and the urban-industrial land 
submodel provide clear examples of inactive model components. In addition 
better knowledge of active and dormant parts would have led the Meadows 
team to focus more attention on those submodels that really matter. The 
investment allocation decisions in the capital submodel of World3 have been 
described in an aggregate manner only, whereas in the agricultural sector 
detailed allocation decision equations have been formulated, explicitly taking 
the ratio between the marginal returns on the different possibilities of 
investment into account. In view of the significance of the respective sub
models to overall behaviour, more detail in the capital submodel and less in 
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the agricultural one would have been more appropriate. 

Secondly, the Meadows model has been clarified in a variety of ways, e.g. 

by showing why the capital and resource submode! behaves so autonomously, 

and by specifically identifying the model's "carrying capacity" for food and 

population discussed only in the vaguest of terms by Meadows et al. 

As a result, since it is now clear which assumptions are crucial to behaviour, 

and how overall conclusions depend on them, anyone, including those unfamiliar 

with mathematics and computers may comprehend the model and its conclusions 

in his own terms. 

With respect to the procedures of analysis, we found that - in World3 -

a decomposition fitting the inner working of the model is to be preferredi 

For their own analysis of components, the Meadows team maintained Forrester's 

division into five sectors, which appears to be mainly based on the physical 
meaning of the variables and on the way in which the model was constructed. 

But certain crucial insights (such as the law of total industrial output, 

see Section 2.2.2) can be obtained only by combining sectors (in this case 

the capital sector and the nonrenewable resource sector). 

A final introductory remark deals with the techniques the Meadows team 

used for model analysis. Since they limited themselves almost exclusively to 

sensitivity analyses, the team missed a number of obvious opporttmities to 

arrive at general insight,and a correct interpretation of model results must 

have been far JOOre difficult than necessary. As a result of these and other 

shortcomings, the team's understanding of model behaviour and model proper

ties was, although not fully erroneous, far from complete and more important

ly, insufficient for arriving at an adequate policy synthesis (see also 

Sections 2.4 and 2.5). 
Our results illustrate that profound analyses may be extremely helpful 

in modelling studies. We shall now elaborate the issue in a more general sense. 

After a brief discussion of what - in our opinion - it means to understand a 

model, the importance of understanding models will be emphasised. Subsequently 

we shall elaborate a general approach for model analysis. 

3, 2 THE IMPORTANCE OF MODEL UNDERSTANDING 

Let us, before discussing the utility of model understanding in general, state 

what we mean by "understanding a model". Since, in social-systems modelling, 

a model is nothing but a stepping-stone for our minds, full understanding of 
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a model means that, ideally, all insight that may be drawn from it has been 
obtained. Hence, an analyst fully understands a model if he is able to 

(1) explain model behaviour and conclusions as logical consequences of the 

underlying assumptions without having to refer to mathematics and 
computers, and 

(2) predict the kind of model behaviour under specified conditions, and, 
conversely, fonnulate - in a general sense - the conditions necessary 
to obtain a prescribed sort of behaviour, both without having to make new 
computer runs. 

In other words, after completion of the study, he should be able to 
answer - in a qualitative sense - three types of questions, viz. 
- Why does the model behave the way it does? 

- What will happen in the model, if ••••• ?, and 
- What ought to be changed in the model , in order to ? 

These requirements may seem to be rather exacting in the case of physico
technical modelling where the mechanisms underlying model behaviour are 
usually well-understood, and where much more than in social-systems 
modelling, models are used to draw precise conclusions from, e.g. to 
compute optimal settings of controllers. In social-systems modelling, however, 

various reasons may be brought up why model understanding is crucial: 

- Insight into reality 

If the final aim of a modelling study is not to build a model and compute 
its behaviour but to learn about some real system, a step towards 
understanding that real system is to understand the model of that system. 
Even if the results of the calculations fail to agree with emperical results, 
the insight obtained may be of great help for determining the best approach 
for further study. 

- Model construction and irrrprovement 
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Understanding a model's inner working is also of great help to the modeller 
himself. If he knows which parts of his pilot model are essential to behaviour 
and which are only details of secondary importance, he can focus his 

attention on these crucial parts rather than waste much time and energy on 
the construction of submodels that have hardly any influence on the overall 
results. As a result, the model may become simpler and better. 



- Poliay synthesis 

If policy recommendations have to be derived from a model, insight into 

its inner working may be extremely useful, or even indispensable, for the 

synthesis of a policy that will work out effectively in the model. 

- Validation 

An important criterion in validating behavioural models of social systems 

is analogy, i.e. similarity between the basic mechanisms governing model 

behaviour and those governing the real system. Clearly, understanding 

the reasons why the model behaves the way it does is indispensable. 

- Comparison 

Adequate comparison of the assumptions and results of one study with those 

of other studies analysing a similar problem is possible -0nly if rl1e 

conclusions , and the logic behind them, can be compared at the same 

level of understanding, aggregation and precision. Also, comparison of 

assumptions and results of similar models by experts is easier if. the 

models are compared at the same level of aggregation and understanding 

(e.g. comparison between production functions). 

- Communication of insight, results and conclusions 

Results and conclusions that are explained and understood without 

mathematics and computers, in terms and/or simple diagrams the human mind 

can grasp immediately, are far more comprehensible, and can be transferred 

far more easily and convincingly to other experts and to a broad public. 

- Dequantifiaation 

Any social-systems study starts from vague and imprecise ("fuzzy") 
concepts and data. To fit the form of mathematical equations, precision 

is added in the model-building phase, and what cannot be quantified is left 

out ("quantification"). But the final conclusions cannot be more precise 

than the original infonnation. Hence, precise and specific model results 
have to be retranslated into qualitative conclusions and imponderables 

* 

have to be pondered again, a process that, since it is the reverse of 

quantification, may be called 11dequantifiaation 11
• Qualitative 

It might even be argued that simple patterns or diagrams are superior to 
verbal descriptions when a model's working has to be explained. Language 
is essentially sequential, whereas a diagram is able to transfer a pattern 
of simultaneous interactions as a whole (a "Gestalt"). 
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conclusions are likely to be more general, ioore robust and hence more 
important than the precise outcomes of numerous simulations (the issue 
has been elaborated more specifically in /29/. 

Clearly, lll1derstanding complicated simulation models is of vital 
importance for the overall outcome of modelling studies. Nevertheless, 
numerous modelling studies are terminated as soon as "enough" simulation 
results are available. One of the reasons might be that public attention 
tends to focus on the latest results obtained by the newest model, whereas 
little regard is paid to elaborations and reconsiderations of conclusions 
previously drawn. Another reason may be that model builders have learned so 
much during the conceptualisation and construction that they come to believe 
that their own tmderstanding is sufficient. Moreover, after having spent 
several years on a particular model, investigators may be eager to tum to 
a new subject of study. 

Yet another plausible explanation is that a thorough inves~igation into 
I 

a complicated model may be regarded as a difficult and tedious task. Almost 
no general procedures exist. Much is left to the personal experience and 
skills of the investigator. Moreover, now that computers become more and 
more easily accessible, many people construct complicated mathematical models 
without possessing an elementary knowledge of the mathematics of dynamic 
systems, and of the various existing techniques for model analysis. As a 
result, numerous modellers resort to trial-and-error methods and ad-hoc 
approaches. 

Because a suitable methodology for model analysis seems to be lacking, we 
decided to attempt to develop a general approach for tmderstanding complicated 
models, starting from 
- information already available in the literature in the field (see, e.g. 

/5, 13,22,35/)' 
- the basic requirements of model tmderstanding (see above), and 
- our own experience, in particular with the World3 model. 
Our aim is to present the material in such a way that it may be of interest 
to both the experienced in the field and the inexperienced. Therefore, the 
description is rather extensive, including both a number of fairly well-known 
methods and new approaches. 
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3. 3 AN APPROACH TO UNDERSTANDING COMPLICATED MODELS 

3.3.1 GeneraZ aoneideratione 

The human mind is not able to deal with the impact of more than a few 
assumptions and other inputs on the calculated results. That is why 
l.Ulderstanding large and complicated models is so difficult. Small sets of 
equations can be dealt with comprehensively, but the only way to assimilate 
large models is to understand them on different Zevele and in different detaiZ. 

That means that the model as a 'Whole is seen as a conglomerate of interacting 
submodels having only few linkages between them. Only the general input-output 
characteristics of each subioodel are considered. In tum, each of the 
submodels is studied in the same way, leaming in greater detail how it 
behaves inside, and so on, lllltil the size and/or complexity of the building 
blocks is reduced in such a way that all the details of equations and 
assumptions can be considered and accol.Ulted for. At each level, the amount of 
detail and the scope is different. We shall have to limit our attention to 
certain parts of the model if we want to study all the details there. Hence, 
what we call "l.Ulderstanding on different levels" is equivalent to what Simon 
/27 I calls "hierarchical understanding". We shall use the term ''hierarchical" 
only to indicate that certain submodels are dominant over others. 

Tackling problems on different levels of detail is characteristic of 
almost any branch of human intellectual activity. Not surprisingly, the 
different level approach also befits the study of the very process by which 
l.Ulderstanding is acquired, distinguishing between: 
(1) general attitudes 
(2) particular strategies for tackling a model, and 
(3) specific tools and techniques. 

We will adopt this three-level description in the sections that follow. 
First, a few guidelines concerning general attitudes will be given. Then 
follows a description of procedures ("strategies") of acquiring insight. 
Finally, various specific techniques are listed, and, if appropriate, 
briefly discussed. To illustrate the various approaches, extensive reference 
will be made to our analyses of World3. 
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3. 3. 2 Attitudes 

At this level of consideration, only fairly general recollDllendations are given. 

Most of these ought to be familiar to experienced researchers in almost any 
field. Therefore, we will give only a brief general accolUlt. A number of 
important rules for model analysis is listed in Table 3.1. Even though many of 

the items listed in the table may appear to be trivial, they are violated too 
often in modelling studies to be ignored here. 
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TABLE 3.1: IMPORTANT RULES FOR MODEL ANALYSIS 

I. AVOID NEEDLESS COMPLICATIONS 
Study only those things that really matter, and do not 
adopt·more complicated approaches than necessary. Be 
flexible, and feel free to use any approach you can think 
of - and attempt to think of as many approaches as you 
can. Each has its own merits - and shortcomings. 

2, CONSIDER A MODEL AS A MODEL, AND NOTHING MORE THAN THAT 
Do not come to believe in your model, and to consider it 
as if it were the real world! 

3. CONSIDER A MODEL AS A MODEL, AND NOTHING LESS THAN THAT 
Do not examine only those situations and modifications 
that are feasible in real-world terms. Highly "unrealistic" 
model experiments may be very instructive. 

4. BE SCEPTIC ABOUT ALL EXPLANATIONS OF BEHAVIOUR 
It is too easy to explain phenomena in a wrong way 
(apparently strong loops may hardly affect behaviour, 
positive loops do not necessarily induce exponential growth, 
etc,), Perform thorough tests that cannot be misinterpreted 
bef~re accepting any explanation of behaviour. 

S. LOOK FOR ANALOGIES 

6. KEEP ALWAYS THINKING YOURSELF 
Do not believe that any tool, trick or technique will 
generate insight. Their only contribution is to obtain, 
arrange or elaborate the available information so as to 
facilitate understanding by the analyst. 



3.3.J Strategies 

A basic feature of a general strategy for model understanding follows 
immediately from our considerations above: the limitations of our mind force 
us to disseat complicated problems into a number of smaller subproblems. 
In the case of model analysis, this means that, at different levels of 
consideration, either the (sub)model has to be deaomposed, or model 
behaviour has to be studied separately for various specific conditions, or,· 
in most cases, both. 

This leads us to the simple flow chart of Figure 3.1. The approach 
presented here should not be considered an absolute prescription of how to 
proceed when analysing a complicated model. We rather designed it as a 
general framework for formulating our thoughts as explicitly as possible and 
for structuring the discussion, and as a source of ideas, particularly for 
those without experience in the field. 

Let us now elucidate Figure 3.1. 

A. OBTAIN BASIC FAMILIARITY 

If we start from an unknown model, the first step is to gain basic familiarity 
with the area of concern in question and with the model's background, 
underlying assumptions, variables, set of equations, etc. Usually, this will 
be done by verbal communication, study of documents, reformulation of 
equations in more familiar form, computer implementation of the simulation 
program, and the first simulation experiments. 

B. DISSECTION 

llnless the (sub)model under examination is very simple, the study will have 
to be dissected into a collection of substudies by decomposition of the 
(sub)model into smaller parts, by separate studies of the behaviour under 
different conditions, etc. 

In the case of deaomposition, each part should, in a sense, form 
a whole that may be clearly distinguished from other model parts. Various 
ways of decomposing exist, working according to different criteria such as 

- the physical meaning of the variables (sectors in World3), 
- the pattern of influences (graphical decomposition), 
- the actual operation of the model, and 
- the dynamic characteristics of the different components (dynamic 

decomposition). 
More details will be provided in Section 3.3.4-5. 
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Figure 3.1: Flow diagram for a general approach to understanding 
complicated models. 



Focus on behaviour under specific conditions may lead to considerable 

simplification since for each condition usually only part of the equations 

really matter. A dinstinction between different conditions can be made in 

various ways, for instance: 

- behaviour modes, 

- particular simulations (standard run in World3), 

- distinction between different parts of the state space (e.g., in World3, 
large and low pollution ratios, or, more specifically, study of model 

properties in the vicinity of a certain state; see Section 2.3.4), 

- distinction between different time horizons (short-term and long-term 

behaviour may be the subject of separate investigations, as is illustrated 

using the World3 population sector in Section 2.2.5). 

C. SELECTION OF SUBMODEL/CONDITION(S) 

Which of the different submodels or conditions is chosen as the next subject 

depends on the state of the analysis. It may be wise to start with 

investigations into those aspects that seem to be most relevant to overall 

behaviour and conclusions (the capital and resource submodel in the World3 

standard run), but it may also be better to clear away a number of smaller 

issues that clutter the picture and prove to be mental obstacles (job submode! 

in World3). 

D. ANALYSIS 

This box, which represents the bulk of the work, covers any kind of study of 

(sub)models at the appropriate level of detail and lUlderstanding. The ANALYSIS 

box will be discussed in greater detail below. 

E. UNDERSTANDING SUFFICIENT? 

The degree of satisfaction with the lUlderstanding obtained so far may depend 

on various factors, such as: 

- the significance of certain details to overall conclusions, 

- the perceived utility of further information, 

- the number of different approaches yet to be explored, 

- the amount of time and energy still available to be spent on the subject, 

- the personal judgement of the investigator. 

To answer the question of understanding the model as a whole, the 

interaction of the various submodels is studied, and the insights gained 

for different conditions are combined. 
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}fuch depends on the peculiar nature of the model under investigation, 
and on the investigator's abilities. Yet, a few general recorrnnendations 

deserve serious attention. 
One suggestion is to make extensive use of (blockJdiagrams showing 

the (sub)model's building blocks and their channels of interaction on each 
level of consideration. ~fuch can be learned in this way, at almost no cost, 
and without perfonning extensive simulations. 

Another advice is to consider the hie'I'aT'chy of subsystems. 
More often than not, certain subrnodels behave virtually autonomously and play 
a dominant part, whereas the behaviour of other model parts is governed by 
influences from other submodels. An excellent example is provided by the 
pattern of major interactions between the four World.3 subrnodels for standard
rtm conditions (Section 2.3.1, Figure 2.24). 

Satisfaction with overall understanding may be achieved only after a 
considerable number of iterations. In initial phases of analysis, the insight 
will usually be too global and tentative, so that more detailed explanations 
of certain aspects of model working are required. In that case, we will have 
to proceed to a more detailed level of understanding, either by further de
composition, or by a subdivision into a collection of more specific conditions. 

In other cases, certain relevant model parts or conditions may not have 
been studied yet at the present level of consideration, and these will then be 
subjected to further examination. 

Let us now go more deeply into the ANALYSIS box. As shown in Figure 3.2, 
we shall subdivide it into a number of partly separate activities: Overall 

investigations (1) aim at obtaining a better knowledge of the particular 
model part under the conditions of interest, at an appropriate level of detail. 

Such investigations may give important indications as to which parts are 
crucial, and which are not, and hence serve as an excellent starting point 
for simplifications (2). Omission of model parts that do not matter under 
the particular conditions of interest helps focus attention on those parts 
that really matter, and may considerably facilitate further analyses (see 
also Section 3.3.4-4). 

After simplification the question arises whether the insight obtained 
thus far is sufficient at the present level of consideration or not: Is it, 
in the light of the relevance of the particular aspect to the overall out
come, necessary to go into further detail? If so, is it possible to make 
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a distinction between separate submodels, and is their interaction clear? 

Or has the (sub)model's operating structure, at the present level of 
understanding, to be further clarified? If insight is sufficient, we may 

directly proceed to the question of overall insight (E, Figure 3.1). Otherwise, 

we may investigate the possibilities of detailed analysis (4). Detailed 

analysis means that a submode! is studied as a whole and in full detail, i.e. 

without decomposition and/or study of behaviour under different conditions. 

Generally, such analyses will be possible only after dissection of the 

problem of overall understanding into sufficiently small or simple basic 

building blocks. Further details will be provided in Section 3.3.4-2. 

If insight at the present level is considered insufficient (no clear 

possibilities for a further breakdown), and detailed analysis is impossible, 

we must take resort to a grey- or blaek-box approach (5), that primarily 
aims at giving indications for further study. Emphasis is on overall 

behavioural properties. The (sub)model is considered as a grey or black box, 

and more often than not numerical techniques will be employed. 

The results of grey- or black-box analyses may be diverse: one of the 
possibilities is to derive an aggregated (sub)model description that can be 

further simplified and analysed if necessary. In other cases, the results 

may lead to further research into the inner working of the (sub)model 

considered. Simple representations of input-output behaviour of complicated 

submodels may also be very useful to the communication of model working. 

3.3.4 Techniques 

At the third level of discussion we shall now consider a number of techniques 

of model analysis. A list, which is by no means exhaustive, was compiled 

on the basis of a generalisation of our World3 analyses, of a few other 

publications presenting techniques of model analysis /5, 13, 22, 35/, and, 

last but not least, on the basis of common-sense reasoning. 
Since so many alternative (sub)models may have to be considered at this 

third level of consideration, we will not attempt to design a flow chart 

similar to that of Figures 3.1 and 3.2 for each specific task, but confine 
ourselves to a few general observations about each of the techniques. 

Since most of the techniques may be used in different ways, and applied 

in different phases of analysis, it is difficult to associate a particular 

class of techniques with each of the boxes of Figures 3.1 and 3.2. 

Refotnrulation of equations, for instance, may be used to obtain familiarity 
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with a model, but also for model simplification, or as a first step towards 
detailed analysis. Likewise, total linearisation may be used for different 

goals, and in different ways: for overall investigations, for grey-box 
analysis, for simplifications, as a help in model decomposition, or, if 

perfonned analytically, as a technique of detailed analysis. We shall 
distinguish four partly overlapping classes here, namely: 

(1) Techniques of examining large sets of equations, 

(2) Techniques of detailed analysis, 

(3) Techniques of decomposition, and 
(4) Techniques of simplification. 
Techniques discussed in only one of these classes may also be useful in 

other parts of analysis than those belonging to the particular class. 

A survey of the techniques that will be discussed is given in Table 3.2. 

3.3.4-1 Teohniquea of exaJfrining large sets of equations 

This applies to box A in Figure 3.1, and boxes 1 and 5 of Figure 3.2: 
obtain familiarity, overall investigations, and grey- or black-box approaches, 

respectively. The common goal is to bring more clarity with respect to the 
inner structure of a complicated set of equations. Since so many approaches may 

be used, we shall distinguish 4 sub-classes, viz. 

(1) diagram analysis, 
(2) refonnulation of equations, 

(3) simulation experiments, and 

(4) grey/black-box approaches. 
These will now be discussed separately. 

c1J ~!egr~_§!!!:e!Y§!~ 
Diagram analysis is a simple nonntm1erical technique useful in almost all phases 
of model analysis. In the initial phase, the investigator may redesign the 
diagram in a more familiar fonn, adapt, if necessary, its infonnation contents 
better to his needs, use it to distinguish the model's main building blocks, 

or attempt to reduce it to a more elementary form. Moreover, a study of the 
influence diagram may be helpful to the implementation on a computer. 

As more understanding has been gained, such a diagram may have to be 
redesigned time and again to bring out the salient features of the model as 
clearly as possible. The great potentialities of diagram analysis are often 
ignored, for example in economic and econometric modelling. 

Various kinds of graphical representations may be used, e.g. causal loop 
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TABLE 3. 2: SURVEY OF TECHNIQUES DISCUSSED IN SECTION 3.3 

2. Detailed 
1 • Examination of large sets of equations analysis 

J. Diagram 2. Ref ormu- 3. Simulation 4. Grey/black l. (partial) 
analysis lation of experiments box analytical 

--""tio,..~ <>nnrna<'he" solution 
a, redesign changes in a. total line-

arisation 2. derivation 
b. add more a. functions/ of lag-

information parameters b. input-out- times, 
put studies steady-state 

c. reduction b. state solutions 
variables c. equilibrium 

d. cluster analysis 3. derivation 
analysis c. exogenous of phase 

variables d. computation trajectories 
of phase 
portraits 

3. Decomposition 4. Simplification 

l • on a physical I • Without 2. Omission of 3. Approxi-
basis affecting minor mat ion 

properties contributions 
2. graphical 

a. combination a. changes a. of 
3. according to of functions 

actual model parameters lb. observation 
operation analysis b. (total) 

b. combination lineari-
4. Dynamic of functioni c. contribution sat ion 

analysis 
c. reformula- c. omission 

ti on of rela-
tively 
small 
lags 
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diagrams, DYNAM) flow diagrams, analog flow schemes, block diagrams, or 

signal-flow diagrams, each drawing the attention to other aspects of the model 
structure. In block diagrams, for instance, the relations between the 

variables are represented as blocks, while the arrows between them represent 
the variables. But in a signal-flow diagram, the ve~tiees represent the 
variables in the equations, while the arrows between them refer to the 
relations between them. The choice of diagram may depend on the personal 

preferences of the investigator and on the nature of the model. In each 

specific case, another choice may be more appropriate. 

In the first phase of our World3 study, the original DYNPiMO diagram was 

redrawn in various ways, among others as a kind of analog flow scheme 
for example, Figure 2.8), for three reasons, namely: (1) an analog flow 

scheme contains more precise information about the equations, (2) as an 

influence diagram, an analog scheme is more consistent than a DYNAl\IKJ diagram, 

where certain arrmvs out of state variables (e.g. outflows) may represent 
influences acting upon that state variable, and (3) such flow schemes were 
more familiar to us. 

Other systematic methods of diagram analysis may be particularly useful 
in finding ways of decomposing a model. These will be mentioned in Section 
3.3.4-3. 

(2) B~fQil.!A!!~!!QU_Qf _~~~!iQ!!§ 

If equations are given in the form of a computer algorithm, it may be 

very instructive to reformulate them in a more familiar or more condensed 
form e.g. analytically, in the state-space notation, or otherwise. 

(3) §il.!!l:!!e!i2u_~~~ri~u!§ 
Simple simulation experiments based on the introduction of changes in a 
(sub)model's set of equations may reveal many properties of a (sub)model. From 

the state-space point of view we may distinguish three types of changes, 
namely: 

(a) changes in relations between state variables (flll1ctions and/or parameter 
values), 

(b) falsification of state variables at any point in time, including the 
initial values, 

(c) changes in time-varying exogenous inputs. 
Each of these will now be discussed briefly. 
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(a) ~~g!::~_itL!::!!e!i2~LQ!::!~!::~~ _ge!~_Ye!iell!:::~ 
The introduction of changes in paraJneter values is well known as the simplest 

form of sensitivity analysis. The application of changes in functions 

includes all types of modifications in the links between state variables. A 

particular technique is to freeze certain links, i.e. to keep their influence 

constant from a certain point in (simulation) time onwards. Comparison with 

the outcome of a normal nin may reveal how the link affects the behaviour. 

Another application is to amplify certain relations so as to bring out their 

effects more clearly. Slight nonlinearities, for instance, may be exaggerated. 

This technique is mostly used for testing model validity and for detecting 

critical elements in a model. Also, if changes in certain parts of the model 

the behaviour of other parts, whereas modifications in other parts have 

local effects only, important conclusions about model hierarchy may be drawn. 

Changes may be introduced randomly, on an ad-hoc basis, or very 

systematically (general sensitivity analysis, see /35/ for an application). 

Full insight into model sensitivities may be obtained without varying 

aZZ asslilf!Ptions: diagram analysis, or simple mathematical treatment can tell 

us that several factors act in exactly the same way (see, e.g., the discussion 

of parameter groups in the capital sector /30/, and Section 3.3.4-4). 

Cb) £e!~!!ife!i2~_2!_~!~!~_Ye!ieQ!::;~ 
The principle of falsification of a state variable is either to give it a 

value different from that under conditions of normal model operation, or to 

modify its dynamic behaviour. 

One kind of application is to suddenly change the value of a state 

variable during a simulation. Drastic changes are advisable, since their 

effects are much clearer than those of smaller, more realistic modifications. 

The aim of this technique is not to test model validity, but to uncover the 

general dynamic principles by which model behaviour is gove111ed. If. e.g., 

changing the value of a state variable has a pronounced effect on the overall 

behaviour during the subsequent part of the simulation, this is an indication 
that the state variable considered plays a leading part, and in what way. 

CDnversely, if the effects of perturbing a state variable are only local and 
tend to vanish rapidly, its influence on other model parts is likely to be 

insignificant. 

,A.nother application of the technique is to modify initial values. Doubling 

the initial (standard-nin) value of industrial capital in World3 induces a 
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more rapid depletion of resources and hence an earlier decline, the effects 

being noticeably throughout the whole simulation. But if the initial value 
of total population is doubled or quadtupled, the effects vanish fairly 
rapidly, and overall behaviour remains virtually illlaffected (see Section 
2.2.s, and also /14, 31/). 

Yet another method of falsifying a state variable is to freeze its value 
from a certain point in time onwards. As a result, all dynamic influences 
acting via that variable are inactivated. Comparison of the resulting be
haviour with that of the original model throws light on the significance of 
these influences, and may yield infonnation concerning the operating stiucture 
of the model. This technique was applied fruitfully in World3 in a verifi
cation and demonstration of the model's three-level hierarchy tmder standard
-n.m conditions (see Section 2.3.1). 

(c) Q}~g~~-!:!!-~~Qg~~Q~-Y~Ii~~1~§ 
Clearly, changes in exogenous inputs may elucidate the influence of these 
variables upon (sub)model behaviour. Various types of changes may be applied, 
some of which deserve particular attention, namely 
- freezing inputs, so that (sub)model behaviour can be observed and 

studied as if no exogenous changes were at work, 
- step-inputs, which may be used for a rough identification of the basic 

static and dynamic properties of the (sub)model illlder consideration, 
and 

- periodic inputs, which are of particular use for the determination of 
frequency-response characteristics of (quasi)linear systems. 

Various examples may be fotmd in our World3 analyses. Notably, the influence 
of exogenous variables on each of the sector models was examined by freezing the 
inputs. The first exploration of population dynamics (Section 2.2.5) was 
performed using steps as inputs. 

(4) Qr~Y:l~!~£t:~Q~-~EE!Q~£h~§ 
These techniques can be used both for initial investigations and for in-depth 
studies of large or complicated sets of equations that cannot easily be broken 
down into more elementary parts. Computers may be used in various ways. Let 
us ,briefly review a few techniques of particular interest. 

(a) I2!~!_!!:i}~~ri2~!!2~ 
Both small and large sets of equations, including models as a whole, may be 
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tackled by total linearisation. Analysis of linearised models yields 

:information on stability properties, dominant lag times, etc. Moreover, 

simplification of the linearised model may be extremely helpful in finding 
suitable ways of decomposition. 

Since the linearisation itself, and the simplification and various 
analyses of the linearised model may be performed on a computer, numerous 
linearisations and analyses may be performed in almost no time, and at 
virtually no cost. Therefore, the major drawback of the method, namely that 

- in general - its results are meaningful for a limited part of the state 
space only, can easily be overcome. 

A more extensive discussion of the method, of its possibilities of 
computer implementation, of potential results, and an application to the 
complete World3 model (reduced to 21 state variables) have been given in 

Section 2.3.4. 

(b) J~Q~!:2~!~~!_§!~~i~§ 
By an input-output study, we mean that only the behaviour of a (sub)model's 
outputs as a function of the inputs is studied, without paying attention t0 
the inner workings of the (sub)model. A complicated set of equations 

linking few inputs to few outputs may be intransparent, but its overall 
input-output properties may be easily derived by direct computation. Black
box approximations can be derived in various ways, e.g. by regression 

analysis of simulation results, or by approximation of complicated submodels 
by reduced ones. Also, interesting (sub)model attributes may be discovered 

by plotting behaviour against another than a linear scale (e.g. a logarithmic 
one), by plotting one variable against another one (time acting as a 
parameter), by plotting the ratio of two variables against time, etcetera. 

Input-output analyses may also be very rewarding if only particular 
aspects of model behaviour are studied. Think, e.g. of the exploration of 

the limits of model behaviour, in which case only asymptotic values of 
submode! inputs and/or outputs are investigated, or of the study of (sub)
model behaviour if time tends to infinity (equilibrium analysis). Because of 

its importance as a technique for model analysis, equilibrium analyses will 
be discussed as a separate item. 

An illustrative example of an input-output study in World3 is provided 
by the computation of the relative growth of population as a function of 
constant pollution and per capita values of industrial output, service 
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output and food, see Section 2.2.5. 

(c) ~g~~!!~E!~-~e!Y~!~ 
Study of (sub)model equilibria may be interesting in various respects. 

Submodels containing relatively small lags may be replaced by their steady

state or equilibrium representations. Long-term behaviour as a function of 

parameter values or other assumptions may be studied directly. Particularly 

if model stabilisation is one of the goals of the analysis, examination of 

the determinants of model equilibria is a prerequisite. 

There are basically two ways of investigating equilibria of large sets 

of equations, namely (i) simulation for a sufficiently long time, i.e. until 

the (sub)model has to come to a rest, and (ii) direct computation of equilibria 

from the equations expressing equilibrium conditions. 

If feasible, the second approach is preferable from the point of view of 

saving computer time, particularly if equilibria have to be investigated 

under a variety of circumstances and/or for various assumptions. However, 

difficulties may arise, if, owing to nonlinearities, several equilbria are 

possible or unstable equilibria exist. 

It is often useful to exploit existing knowledge about steady-state 

behaviour in equilibrium computations. Steady-state solutions of simple 

submodels, for instance, may be substituted beforehand. 

The use of numerical equilibrium analysis is illustrated by the compu

tation of population equilibria as a function of sector-inputs (Section 2.2.S), 

and by the study of agricultural, pollution and population equilibria as a 

function of industrial and service output values (Section 2.3.S). 

(d) ~Qll!E~!e!!Q~_Qf_Q~~-QQI!I~!!~ 
Phase portraits can be derived either by simulation (starting from various 

points in the state space), or by direct computation of the derivative of 

the state vector with respect to time for a wide range of states. The tech

nique is useful for obtaining a general insight into the behaviour of a 

model (behaviour modes, potential equilibria, limit cycling, etc.). Un
fortunately, the technique is much less attractive for (sub)models having 

more than two state variables. 

In our World3 analyses, we used a numerical investigation of behaviour 

in the phase plane, among other things, for an investigation of the nature and 

the origin of the difficulties encountered in the equilibrium analysis 
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in a certain class, and not in another? Should the field be d~vided in 
sharply defined, mutually excluding classes, or is overlapping allowed? 
Therefore, starting from the set of methods discussed above, various aspects 
were considered as potential criteria for classification: 

- the kind of result (insight into a m::idel's inner workings, structural 

information, a simpler model, etc.), 
- the phases of m::idel analysis in which the technique is ioost useful, 
- the level of detail considered, 
- the requirements on the part of the investigator (technique suitable for 

direct use by anyone required?), 
- the kind of tools required (pencil and paper, computers, etc.), 

- the (mathematical) simplicity, 
- the generality of the approach (techniques exploiting the peculiar 

characteristics of the equations versus general methods), 
- the size of the (sub)ioodel that can be adequately handled, 
- the general principe on which the technique is based (simplification, 

falsification, non-numerical analysis, etc.), ' 
- the type of m::>del element's studied (parameter, function, Jtate variable, 

combinations), 
- the type of equation(s) that can be handled (linear, constclnt coefficients, 

particular type of nonlinearity, partial differential equations, etc.), 
- the amount of information required (only structural, or m::ire detailed 

information about the equations?). 

I have not been able to find an ordering in which eaah technique belongs 
to only one class. Almost any technique can be used in different ways, for 
different purposes, in different phases of analysis, for various types of 
structures, etc. Moreover, many techniques have features in common with 
others. 

Therefore, I shall only briefly alaborate two classifications, the first 
one based on the kind of tools that have to be used, and the second one on 
the nature of the approach. 

Let us first consider a classification based on the different kinds of 
tools that can be used in a m::idel analysis. Three classes are .distinguished: 
I diagram analysis, 
II analytical techniques, 

III: non-analytical techniques. 
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Table 3.3 a general view of each class. ~klst of the (sets of) 

techniques that have been listed above (see Table 3.2) are covered by this 

taxonomy. Since many analytical techniques may also be applied using computers 

instance linearisation, and the deviation of phase trajectories), classes 

II and III partially overlap. 

The second classification considered here takes into account the way in 

which is aquired, and the kind of insight obtained. As shown in 

Table 3.4, we distinguish: 

I structural analysis, 

II simplification and/or reduction, 

III detailed analysis, 
IV study of behaviour in the large. 

Structural analyses (class I) deal only with the structural features of a 

model, i.e. the existence or non-existence of relations between the variables, 

and, in certain cases, the distinction between dynamic and lag-free relations. 

The second class covers the techniques of simplification or of simplified 

representation of both diagrams and equations. Class III comprises techniques 

of detailed , while various kinds of techniques useful for obtaining 

insight into (sub)model behaviour in the large are listed in class IV. 
Also in this taxonomy classes partially overlap: for instance, 

simplification may be obtained by study of equations, and also by diagram 
analysis. Similarly, simulation experiments may be applied for purposes of 

detailed as well as for obtaining insight into mJdel behaviour in the 

Upon closer inspection, it appears that the orderings are, in part, 

similar to that in which the techniques have been discussed in the preceding 

sections. 

to observe that sensitivity analysis (parameter changes 
in a simulation, see Table 3.2), appears to be only one element out of a class 

containing numerous techniques that may be equally or even more effective, but 

whose existence is hardly acknowledged by many investigators. A similar remark 

may be made about the whole field. ~bst modellers use only a fraction of the 

wide variety of available techniques. 

Another exercise is to consider, in the sub-class of simulation 

experiments, all combinations of changes (perturbation, freezing, 
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TABLE 3.3: A CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNIQUES ACCORDING TO THE KINDS OF TOOLS 
REQUIRED. 

I Diagram analysis II Analytical III Non-analytical 
techniques techniques 

- redesign - (partial) - simulation 
solutions experiments 

- add more (see Table 3.2) 
information - reformulation 

- equilibrium 
- reduction - simplification analysis 

- cluster - derivation of - simplification 
analysis phase (linearisation!) 

trajectories 
- input-output 

- computation of studies 
steady-state 
solutions and - computation of 
lag-times phase portraits 

TABLE 3.4: A CLASSIFICATION OF TECHNIQUES ACCORDING TO THE WAY IN WHICH 
INSIGHT IS OBTAINED, AND THE KIND OF INSIGHT OBTAINED. 

I Structural II Simplifi- III Detailed IV Study of 
analysis cation analysis behaviour in 

reduction the large 

- diagram - of diagrams - simulation - inp1'1t/output 
analysis experiments studies 
(see Table - of equations 
3.3) (see Table - analytical - equilibrium 

3.2) techniques analysis 
- decomposi-

tion (see - phase 
Table 3. 2) portraits 
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intensification, etc.) and types of variables or interrelations (state 
variable, coupling variable, exogenous variable). Except for the 

intensification of a state variable, which has no clear meaning, all other 

combinations are useful, and have actually been applied to World3. 

3. 4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Model understanding is a crucial, ·but underdeveloped part of model-based 

systems analysis. This thesis forms part of an attempt to develop a more 
general approach. A survey of general attitudes, strategies and techniques 

for the analysis of complicated models is given. In addition, the use of 
various techniques has been illustrated in an analysis of World3, and certain 

techniques have been elaborated to become 11Dre generally useful, e.g., the use 
of equilibrium analysis and of total linearisation. But, whereas the 
presentations above may have suggested that 11Ddel understanding may be 
obtained in a fairly straightfoiward way, the real process is far 11Dre 

intuitive. Many of the strategies and techniques may have to be applied many 
times, in the same and in different phases of analysis, in parallel, 
sequentially, and iteratively. What is learned in one way may be extremely 

useful for the design of another analysis. Each way of tackling a model may 
yield different types of insight. Conversely, each insight may be attained 
along different paths. 

This is the major lesson following from the work described in this thesis: 

whereas, in common practice, model analysis is regarded as a simple exercise, 
and sensitivity analysis as its only tool, we stress the need for flexibility, 

and emphasise the existence of numerous other techniques. These techniques 
may be embedded in a general strategy for analysis that will, hopefully, 
stimulate investigators to think of approaches they would not have thought of 

before. The general framework that has now been made explicit is intended as 
a step towards a oore encompassing view of model analysis. 

Yet another aspect deserves full attention: model analysis has been 
treated here as an activity isolated from the modelling process. Yet, systems 

analysis is essentially iterative, and, as has been argued in Section 3.2, 
11Ddel analyses ought to be perfonned already during the model construction 

phase in order to know better which parts deserve closer attention and which 
not. Pilot models and submodels have to be understood properly before further 
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refinement is undertaken. Likewise, if policies are to be derived from a 

model, their synthesis ought to be started already during the construction 

and analysis. Only thus it can be determined which model parts and what 

circumstances deserve close attention, and what can be ignored in the light 

of the goals set to the study of the model as a whole. (see also /23/). 

Let us, finally, observe that the methodology of understanding complicated 

models has a number of characteristics in common with the models themselves. 

There are few general rules, if any. The whole field appears to be quite 

unstructured yet, maybe because reality cannot easily be unified into a 

general and elegant mathematical formalism. Studies and generalisations of 

practical cases of model analyses may help us further, but ready-made recipes 

for model understanding are not to be expected for quite some time to come. As in 

the handling of complicated real-world systems, human experience and intuition 

will continue to play a principal part. 
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Chapter four 

E P I L 0 G U E 

I shall now add a few remarks that are directly or indirectly related to the 

work described in this thesis, but that do not belong to the analysis of 

World3 proper. First, a few possibilities of extension of the work presented 

in this thesis are indicated. Subsequently, I shall make a few remarks about 

global modelling, and about the use of terminology in the field of modelling. 

Finally, model-based systems analysis and policy formulation will be 

reconsidered briefly. 

f2H2~:YP 
A thorough analysis of a single model forms the nucleus of this thesis. 

However much may be learned from this excercise, the mdethodological 

conclusions would become more general and better founded, and the set of 

techniques would be extended if similar studies were made of other models, 

similar to World3 and different ones, for instance econometric models, 

stochastic models, and models described by partial differential equations. 

Such analyses may be used to test the approach proposed in Chapter 3, to 

obtain a more general insight into the processes of aquiring model under

standing, and to obtain a better insight into the utility of the various 

techniques. 

Another possible extension is more user-oriented: the development of an 

interactive computer package for model analysis. Such a package would include 

routines for applying the various techniques of model analysis, and it might 

serve as a guide to the user by giving general recommendations and warnings 

against misinterpretations, by asking questions, by suggesting different 

techniques of analysis, etc. Yet, as each model is different, the construction 

of a package that would be useful in the analysis of aZZ kinds of models seems 

to be virtually impossible. 
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919~~1-~~~1!,P.}g 
Although a global model was the main subject of study in this thesis, little 

has been said so far about global modelling in general. Let us first consider 

what might be the implications of the conclusions obtained from World3. Our 

analysis gives rise to a nunber of intriguing questions about world models. 

For example, it is concluded that, in World3, economic development is 

virtually independent of population growth and food production. The 
agricultural submodel was found to react almost instantaneously to changes 

in industrial output and population. Do these results also apply to other 

world models? Are they characteristic of the "real" world? Correct answers to 

questions like these may have important implications, since they can teach 

us what may be appropriate ways of dealing with "real-world" problems. 
Recent developments in the field of global modelling display a strong 

I 

tendency towards sectoral and/or regional models. The need for such oore 

detailed and more thorough studies is clear, and it seems tmwise to study 
problems that have a regional nature on a global scale. But intersectoral 

studies may be necessary for answering questions like those mentioned in the 

preceding paragraph. One approach would be to let experts in different 
disciplines jointly discuss the problems. Another possibility is to build 

huge and monolithic models in which numerous details of many sectors and 
many regions are taken into account. But such models are extremely difficult 

to understand, and it may also be extremely difficult or even impossible to 

construct them: the original goal of the Mesarovic-Pestel project group /17/ 
was to build such a monolithic model and to run it as a single model on a 

computer,, but, to the best of my knowledge, the group has never attained 
this goal, presumably owing to coordination and coupling problems.Yet another 

solution, in the field of modelling, is to build models on different levels: 

specialists in various fields (such as economy, demography, ecology) and 
local experts may undertake detailed sectoral and/or regional studies. If the 

main results of these specialist studies can be described by relatively 

simple models, these may be combined to study the interactions of different 

regions and/or sectors, and so on. This approach would allow to include the 

specialist knowledge at the detailed level, whereas intersectoral aspects 

that were brought up so aptly by Forrester, Meadows et al. might be studied 

at higher, more aggregated levels. 
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I~~2!2gy 
Many discussions in the field of modelling are Uilllecessarily confused because 

different people (or the same people at different times) use the same terms 

to indicate different things. The term "time constant", for instance, is used 

in this thesis to specify the characteristic lag-time of linear or linearised 

first-order models or systems. But often, the same term is also used to 

indicate the average lifetime in an exponential decay process, or to 
characterise the band-with characteristics of the variations in a model's 

outputs. Similarly, some use the word "structure" to indicate the pattern of 

interactions between the variables of a model, whereas others use it to 
indicate the way in which the nodel actually works (defined as "operating 

structure" in the introduction of this thesis). Similar remarks may be made 

with respect to the use of other tenns, such as "limit" (a limit in the 
mathematical sense, or something like a "maximl.Ull sustainable value", see the 
Meadows reports I 15, 16/), "stability" (local, asymptotic), and "initial 

condition" (for some the initial values of only the state variables, but for 
others the whole collection of assl.mlptions on a TIDdel, including parameter 
values and coupling functions). The point I want to illustrate with these 

examples is that the use of terminology in the field of TIDdelling is 
disorderly, and that it is necessary to state clearly what is meant by 
certain terms before using them. 

tfe~~l:Q~~~~-~Y~!~~-~~lY§!§_~~-~l!~Y_!Q!!.!1111~!!2~ 
Let us, finally, consider TIPdel analysis in a broader perspective. 4. 1 

shows an outline of the model-based systems analysis and policy formulation 
process. Model analysis and policy fonnulation are shown as a 

activity. As emphasized in Section 3.2, insight following from model analyses 

plays a key-role: it may lead to improvements of the model, to changes in the 
way hl.Ullans perceive the real world, and hence to changes in the decisions 
taken by policy and decision makers in the real world. 

Clearly, the comprehensibility and cogency of the policy recorrnnendations 
made are crucial to the success of the overall effort of the systems analyst. 

But present-day public policy and decision makers are confronted with an 

increasing number of increasingly complicated modelling and other systems
engineering studies. As a result, even the real-world impact of many 

technically sound and well-explained systems-engineering studies is but 
slight. Therefore, the ideas launched by Greenberger et al. /10/ deserve 
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VALUES FORHULATION 

t 1 

An outline of the model-based systems analysis and policy 
formulation process. 

serious attention: they propose to establish intermediate groups of 

professional investigators who, on the one hand, analyse, compare and 

confront the results of different systems-engineering studies of the same 

or of a similar problem in order to come to more general, more valid, more 

comprehensible and hence more convincing conclusions, and, on the other, 

cooperate closely with policy and decision makers. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a. 
?, 

AHL 
AI 
AIOPC 
AIPH 
AL 
ALI 
ALIC 
ALL 
ALSC 
B 
b. 

?, 

CAI 
CBR 
CDR 
CMI 
CMPLE 

CUF 
D 
DCFS 
DCFSN 
DCPH 
DIOPC 
DTF 
E 

e 

EHSPC 
F 
F. 

?, 

f. 
?, 

FALM 
FCAOR 

FCAPC 
FCE 
FCFPC 
FIALD 
FIE 
FIOAA 
FIOAC 
FIOAI 
FIOARC 

FIOAS 
FPC 

Constant in approximations of table functions; the index i refers 
to the number of the corresponding equation in /16/. 
Assimilation Half-Life (years). 
Agricultural Inputs (dollars/year). 
Average Industrial Output Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Agricultural Inputs Per Hectare (dollars/hectare-year). 
Arable Land (hectares). 
Arable Land Initial (hectares). 
Average Lifetime of Industrial Capital (years). 
Average Life of Land (years). 
Average Lifetime of Service Capital 
Births per year (persons/year). 
Constant in approximation of table functions; the index i refers 
to the number of the corresponding equation in /16/. 
Current Agricultural Inputs (dollars/year). 
Crude Birth Rate (births/1000 persons-year). 
Crude Death Rate 1000 persons-year). 
Crowding Multiplier from Industrialisation (dimensionless). 
Compensatory Multiplier from Perceived Life Expectancy 
(dimensionless). 
Capital Utilisation Fraction (dimensionless). 
Deaths per year (persons/year). 
Desired Completed Family Size (dimensionless). 
Desired Completed Family Size Normal (dimensionless). 
Development Costs Per Hectare (dollars/hectare). 
Delayed Industrial Output Per Capita (dollars/person-ye~r). 
Desired Total (dimensionless). 
Efficiency of inputs allocated to resource conservation in Equation 
(2.85) (dimensionless). 
Efficiency of inputs allocated to resource conservation in Equation 
(2.84) (resource units/dollar). 
Effective Health Services Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Food (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/year). 
Function of more than one variable; the index i refers to the 
number of the corresponding equation in a table. 
Table-function; the index i refers to the number of the 
corresponding equation in /16/. 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Land Maintenance (dimensionless). 
Fraction of Capital Allocated to Obtaining Resources (dimension
less). 
Fertility Control Allocations Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Fertility Control Effectiveness (dimensionless). 
Fertility Control Facilities Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Land Development (dimensionless). 
Family Income Expectation (dimensionless). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Agriculture (dimensionless). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Consumption (dimensionless). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Industry (dimensionless). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Resource Conservation (dimension
less). 
Fraction of Inputs Allocated to Services (dimensionless). 
Food Per Capita (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/person-year). 
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FPU 
FR 
FRSN 
GNPpc 
GWPpc 
HSAPC 
IC 
ICI 
ICIR 
ICOR 
IFPC 

ILF 

IO 
IOPC 
ISO PC 
LDR 
LE 
LER 
LFDR 
LFERT 
LFERT t 
LFRT s 
LMC 
LMF 
LMHS 
LMP 
LRUI 
LY 
LYMAP 
LYMC 
m 
MLYMC 
MPAI 

MPLD 

MrF 
NR 
NRFR 
NRI 
NRUR 
Pl 
P2 
P3 
P4 
PAL 
PALI 
PALT 
PC RUM 
PFR 
PLE 
POP 
POPE 
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Fraction of Population Urban (dimensionless). 
Food Ratio (dimensionless). 
Family Response to Social Norm 
Gross National Product per 

(dimensionless). 
(dollars/person-year). 

(dollars/person-year). 
(dollars/person-year). 

Gross World Product per capita 
Health Service Allocations Per 
Industrial Capital (dollars). 
Industrial Capital Initial (dollars). 
Industrial Capital Investment Rate (dollars/year). 
Industrial Capital-Output Ratio (years). 
Indicated Food Per Capita (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/person
year). 
Inherent Land Fertility (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/hectare
year). 
Industrial Output (dollars/year). 
Industrial Output Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Indicated Service Output Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Land Development Rate (hectares/year). 
Life Expectancy (years). 
Land Erosion Rate (hectares/year). 
Land Fertility Degradation Rate (l/year). 
Land Fertility (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/hectare-year). 
Steady-state value of LFERT. 
Land Fertility Regeneration Time (years). 
Lifetime Multiplier from Crowding (dimensionless). 
Lifetime Multiplier from Food (dimensionless). 
Lifetime Multiplier from Health Services (dimensionless). 
Lifetime Multiplier from Persistent Pollution (dimensionless). 
Land Removal for Urban-Industrial use (hectares/year). 
Land Yield (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/hectare-year). 
Land Yield Multiplier from Air Pollution (dimensionless). 
Land Yield Multiplier from Capital (dimensionless). 
Parameter(~ F/SO). 
Marginal Land Yield Multiplier from Capital (hectares/dollar). 
Marginal Productivity of Agricultural Inputs (vegetable-equivalent 
kilograms/dollar). 
~1arginal Productivity of Land Development (vegetable-equivalent 
kilograms/dollar), 
Maximum Total Fertility. 
Nonrenewable Resources (resource units). 
Nonrenewable Resource Fraction Remaining (dimensionless). 
Nonrenewable Resources Initial (resource units), 
Nonrenewable Resource Usage Rate (resource units/year). 
Population, ages 0-14 (persons). 
Population, ages 15-44 (persons). 
Population, ages 45-65 (persons), 
Population, ages 65+ (persons). 
Potentially Arable Land (hectares). 
Potentially Arable Land Initial (hectares). 
Potentially Arable Land Total (hectares). 
Per Capita Resource Usage Multiplier (resource units/person-years). 
Perceived Food Ratio (dimensionless). 
Perceived Life Expectancy (year). 
Population (persons). 
Population Equilibrium value (persons). 



POPI 
PP APR 
ppapr 
PPASR 
ppasr 
PP GAO 

PPG IO 

PPOL 
PPOL70 
PPOLX 
R 
r 
R~P 
RGP st 

RGP4 

SC 
SCDR 
SCI 
SCIR 
SCOR 
SFPC 

SFSN 
so 
SOPC 
t 
T 
TAI 
TF 
u 
UIL 
UILPC 
v 
x 
$ 

y 
A 
T 

Population Initial (persons). 
Persistent Pollution Appearance Rate (polulation units/year). 
Persistent Pollution Appearance Rate relative to PPOL70 (I/year). 
Persistent Pollution Assimilation Rate (pollution units/year). 
Persistent Pollution Assimilation Rate relative to PPOL70 (I/year). 
Persistent Pollution Generated by Agricultural Output (pollution 
units/year). 
Persistent Pollution Generated by Industrial Output (pollution 
units/year). 
Persistent Pollution (pollution units). 
Persistent Pollution in 1970 (pollution units). 
Index of Persistent Pollution (dimensionless). 
Function in Equation (2.70). 
Function in Equation (2.64). 
Relative Growth of Population (I/year). 
Relative Growth of Population for constant inputs to subsystem I 
(I/year). 
Relative Growth of total Population in the model with 4 age groups 
(I /year). 
Service Capital (dollars). 
Service Capital Depreciation Rate (dollars/year). 
Service Capital Initial (dollars). 
Service Capital Investment Rate (dollars/year). 
Service Capital-Output Ratio (I/year). 
Subsistence Food Per Capita (vegetable-equivalent kilograms/person
year). 
Social Family Size Norm (dimensionless). 
Service Output (dollars/year). 
Service Output Per Capita (dollars/person-year). 
Time (years). 
Point in time (year). 
Total Agricultural Inputs (dollars/year). 
Total Fertility (dimensionless). 
1-FIOAC-FIOAA. 
Urban-Industrial Land (hectares). 
Urban-Industrial Land Per Capita (hectares/person). 
Eigenvector. 
Vector of state variables. 
(State) variable. 
Variable. 
Eigenvalue. 
Lag-time, time constant. 
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Integration with respect to time; 
I denotes the initial value. 

Algebraic function; f .refers to a table 
function in the origihal Meadows report /16/, 
with equation number i,and F. to an equation 
with number i in one of the lables in this thesis. 

Linear lag with static gain I; A gives the 
order, and B/A gives the time constant of 
each first-order lag. 

Multiplication and/or division. 

Addition and/or subtraction. 

Exogenous input, including constants. 
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STELL IN GEN 

behorend bij het proefschrift into the Club of Rome's 

World3 model - Lessons for understanding complicated models" van 

W. Thissen, 5 mei 1978. 

1. In tegenstelling tot wat Cole en Cuiilow /1/ en Erickson en Pikul /2/ 

is het terugrekenen in de tijd vanaf de beginvoorwaarden geen 

methode voor het testen van dynamische modellen. 

/1/ H.S.D. Cole, R.C. Curnow: 
"Backcasting with the World Dynamics models", 
Nature, Vol. 243, pp. 63 65 (May 11, 1973). 

/2/ S.A. Erickson, R.A. Pikul: 
"Backcasting global models: a resolution of the controversy", 
IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, Vol. SMC 6, 
PP• 648 - 650 (September 1976) 

bevolkingsmodel /1/ miskent 

een elementaire demografische wet, namelijk die van "behoud van mensen", 

en mist daardoor enkele voor een demografisch model essentiele eigen

schappen. 

/1/ A. Herrera et al. : 
"Latin American World Model", 
Proc. of the second IIASA Symposium on Global Modelling, 
(G. Bruckmann, editor), Baden, Austria (October 7 - 10, 1974) 
IIASA report CP - 76 - 8. 

3. De konklusie van Forrester c.s. (zie bijvoorbeeld /1/,/2/) dat de periode 

van de zogenaarnde Kuznets- of kapitaalcyclus in de economie voor een 

helangrijk gedeelte hepaald wordt door de levensduur van de kapitaal

goederen, dient op grond van het door het team zelf geconstrueerde deel-

model /2/) als onjuist te worden aangemerkt. 

/l/ J.W. Forrester: 
"Business structure, Economic cycles, and National policy", 
Futures, June 1976, pp. 195 - 214. 

/2/ G. Low: 
"The principle of conservation and the multiplier-accelerator theory 
of business cycles", 
Proc. 1976 International conference on System Dynamics,(J. Randers, 
L. Ervik, editors), Geilo, Norway, rp.337 - 380 (August 8 - 15, 1976). 



4. Aangezien sornmige pijlen in DYNM() stroomschema's /1/ de richting van de 
materiaalstromen inplaats van die van de beinvloedingen aangeven, zijn 
DYNM() stroomschema's niet geschikt als beinvloedingsschema. 

/I/ A.L. Pugh: 
DYNAMO II user's manual, 
M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass. (1973). 

5. Het is verwarrend dat het ije element in de rnatrixrepresentatie van een 

digraph doorgaans aangeeft dat er in c'.e graph een pij 1 van element i naar 
element j loopt (zie bijvoorbeeld /1/), terwijl daarentegen het ije element 

van de matrix d, in de systeernvergelijking . 
!_ = !·! + B 

betrekking heeft op de invloed van x . op x .. 
J '/, 

/!/ R. Bellmann, K.L. Cooke, J.A. Lockett: 
"Algorithms, Graphs and Computers", 
Academic Press, New York (1970). 

6. Voor de analoge siJ1U1latie van transport en diffusieproblemen verdient het 
gebruik van de in de analoge of hybride rekenmachine aanwezige versterkers 
als scheidingsversterkers - overeenkornstig de toepassing bij RC-netwerk 

siJ1U1latie /1/ - de voorkeur boven de in de leerboeken (zie bijvoorbeeld /2/) 
vermelde methode waarbij de versterkers als intergratoren worden geschakeld. 
/I/ J. Brasz : 

"Modelling and Simulation a paoked-bed heat-exohange prooess", 
Proefschrift TH Eindhoven 1977, Chapter 8. 

/2/ D.R. Coughanowr, L.B. Koppel: 
"Prooess systems analysis and aontrol", 
McGraw-Hill, New York (1965). 

7. Aangezien volledige linearisatie van de vergelijkingen van een dynamisch 

model ook voor niet-stationaire werkptmten leerzaarn kan zijn (zie bijvoor
beeld /1/), is het wenselijk de behandeling van deze techniek in de leer
boeken (bijvoorbeeld /2/) los te koppelen van de behandeling van modelgedrag 
voor kleine variaties ten opzichte van een stationair werkpunt. 

/I/ Dit proefschrift, Section 2.3. 

/2/ Prof. ir. O. Rademaker: 
"Dynamisahe Systemen" 
Dictaat bij het college 3.720.0, Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven (1976). 

8. Het is verwarrend dat, met name in personeelsadvertenties, steeds vaker 

het woord "systeem" gebruikt wordt terwij 1 "computer-", "informatie-" of 
"oommuniaatie-systesm" bedoeld wordt. 



9. Van gebruikersstandptnlt uit bezien is 
ook duur is. 

pas dan kostbaar als ze 

10. Het is verwonderlijk dat bij relatief onbetekenende transakties als aankoop 
op afbetaling, of (ver)huur van een woning, doorgaans door beide partijen 
uitgebreid aandacht wordt geschonken aan de voorwaarden van de overeenkomst, 
terwijl daar vaak zelfs geen infonnatie over wordt ingewonnen bij het af
sluiten van een wettelijk huwelijk met zijn naar verhouding verstrekkende 
juridische gevolgen. 

11. Gezien de in Stelling 10 vervatte konstatering zou het de (gemeentelijke) 
overheid passen de aanstaande echtgenoten aktief te infonneren omtrent de 
inhoud en strekking van de vele "kleine lettertjes" van de huwelijkswetgeving. 


